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A Few Thoughts
Frederick Taylor used the assumption of an “orderly world” to create the
famous theory of scientific management. Taylor viewed business as a welloiled machine whose only goal was to optimize the flow of activity to create
maximum efficiency. This paradigm viewed the organization as a simple
cause-and-effect machine in which everything could be described,
predicted, and controlled. Through most of the twentieth century, this
control-oriented model served us well. It allowed us to tame nature and to
transition to a dominantly industrial society based on science and machines
and advanced the well-being and prosperity of our society. It enabled us to
use a predominantly low-skill workforce in the most productive manner. It
worked perfectly in an environment where change was so slow that the
world seemed orderly and predictable. However, in a world that is very
different, very dynamic, very unpredictable, this model has faced its
limitations. Organizations need to replace the rational, mechanistic
paradigm that limits people's role and choices and evolve to the next level of
organization which we refer to as “Living Organisation”.
Where machines do what they are told, living systems sense, learn, and
adapt to their environment. Where machines simply perform transactions,
living systems are in relationship with all elements of their environment.
They are an interdependent and integral part of an ecosystem. Where
machines are focused on producing, living systems are focused on creating.
Therefore organizations build on the philosophy of living systems; serve
the purpose of guiding the flow of energy from the individuals and the
collective toward sensing and creating desired output of the goods and
services that serves it's customer's dynamic and ever changing needs.
The processes for creating a living organization, requires a focus on the
organizations most valuable resource: its people. This Foundation Day
Special Issue of Growth is a collection of papers that seek to explore the
different facets of such organization and deliberate on the approaches and
challenges of creating a living organization. I am sure readers will find the
articles interesting and thought provoking.

(Manas R Panda)
Executive Director (HRD)

Feature Article

Building a Living Organization :
Approach and Challenges
P V S Sarma*

Mission Statements
are like crafting a
beautiful title and
giving the title to
the organization.
Mission statements
have become an
Activity field effort,
whereas Soulful
Purpose is a
Context field effort
and therefore is the
music that will
energize, and align
the organization.

ABSTRACT
The concept of “Living Organization” has been a relatively recent development and has been
brought up as new model of Organizational Development by Norman Wolfe first as a White
Paper and then as a book with the title “ Living Organization – Transforming Business To
Create Extraordinary Results“, published by Quantum Leaders Publishing, Irvine, CA, USA
in 2011. Earlier, practically a similar concept was propounded by Aries de Geus, a long
serving manager/leader in the Royal Dutch Shell Company in his book titled “The Living
Company – Habits for survival in a turbulent business environment”, published by Harvard
Business School Press, in the year 1997.Both these eminent authors explained in detail the
meaning, and characteristics of a living organization/ living company and suggested ways to
build such an organization/company.An attempt has been made in this article to bring out the
important aspects of this concept, the challenges to building a living organization and to
suggest an approach on the basis of my interaction with Mr Norman Wolfe through e-mail,
my study of a few books on management as well as my own experience.
Introduction

T

he concept of the “living organization” continues to emerge in today’s
literature on organization development and transformation. This concept
views the organization as an organic, living creature with a mind and character of its
own. Considering the ever increasing challenges encountered by the corporate
leadership to survive and sustain high performance as well as to grow further,
Norman Wolfe, a successful Leader and Consultant suggests the new model “Living
Organization”. As per him, many of the components of the existing models are still
necessary today, and they are proving insufficient to meet the needs of today’s
leaders navigating the business environment of the 21st century.

The human body is a perfect analogue to the even more complex corporate body.
The basic building block for the company is the individual who joins others to form
departments, which comprise the complex system known as the corporate body. He
emphasizes that, “Business is a complex living system that directs the flow of energy, and
transforms it into desired results.” He further stresses the importance of “Soulful
Purpose” of organizations and says, “It is not enough to only describe the physical
components of the organization, for like a human being, the organization is more
than the mere sum of all its physical components. Being human recognizes the
presence of an energy we call the “spirit,” or soul, which drives and animates the
physical body. The same applies to organizations.
* Corporate Trainer - Formerly AD (HRD), SAIL
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All living systems, including The Living Organization,
process both physical energy and spirit or soul energy.
Its unique purpose, the unique contribution it is meant
to make, is determined and driven by its “Soulful
Purpose”.

people as doing so increases the flow of energy through
the system without requiring additional sources of
energy production (i.e. more people) to do so.
3. The Experience Factor - People play another key
role that underscores the importance of their
development – They define the experience customers
have with the company, which has a significant
impact on the perceived value of the company’s goods
and services. This experience reflects the relationship
exchange among people.

Wolfe’s model of Living Organization builds on the fact
“Everything is Energy and energy can neither be created
nor destroyed.” and therefore, it follows that everything
in the universe is energy constantly flowing and
transforming. Accordingly, Business is a complex
living system that directs the flow of energy, and
transforms it into desired results.

4. Profit’s Role: Profit and its two major
components: revenue and expense are the
fundamental business metrics. Profit is the feedback
that informs the organization about how much the
market perceives the value of its goods and services
(revenue) in relation to the consumption of energy
required to produce these goods and services
(expenses). Without a proper gauge to provide the
necessary feedback, a system can easily become out of
balance causing it to oscillate out of control and
eventually fail: Hence the continued importance of
profit in the model.

The diagram at fig. 1 shows these energy flows and the
role each organizational element plays in the
transformational processes.
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5. The Living Organization Model – The Spirit The key to organizational success is to maximize
energy contribution while minimizing energy loss.
The Living Organization makes visible three distinct
energy fields flowing through an organization distinct, yet interrelated, energy fields : Activity,
Relationship and Context.

Expenses

Fig. 1 : The Living Organisation Model

The most important ideas from Wolfe’s model are
brought out briefly hereunder :

6. Activity is the energy of doing both the “what”
and the “how” of the work to be done. It represents
the physical world of what we see, hear, and touch.
Everything in the physical world is sequenced by time
and space so this field is characterized by linear,
sequential activity. Work flows from one step to the
next following what appears to be a cause-effect
relationship. Activity is the only field of kinetic energy.

1. This is the basic system flow of every
organization – the Soulful Purpose defines its purpose
and the goods and services it will provide as its unique
contribution in service to the market. The Living
Organization transforms the energy of its people into
those goods and services with its business processes
serving as the channels for the transformational
process.

Activity energy has dominated most traditional
management methods. Business Process Engineering,
Six Sigma, TQM, Balanced Score Card, etc., are all
ways organizations have sought to effectively manage
the Activity energy. While the tools, methods and view
of the corporation as a machine to be fine tuned are
still very necessary, they remain insufficient to fully
manage all the forces at work within an organization.

2. The Living Organization is a Learning
Organization - The very process of putting forth the
efforts to accomplish specific goals and desired results
creates the opportunity for learning. As people learn,
they increase their capacity to contribute more energy.
Organization leaders must focus their time, effort and
resources on facilitating the development of their
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it is necessary to enhance the energy in the context
field and relation field.

7. Relationship is the energy of interactions, the
energy that flows from one field to another; the “who”
of the activity. It is energy that flows from two or more
people involved in an Activity as well as energy that
flows from the Context field to the Activity Field. The
broad concept of communication is encompassed in
the flow of this energy.

10. The ARC Framework - To achieve maximum flow
of energy and get the best results, Mr Wolfe suggests a
framework (Table 1) in the Living Organization
Model, which describes the flow of energy through
the system and defines the three fields of energy i.e.
Activity, Relationship and Context (ARC). Overlaying
each energy field onto the key organizational
components of Markets, Process, People and
Leadership provides the following ARC Framework
for understanding and assessing the dynamic forces
working within an organization.

When people on a team are aligned and coordinated,
they typically feel energized, as compared to the
“draining feeling” often reported in dysfunctional
teams. We often call this increase in the potential
energy of a team “synergy ”. The Experience
customers feel when interacting with our
organizations resides in this field of energy.

Table 1 : The ARC Framework

8. Context is the energy of purpose and meaning. It
is the “why” behind all we do. It is the newest field of
energy to be explored in the business world; and it has
the greatest impact on overall business success. We
experience this energy when we are drawn to work on
that which we are passionate about. We feel it when
we get “lost” in what we are doing and time seems not
to exist: we are in the “zone”. When connected to this
field we feel an almost infinite amount of energy from
which to draw on and apply to achieve our desired
results. Soulful Purpose, as defined in The Living
Organization model, resides in the Context field.

Field
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Leadership

Activity
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Workflow &
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Management
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The ARC Framework provides the necessary level of
detail to map a path to successful improvement,
thereby eliminating wasted effort and speeding
strategy execution. Leveraging the greater visibility
into the dynamic forces operating within the
organization provided by the ARC Framework,
roadmaps can be developed that are integrative,
implementable and sustainable to improve
organizations’ ability to produce the desired results.

9. Maximizing the flow of Energy - Activity Field is
the field of energy processed via the human senses.
While it is a critical part of the overall flow of energy, it
is by not the most significant. The Context field is the
source of all energy and our daily Activity is guided
and directed by Context energy. The Relationship
field is energy transferred between energy fields
which can be additive or subtractive.

Interactions with the creator of the Living
Organization Model

Since the organization is a complex living entity
designed to direct the flow of energy transforming it
into the desired results, the total amount of energy
available to the organization is critical. Activity energy
(A) is directly proportional to the amount of effort each
individual puts forth. Increasing the Relationship field
(R) through improved collaboration and teaming will
achieve more with fewer resources and thereby
increasing the amount of energy available in the
organization. The Context field has an exponential
impact on the total flow of energy through the system.
As such to maximize the energy flow in organizations,

I got in touch with Mr Norman Wolfe thro’ e-mail
initially to get his permission to download his white
paper on this model and later on to obtain his views
regarding its implementation. I am reproducing
below the interactions :
From: nwolfe@quantumleaders.com<nwolfe@
quantumleaders.com>
Subject : Thank You for Downloading White Papers
from Quantum Leaders
To : s_punyamurtula@yahoo.com
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Dear Sarma,

Dear Norman,

I want to thank you for taking the time to request a
copy of our white paper. I hope you find it informative
and entertaining.

I feel very fortunate to have got the access to your
comprehensive white paper on the new model of
“Living Organization”, thanks to the internet and
your kind consent for free download. I am motivated
to purchase your book and understand the concept in
detail.

We have been thrilled and humbled by the positive
response received to date on The Living
Organization® model. It is our utmost desire to see
this reach as broad an audience as possible, we would
therefore appreciate any personal feedback about
what most intrigued you to download the TLO white
paper and how you found us. We always appreciate
feedback, even challenges to our model, as we are
committed to refining and improving our message
and its usefulness. If you have any direct questions or
comments feel free to contact me at any time.

I request you to inform me your views on the
following points :
1. Difference between “Mission” developed by
many successful organizations and “Soulful
Purpose”. Many organizations with sustained
high levels of performance and growth developed
their mission statements with whole-hearted
involvement of people and succeeded even in the
globalized economy.

Whether to ask a question, share your comments or to
let us know what intrigued you most, please email me
directly atnwolfe@quantumleaders.com.

2. What can be the challenges to be encountered by
the leaders to build a living organization or to
modify their present organizational system/
structure and philosophy? What approach would
you recommend (Especially for organizations in
India)?

Warm Regards,
Norman Wolfe
Dear Norman,
Thank you very much for your communication and
the permission for the free download of your
whitepaper on “Living Organization”. I will study the
write up and come back to you with my feedback.

With warm regards,
Sarma
From: Norman S. Wolfe <nwolfe@quantumleaders.
com>

With warm regards,

Subject: Re: Thank You for Downloading White
Papers from Quantum Leaders

Sarma
From: Norman S. Wolfe <nwolfe@quantumleaders.
com>

To: “Sarma punyamurtula”<s_punyamurtula
@yahoo.com>

Subject : RE: Thank You for Downloading White
Papers from Quantum Leaders

Sarma,

To: “Sarma punyamurtula”<s_punyamurtula
@yahoo.com>

You are very welcome and it is I who am fortunate to
have someone with your interest engage with the
work.

You are very welcome. I look forward to your feedback

The answer to the first one is relatively simple, while
the answer to the second question is a bit more
complex (and I will endeavour to give you a
reasonable overview).

Enjoy
Norman Wolfe
From: Sarma punyamurtula<s_punyamurtula
@yahoo.com>

I have chosen a different term (Soulful Purpose) here
since the Mission Statement does not convey the full
depth of the energy required for the power of the
concept to be fully realized. A metaphor may help.

To : Norman Wolfe <nwolfe@quantumleaders.com>
Subject : RE: Thank You for Downloading White
Papers from Quantum Leaders
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Imagine a song that you have come to be moved by. It
only takes a few notes to bring the full range and depth
of the feelings that song evokes back to you
consciousness in the present moment. With this the
full range of feelings, emotions, passions are
immediately stimulated in you. This is because the
music is an energy field that actually vibrates our
bodies to a certain pattern which stimulates the
feelings. Now imagine you have never heard or felt
the music and someone came up to you and simply
gave you the title of the song. Without the music the
title would be flat, without any energy and hence will
have little or no impact on you.

in finding better ways to do the Activity of the
organization. In the new paradigm the Activity is
viewed as the result of focusing on settingthe Context,
Developing the People, Building Community (inside
and outside the organization) and Being of Service. To
understand some of the challenges associated with a
leader making this shift think of Maslow’s Hierarchy
of Needs. We are so attuned to operating from the
bottom up. This is how we go about life getting what
we want. Now I come along and say Maslow’s
pyramid is upside down and to get what we want we
must work from Purpose then Relationships and let
Activity flow form that.

Mission Statements are like crafting a beautiful title
and giving the title to the organization. This may be
different in India, but here in the States, Mission
statements have become an Activity field effort.
Where Soulful Purpose is a Context field effort and
therefore is the music that will energize, and align the
organization.

And that brings to the second part of the difficulty.
When we let the activity to be a natural flow from
Context and Relationship (which I call Inspired
Action) we are at some level giving up the notion of
predictability and control. One never really knows
ahead of time what activity will be inspired by the
purpose of the organization. The good news is this
leads to great flow of creativity and innovation, the
bad news is we lose the sense of predictability and
control.

Historically speaking Mission was supposed to be
what I call Soulful Purpose that was its original intent.
When that didn’t work Vision came along and
everyone said we need Mission and Vision (which was
then replaces with Mission/Vision/Values). But all of
these became Activity field efforts and never brought
forward the power of Context energy, although that
was its original intent. This is why I keep saying that
we cannot solve our problems through the Activity
field. We must learn to manage and lead from the
Context field.

I hope this has served to give you a bit of a taste of the
challenges this new paradigm brings, as well as the
possible benefits for taking on that challenge.
I await your response
Norman Wolfe
“Sar ma punyamurtula”<s_punyamurtula@
yahoo.com> wrote:

This brings me to the second question. It is the more
difficult because it brings up the issue of
implementation. A very appropriate next question
and one that is a real challenge and concern of mine. I
have worked for many years on making changes in an
organization but this is the first time I have been
engaged in sifting a leader’s paradigm. The challenge
with shifting a paradigm is that by its very definition a
paradigm is the invisible framework by which we
order our world and guide our decisions. Being it is
invisible we don’t think about it and take it for a given,
not to be questioned.

Dear Norman,
Thank you very much for clarifying my doubt about
soulful purpose with a very much appropriate
example of a song and explaining the importance of
context. I agree with you that it is a real challenge to
change the leadership paradigm from activity
orientation to context orientation. Would it be possible
for you to give real life examples from your experience
how the concept of “Living organization” has been
implemented? Can you please give names of some
existing organizations which implemented this
concept?

There is a big shift in the role of leadership. Simply put
the shift is moving from the Plan, Organize, Lead and
Control paradigm of the machine, where solutions lie

With warm regards,
Sarma
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From : Norman S. Wolfe <nwolfe@quantumleaders.
com>

Sarma
Summary of the interactions with Mr Wolfe:

Subject : Re: Thank You for Downloading White
Papers from Quantum Leaders

1. Soulful purpose is a context field effort and so it is
the music that will energize and align
organization. All problems cannot be solved
through the activity field and we must learn to
manage and lead from the context field.

To : “Sarma punyamurtula”<s_punyamurtula@
yahoo.com>
I would if I could. In my research and work with
clients I have to date only found one company that I
would say embodies The Living Organization. It is a
small company (12 employees) in Portland called Rose
City Mortgage.

2. Implementation is real challenge. A big shift is in
the role of leadership and Sifting of leaders’
paradigm is essential. We have to work from
purpose, then relationships and let activity flow
from that.

There are many companies that are working their way
through to the new paradigm and I am learning
different ways to help them make the shift. As I said it
is very difficult for three reasons. First is you cannot
change that which you don’t know that you don’t
know. Second is even if you knew it on a conscious
intellectual level there are still so many unconscious
patterns we operate from, in a habitual fashion. And
lastly even if we were committed to changing these
habitual patterns, all of the organization building
blocks (sales process, hiring process, customer
management process, etc.) are all designed based on
the machine paradigm.

3. When we let the activity to be a natural flow from
context and relationships, we may lose the sense
of predictability and control.
4. Mr Wolfe has found just one small company
which implemented the model. But there are
many companies working their way through the
new paradigm.
Challenges to build a Living Organization
As per Aries de Geus, author of the well known book
“The Living Company: Habits for Survival in a
Turbulent Business Environment (1997), Harvard
Business School Press, the average life expectancy of
a multinational corporation-Fortune 500 or its
equivalent-is between 40 and 50 years. This figure is
based on most surveys of corporate births and deaths.
A full one-third of the companies listed in the 1970
Fortune 500, for instance, had vanished by 1983acquired, merged, or closed A recent study by Ellen de
Rooij of the Stratix Group in Amsterdam indicates that
the average life expectancy of all firms, regardless of
size, measured in Japan and much of Europe, is only
12.5 years. The damage is not merely a matter of shifts
in the Fortune 500 roster. Lives of employees,
communities, and economies are all affected, even
devastated, by premature corporate deaths.

Rose City Mortgage for example has no personnel
policy manual, hires based on how the organizations
purpose serves to fulfil the individual’s soulful
purpose, is committed and takes action on their
guiding value to improve the life of all they serve
(includes employees, suppliers and customers). This
context defines their choices of actions not processes
guidelines, or procedures. There is no one size fits all
in their decisions only the context and the
relationship.
I hope this helps.
Norman Wolfe
From : ”Sarma punyamurtula”<s_punyamurtula@
yahoo.com>

Why, then, do so many companies die prematurely?
Such failure is attributed by de Geus to the focus of
managers on profits and the bottom line rather than
the human community that makes up their
organization. In an attempt to get to the bottom of this
mystery, de Geus and a number of his Shell colleagues
carried out some research to identify the

To : “Norman S. Wolfe” nwolfe@quantumleaders
.com
Thank you very much, dear Norman, for all the
clarifications. Wish you further success in facilitating
implementation of the new model in many more
organizations.
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characteristics of corporate longevity. The long-lived
were sensitive to their environment; cohesive, with a
strong sense of identity; tolerant, and conservative in
financing. Key to de Geus’s entire argument is that
there is more to companies — and to longevity — than
merely making money. “The dichotomy between
profits and longevity is false,” he argues. His logic is
impeccably straightforward. Capital is no longer king;
the skills, capabilities and knowledge of people are.
The corollary from this is that “a successful company is
one that can learn effectively. Learning is tomorrow’s
capital.”

to be brought in the “Role of leadership.” Over the last
100 years the role of the organization leader has
evolved along with the changes in the business
environment. Though the emphasis has shifted, the
fundamental responsibilities have not gone away;
rather, there is now a requirement for leaders to take
on new responsibilities that expand on their previous
roles. Early emphasis was managing a “machine of
production” predominantly focusing on the Activity
field to optimize the flow of energy and minimize
energy loss, that is, improving efficiency. Around the
middle of the twentieth century there was growing
recognition that people had a significant impact on
organizational performance, which added employee
satisfaction, motivation and empowerment to a
leader’s required skills. Over the last 20 years, we
witnessed the addition of creating an environment of
meaning and purpose to the leader ’s required
repertoire. And, as the business environment becomes
increasingly more complex, the leader’s role must
further grow to include articulating and giving life to
the “Soulful Purpose” that passionately aligns
everyone in the organization.

Here, de Geus provides the new deal: contemporary
corporate man or woman must understand that the
corporation will, and must, change and it can only
change if its community of people change also.
Individuals must change and the way they change is
through learning. As a result, de Geus believes that
senior executives must dedicate a great deal of time to
nurturing their people. He recalls spending around a
quarter of his time on the development and placement
of people.
According to de Geus, all corporate activities are
grounded in two hypotheses: “The Company is a
living being; and the decisions for action made by this
living being result from a learning process.”

The third challenge is to convert the company into a
“Learning Organization”. Capital is no longer king;
the skills, capabilities and knowledge of people are.
The corollary from this is that “a successful company is
one that can learn effectively.” Learning means being
prepared to accept continuous change. Linked to
continuous learning is the necessity to encourage
creativity and innovation in the organization.

The Primary Challenges
The most difficult challenge to build a Learning
Organization is changing the long standing paradigm
of not only the leaders, but the entire human resource
of the organization from activity field orientation to
orientation towards context and relationship fields. It
needs an organization-wide commitment to change
the habitual patterns of work in all the functions of a
company – like production, marketing, sales, human
resource management, finance, etc. While lot of efforts
are being put in towards relationship field, much is to
be done in the context field. Although most of the
companies prepare wonderful Vision and Mission
statements, they do not convey the full depth of
energy required for the power of the concept to be
fully realized. In order to change the old paradigm, it
becomes necessary to create an appropriate
organizational culture.

Suggested Approach to build a Living Organization
Although it is a challenging project to build a living
organization, there are quite a few long living
companies world-wide, which encountered many
types of problems not only to stay in the market, but
also to be recognized as “High Performance
Organization” consistently. GE, The Royal Dutch Shell
Company, Siemens, Du Pont, Procter & Gamble,
Toyota, Ford Motors, Wall-Mart, Walt-Disney,
Unilever, Suzuki, South West Airlines, the Tata Steel in
India, etc are examples of such companies. After the
advent of IT and Internet many of the new companies
like Google, IBM, Apple, HP, Microsoft, Intel, Infosys,
TCS, etc are examples of Living organizations in the
making with their innovative human resource

The second important challenge is the major change
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management and employee engagement practices
efforts to fuel the passion and enhance the energy in
the relationship & context fields.

reside. It is at the centre of all meaningful
relationships. Simply put, organizational soul is
comprised of purpose (why do we exist?), mission
(what is our core business?), core values (what
beliefs do we hold as essential?), vision (what do
we see ourselves becoming?) and goals (what is
our multi-year strategic focus?). When looking at
the concept of soul, the first and most important
question deals with the health and well being of
our soul. How healthy is our soul? What can we do
to increase the health and well-being of our soul?
The soul is the rudder that allows us to choose our
direction, as well as the star that guides our
journey. The area of soul deals with the issues of
identity (Who are we?) and purpose (What are we
doing with who we are?).

For organizations wishing to implement the “Living
Organization” model, the following steps are
fundamental towards building a living organization :
1) Recognizing that this is a journey. Creating a
passion and determination in the hearts and
minds of all the people in the organization to
implement the “ Living Organization” model and
reach the destination in spite of various types of
road-blocks encountered on the way.
2) Realizing that it is not something you can go
outside for and bring it in for implementation such
as Six Sigma which can be brought in to optimize
of your business process. Living organizations
must be geared towards unlearning which helps
to provide more time and reflection towards
creativity. Realizing that it is a creativity and
innovation journey about being alive.

The following statements of the CEO’s of two
great companies emphasize the importance of
“Soulful Purpose” :
“Our basic principles have endured intact since
our founders conceived them. We distinguish
between core values and practices; the core values
don’t change, but the practices might. We have
also remained clear that profit – as important as it
is – is not why the Hewlett – Packard Company
exists; it exists for more fundamental reasons”

3) Recognizing that this approach is top-down. It
starts from the top of the ladder at the level of the
CEO, board of directors and senior executives who
must demonstrate what it is like be a part of a
living organization. Authentic leaders in the
organization must start out by clearly
demonstrating their leadership. Once they have
succeeded at that they can tell others about it.
Individuals at the top of the organization must
become fully aware of what a living organization
is all about through personal education and
development.

- John Young, CEO of HP, 1992
“We are in the business of preserving and
improving human life. All of our actions must be
measured by our success in achieving this goal.”
- Merck & Company,
International Management Guide, 1994

Suggested Actions to implement the “Living
Organization” Model

Concerted efforts must be made in these
interventions to change the paradigm of every
employee, especially the leaders & managers from
Activity orientation to Context & Relationship
Orientation. It is always advisable to organize this
intervention first for the top management team
members, who have to understand, assimilate and
get convinced of the usefulness of this model and
then wholeheartedly support and ensure
implementation. The massive company-wide
communication exercise called as the “Priorities
for Action workshops” conducted in SAIL during
the late 80s to turnaround the company and the

1. Organization - wide interventions must be carried
out to drive home the concept of “Soulful Purpose”
and “Living Organization” and to develop a
common purpose for all the employees and
functions of the organization. The developed
purpose, i.e., the Soulful Purpose must be a
Context field effort to energize, and align the
organization. In his book, The Soul of a Business,
Tom Chappell describes”Soul” as the part of an
entity that is its essential being. Soul is the sum of
all choices made. It is where beliefs and values
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mass contact communication workshops
organized at Rourkela Steel Plant during the years
2001 to 2004 to change the culture and enhance
performance are excellent examples for such
intervention.

the systems, policies and procedures to create an
organization where the employees will feel
valued and part of something them by creating a
work environment where people give their best
thinking that what they are doing is personally
meaningful and enjoyable. Leaders must also
create opportunities for the employees to develop
and enhance their competencies.

2. Leaders at all levels in the company must
understand and believe the changes to be brought
in their roles considering the fact of the business
environment becomes increasingly more
complex. Leader’s role must further grow to
include articulating and giving life to the “Soulful
Purpose” that passionately aligns everyone in the
organization. Leaders must create passion in the
hearts of the people and inspire them to excel in
their performance. They need to create such an
environment in the work place, to which
employees are eager to come and deliver the best
results. Priority must be given to enhance
employee engagement by fuelling work passion.

Managing Passion brings understanding of the
best of what people bring to the job, and managing
more consciously to facilitate people in becoming
productive in fulfilling ways.
3. Organizations must intensify their focus on the
area of human resources,, which describes the
interplay between organizations and people.
Foundational to this area is the premise that the
skills, insights, ideas, energy and commitment of
its people are an organization’s most critical
resource. The basic questions revolve around
whether or not the organization values people,
attempts to identify where individuals can make
the greatest contribution and demonstrates a
commitment to developing people. To what extent
is the development of both individuals and groups
serving the soul of the organization? To what
extent is leadership development encouraged
throughout the organization?

Passion is what drives an individual to take a leap,
explore the unknown and go beyond the normal
standards of work. Passion is what a person loves
doing, and gets excited about. When there is
employee work passion, employees are engaged
in work in such a way that they are enthusiastic to
go ahead an extra mile to achieve their work goals,
be a model organization member, support the
company at any point of time and perform at or
beyond the desired levels. Passion leads to 100%
emotional commitment to work. It is important for
leaders to know what drives the employees as
they the ones that own the company’s success.
While company may invest all its energy and
resources in making it the best place to work,
employees’ values and passion must be aligned
and connected to company’s “Soulful Purpose”
and its goals to achieve organizational success.
The key to achieving excellence lies in ensuring
that every employee has a passion to excel. Efforts
must be made to identify the passion drivers in
employees and allocate meaningful work to
match the passion driver. Southwest Airlines
employs and develops people with a passion for
their work, and customers see and feel this in their
every interaction.

Continuous learning and development is essential
to enhance the capabilities and potential of the
human resource. In de Geus’s view, learning and
knowledge-gathering are not peripheral
management activities but the very heart of
management and the company that learns how to
do them well can compete and win. He believes
that companies should develop strong bonds with
their customers and shareholders and develop a
“harmony of values” with them. These strong
relationships enable a greater depth of learning.
Learning becomes built-in, enabling companies to
grow organically and even become self-aware.
Companies cannot exist in isolation. The “learning
organisation” and the “living company” are thus
simultaneous concepts. Learning should always
happen, though, as a natural part of business
activity. Learning organisations learn as entities;
effective learning is shared, not locked up in

Leaders can maximise work passion in shaping
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individuals. If shared effectively, the sum total of
an organisation’s knowledge is much greater than
the pooled knowledge of individuals can ever be.

introduced 1305 innovations for the group across
the world during 2012-13. Tata Group Innovation
Forum introduced new bi-annual program called
“Challenges worth solving”. 28 Challenges were
thrown out in the current year and generated 3764
ideas. The 25 ideas selected for implementation
were awarded. Awards are given under 4
categories – Product Innovation, Service
Innovation, Core Process Innovation and Support
Process Innovation.

4. Another important action to be taken is to create a
culture of innovation and creativity. Leaders must
encourage and support idea generation, research
& development and innovation.
Today, innovation is about much more than new
products. It is about reinventing business
processes and building entirely new markets that
meet untapped customer needs. Most important,
as the Internet and globalization widen the pool of
new ideas, it’s about selecting and executing the
right ideas and bringing them to market in record
time. In the 1990s, innovation was about
technology and control of quality and cost. Today,
it’s about taking corporate organizations built for
efficiency and rewiring them for creativity and
growth.

Leaders must be ready to take risks and motivate
employees to generate innovative ideas in the
areas of cost reduction, quality improvement,
product improvement, Diversification, customer
delight and talent retention. They should take
concrete actions to customize their products to
suit to the needs and tastes of consumers at
different geographical locations and their
economic status. They must invest in innovation
in such a way that it is cost effective in the long run
and promote organizational success and growth.

Leaders of global companies should have open
mind to encourage innovation and develop and
implement new ideas with multifaceted and
diverse groups located in different geographical
locations. It is always better if they always try to
think of new ways to do things; and be the path
maker rather than a path taker.

Conclusion
The dominant focus of leadership in the 21st century
will be: Developing People, Building Community,
Cultivating Context, and enhancing energy in the
context and relationship fields in the journey towards
building a Living Organization.

An excellent example is Apple Corporation’s iPod.
To launch the iPod, says innovation consultant
Larry Keeley of Doblin Inc., Apple used no fewer
than seven types of innovation. They included
networking (a novel agreement among music
companies to sell their songs online), business
model (songs sold for a buck each online), and
branding (how cool are those white ear buds and
wires?). Consumers love the ease and feel of the
iPod, but it is the simplicity of the iTunes software
platform that turned a great MP3 player into a
revenue-gushing phenomenon.

The successful leader is no longer able to treat the
organization as parts that work independently of each
other, but rather must view the integrated whole, with
all functions highly interdependent on each other. The
leader must create a Passion for Work for the success of
the total organization, not just the individual.
The new organizational leaders must have a high level
of intrapersonal skills. They must know themselves;
they must lead with compassion and humility. They
will have to access the insight and wisdom that lie
within the deeper Context layers, allowing them to
intuit what is called for in the moment. They will be
able to see what others cannot see, giving their
organizations a significant advantage.

As per an article in the “Deccan Chronicle” dated
27 April 2013, the TATA group spends over $2
Billion (2% of revenues) on Research and
Development and is having a treasure trove of
innovations that will give it cutting edge
competitiveness in various sectors from its
products to services. It has democratized R&D
through “TATA INNOVISTA”, which has

The idea of a Living Organization isn’t just a semantic
or academic issue. It has enormous practical, day-today implications for leaders and managers. It means
that, in a world that changes massively, many times,
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during the course of one’s career, one need to involve
people in the continued development of the company.
The amount that people care, trust, and engage
themselves at work has not only a direct effect on the
bottom line, but the most direct effect on company’s
expected performance and its lifespan.

The Last Word :
“Of all the things I have done, the most vital is coordinating
the talents of those who work for us and pointing them
toward a certain goal”
- Walter Eilas Disney,
Founder Walt Disney Company, 1954
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...domestic as well
as transnational
acquisition of steel
companies is taking
place to gain wider
market access,
access to new
technology and a
better bargaining
position in
marketing of
finished products
and purchase of
raw material.

ABSTRACT
The aim of the paper is to explore the trends in the steel industry around the globe and walk
around some of the strategies towards managing change those have been introduced and
successfully implemented in three winning organizations: Tata Steel, ArcelorMittal and
Nucor Corporation. In the end, the wisdom accrued through study of change management in
these organizations has been put forth as suggestions for domestic steel producers so that they
can become globally competitive, profitable, harmonious and vibrant organization. Special
emphasis has also been laid on the human side of change management so that innovative
practices which are novel in nature can be brought to light and pulsating organizations that
recognizes the importance of continuously enhancing the knowledge, skill, capabilities and
competence of the employees can be created.
Introduction

S

teel, the most recyclable product on this earth is constantly evolving itself by
broadening its usefulness. Time and again, it has proved itself to be the
irreplaceable component in the existence of humankind. If we look around, objects
from hair pin, kitchen utensils, agricultural equipments to automobiles, from
aircrafts to spacecrafts, from furniture to fixtures, from machinery to infrastructure,
from surgical to complex diagnostic machines, steel has a universal presence. From
the historical perspective, we see that steel was put in simple applications. But, over
a period of time, the refinement of steel has taken place. Through various
technological breakthroughs, a variety of grades of steel have been developed
suitable for specific work areas. Also, the evolution of steel has been in response to
the various market forces. The constant change it underwent was with the sole
purpose of establishing its relevance in our day to day life.

Today, steel companies in the developed as well as developing economies are
moving towards consolidation through mergers and acquisitions. Steel companies
in developed economies are laying special emphasis on technological and product
innovation. Their product differentiation has given them access to niche markets.
The companies are acquiring iron ore and coal mines for raw material security as
well as for bringing down their cost of production. Also domestic as well as
transnational acquisition of steel companies is taking place to gain wider market
access, access to new technology and a better bargaining position in marketing of
finished products and purchase of raw material. The center of gravity of the steel
industry has moved towards the East, with China, Japan, India and South Korea
accounting for 61% of the world steel output. The recycling of steel scraps, optimum
* Doctoral Scholar (Commerce and Management) North Orissa University, Rourkela
** Associate Professor, School of Management, National Institute of Technology, Rourkela
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use of gaseous emission as burning fuel for reheating
furnaces, use of slag for cement production as well as
the base material for road construction and recycling
of refractories are some of the initiatives towards
cutting costs of steel production.

Capital R equirements : Steel production is
characterized by high levels of fixed costs especially in
integrated steel mills, large production units are only
profitable from 2 million tons annual production
capacity and upwards. Steel mills run for several years
and it is difficult to adjust production to demand
because of the cost and structural stress associated
with the heating and cooling of the furnaces. It is
expensive to operate plants below their capacity. But,
the introduction of new technologies and especially
the EAF technology have lowered capital requirement
since electric arc furnaces are more flexible, requiring
relatively cheap investment per ton of installed
capacity, and can more easily be adjusted to follow
demand (Ecorys Research and Consulting, 2008).

Paradigm Shift in the Steel Industry
The trends in the steel industry can be briefly
surmised as :
Shift in Geographies : Today, the centre of gravity for
the steel industry has shifted from the developed
economies towards the developing and emerging
economies. Overall, the developing and emerging
world will account for 72% of the global steel demand
in 2011. Various market forces, like proximity to a
source of raw material(namely iron ore and coal),
proximity to consumption market, various policies of
the government on investment in infrastructure,
investor friendly rules, environmental laws, the
growth rate of a country, availability of logistical
support have played a pivotal role in the evolution of
steel producers (Steel Statistical Yearbook, 2011)

Economies of scale : The minimum economic scale in
steel production is high and tends to increase against
the backdrop of globalization. A wave of takeovers
and mergers has been witnessed since 1990s aiming at
among other things, to achieve economies of scale. As
a result of consolidation in the world steel industry,
few companies account for a large share of the steel
production. This indicates the presence of entry
barriers to new companies – most likely caused by
high capital requirements and economies of scale. The
capital intensity can also be viewed as an exit barrier
since closing down an integrated plant is very costly as
well (Steelworld, 2007).

Technological Evolution : Technology plays an
important role in steel making. Historically steel was
primarily produced through ingot route. Then the
introduction of continuous casting technology and
EAF (electric arc furnace) technology revolutionized
the industry. DRI (direct reduction of ore) process of
steel making negates the need for sinter and coke
facilities and has good acceptance in areas with cheap
gas and high scrap prices. Castrip process is the latest
in steel making technology, which allows direct
casting of steel sheet. The survival of steel industries
depends to a great extent in adopting these new
technologies because of their flexibility, compact lines,
short response times and advantages in material
efficiency (Steel Statistical Yearbook,2011).

Scope of the study
The study takes into account three organizations of
steel industry operating in different geographies and
different scales. The sincere attempt has been made to
understand the strategies used by steel stalwarts to
create a living organization which can tide through
economic uncertainties and cope with the
environmental fluctuations in order to survive in
industrial milieu. Thus, a case-study approach has
been undertaken to appreciate the winning practices
which can be adopted and re-scripted to suit the
organizational needs.

Employment Trend : Consolidation within the steel
industry, continual improvements in manufacturing
operations, with the adaptation of progressive steel
making technology and use of information
technology, have contributed to increased
productivity. Hence, employment in the steel industry
has decreased and went on a downward spiral,
despite an increase in steel production.(Fairbrother et
al., 2004; Ecorys Research and Consulting,2008).

Objective of the study
The objective of the study to create a vibrant, living
and progressive organization is threefold.
§ First, the paper qualitatively explores the
organizational climate of the steel mammoths in
pursuit of the business excellence.
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§ Second, it tries to fish out winning strategies
through case–study and utilize the learning curve
towards creating a clean and lively working
environment involving all employees in systems
and process improvement and maximizing the
overall organizational effectiveness.

Tata Steel, India
During the early nineties, the problems of global
competition, shifting of market forces from a seller’s to
a buyer’s market, better quality expectations from
customers, an outdated plant, poor compliance on
meeting delivery commitments, an over-sized
workforce (around 78,000), complacency in the rank
and file of the company, and the overall gloom in the
world economy, put the survival of the company at
stake. To re-assert itself as a major steel player, the
company aggressively worked on the following
turnaround strategies (Table 1).

§ Third, it tries to unravel people management
approaches which can synergies the unlimited
potential of the employees.
Case Studies from Steel Industry
From the organizations operating in such adynamic
macro environment, we can internalize best practices
and set a paradigm for achieving business excellence.

ArcelorMittal
A genuine steel multinational was formed in the year
2006 when Arcelor and Mittal Steel merged. The steel

Table 1 : Reorientation Journey of Tata Steel
Focus Areas

Change Strategies

Results

Modernization

§ A hot strip mill was set up in 1993 and a new cold
rolling mill was set up in 2000.

Quality improvement and
production of high quality steel.

Technological
Innovation

§ Increasing productivity of Blast Furnace- through
process optimization
§ Blue dust – which is a byproduct of iron ore mining
operation was utilized as raw material for sinter
plant
§ Indigenously developed the ‘stamp charging
technology’ for converting the poor quality coal from
its captive mines into high grade coke
§ Benchmarking with the best plants in the world such
as Nippon Steel (Japan), Posco (South Korea).
§ Process changes were made by which energy
requirements which were earlier met with liquid fuel
was replaced by utilizing the gas generated from coke
ovens, blast furnaces and LD converters.

§ The production of hot metal
increased from 2800 tpd to 4000
tpd.
§ Uniform mining operation.
§ Sustainable cost advantage by
reducing its dependence on
imported coking coal.
§ Production of sinter increased by
60%, which is like having one
sinter plant free.
§ Major contributor in reducing the
cost of production of steel.

Right-sizing of
Workforce

To start chipping away workforce by few thousands
every year by :
§ giving a generous severance pay.
§ offering extensive outplacement services to ensure
gainful employment to retrenched people.

Workforce brought down from
78,000 in the early nineties to
below 40,000.

Managing Unions

§ Leaders of the worker’s union were given the full
facts about the low productivity of the company is-àvi’s global standards. The same message was
repeated in various forums for over two years.
§ Union leaders were sent to steel makers in South-East
Asia and Japan to see for themselves the productivity
levels.
§ In the new CRM, the union was told to hold off, so
that a new work culture can develop.

From posing resistance to change,
the unions became a facilitator of
change.
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Managing
Resentment

For overcoming resentment among workers and unions,
Rs 30 – 40 Million was spent to improve the quality of life
of employees by getting their quarters repaired.

The concern shown by the
company helped in removing
bitterness.

Customer Focus

§ The customer became the new king, which has aptly
been captured by the company’s slogan “if we do not
take care of our customers, someone else will”.
§ CVM for business markets and RVM for retail
markets were launched.
§ Vehicle tracking system was implemented in the year
2002. About 1600 GPS mounted vehicles have been
deployed by transport partners.
§ Service centres were set-up across the country to
deliver products on JIT concept.

§ The company came out of
commodity trap.
§ Winning customer trust by
providing updated and correct
information.
§ Requirement of Auto sector
market fulfilled.

The company was restructured along profit centre
concept, namely flat products and long products

L e d t o f oc u s a p p r oa c h i n
managing the business.

Work Culture

§ Adopted many good quality practices like
benchmarking , value engineering,six sigma, ISO
9000.
§ An umbrella programme, ASPIRE (aspirational
improvement to retain excellence) integrating total
operational performance, total productive
maintenance, knowledge management, operations
research and support systems were launched.
§ Enticed the workers to be quality conscious by giving
emblems to the members of quality circle and
recognizing the man of the month.

Satisfied and loyal business
partners.

HR Interventions

§ PEP was launched in April 2000 to enhance focus on
current business and its growth.
§ Provide employee with exciting opportunities.
§ Build a high performing team.
§ Redesign the organization to match people with
positions.
§ Initiate contemporary performance appraisal and
management systems.
§ Install a transparent and unambiguous governance
code.

§ T h e exe c u t i v e h i e r a r c h i c a l
structurewas de-layered from 13
layers to 5 resulting in
improvement in the pace and
quality of decision making.
§ High commitment and sense of
ownership of the employees.

Strategic Decisions

Source : TATA Steel Change Management - Case Study (2010); Seshadri and Tripathy (2006); and Kumar (2006)

behemoth encountered cultural diversity at national,
corporate and functional levels, linguistic diversity (37
different languages spoken throughout the
company), geographically dispersed workforce and
production sites, different levels of technological
sophistication and production capability, operation of
business units at different stages of the economic
cycle. The biggest challenge the company
encountered was to realign the 2,70,000 strong
employees around a common purpose, brand
identity, value system and competency framework.
The emergence of China as a major net exporter of

steel, coupled with its insufficient internal raw
material sources, created an upward pressure on spot
prices of iron ore and coking coal, which posed a new
challenge (Table 2).
Nucor Corporation, USA
Nucor Corporation of U.S is one of the fastest growing
and most efficient steel producers of the world.
Despite declining demand of steel, Nucor growth had
been phenomenal. The company had to deal with
stagnant demand, excess capacity and numerous
global competitors.Since steel is regarded as a
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Table 2 : Reinventing Business by Arcelor Mittal
Focus Areas

Change Strategies

Results

Consolidation

By the standards of many capital intensive sectors, the steel
industry is still a relatively fragmented industry. In 2009, the
top five producers accounted for less than 16% of global
production, with the top ten accounting for 23%. By
contrast, three major iron ore producers (BHP, Rio Tinto and
Vale) control almost 70% world iron ore production.
Acquisition as a strategy to increase its market share is
pursued vigorously by ArcelorMittal.

With a market share of 7%,
ArcelorMittal has better control of
steel market than other steel
producers.

Health and Safety

The group embarked on its “journey towards zero”, a safety
improvement process in 2008. Health and safety is the
number one priority for ArcelorMittal. Endeavour’s are
being made where the lost time injury frequency rate ( LTIF)
is brought to zero. Through training and development, it is
ensured that people have the right skills and experience to
create and maintain a healthy and safety conscious
workplace.

In 2010, LTIF was brought down to
1.8 per million hours worked from
3.6 in 2006.

Raw material

Mining business operations are being expanded, to achieve
an annual iron ore production of 100 million tons. Recently
Baffinland Iron Mines Corporation which owns high
quality iron ore deposit in Canada was acquired. In
addition, the group has iron ore mines in Kazakhstan,
Liberia, Ukraine and Brazil. The group also has coal mines
located in Kazakhstan, Russia, USA and South Africa.

Less susceptibility to volatility in
spot prices of iron ore and coal.

Investing for
Growth in
Developing
markets

Brazil and India are the new target markets for expansion.
These two countries have high rates of economic growth.
ArcelorMittal already has a presence in Brazil and is
doubling the long product capacity at Monlevade to 2.5
million tons per year. Also expansion in flat products is being
looked into.
In India the company intends to acquire iron ore mines and
start constructing steel plants in small steps of 1.5 – 3.0 mtpa
modules. Because of land acquisition problems being faced
in Jharkhand and Odisha, Karnataka is also being explored.

Strong domestic market and
infrastructure development in these
countries have given a strong
presence in Brazil and they are
making encouraging progress in
India.

Improving
Operational
Efficiency

To protect and develop its competitive advantage, it is
important for the company to manage its existing
operations efficiently. Being a steel company operating in 60
different countries and operating an industrial network of
approximately 120 facilities poses enormous challenges but
also presents unrivaled potential for benchmarking and
sharing of best practices throughout the group. In a step
towards this direction the company is working to install a
culture of world class manufacturing (WCM) at all of it’s
plants.

High operational efficiency
envisaged in all manufacturing
facilities.

Shortening Lead time

§ Changes to the order entry process have reduced the
standard booking lead time by one week.
§ Modified scheduling processes have been introduced
to expedite rush orders.
§ Seven days were cut from logistics lead times and
systems modified to monitor performance of railway
service.

Shorter lead time has allowed
customers to secure their increased
sales and reduce the working
capital, thereby enhancing customer
loyalty for Arcelor Mittal.
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Concern for People

§ During 2010, about 18,603 people received training of
one kind or another through the university.
§ Global executive development programme, is
employee engagement programs for leaders, which
provides a comprehensive framework for career
planning, training and development, succession
management and identification of high potential
employees.
§ The Group supports its motivation and engagement
programs with a strong diversity and inclusion policy,
so that every working person feels valued.

Enhanced productivity resulting
from the engaged employees.

Understanding the
Customer’s need

The group develops strong relationships with its major
customers, working in partnership with them to
understand their business, their goals and the challenges
they face. At any one time, a number of Arcelor Mittal
engineers are located, not in the Group’s own research
establishment, but in the design departments of key
customers.With a 1600 strong research and development
team, the group is continuously developing advanced high
strength steel, which has significantly contributed to lighter
automobiles, machinery and construction equipment.

§ Developing strong customer
relationship.
§ The world as a whole benefits
from development of stronger,
lighter and safer steels. With
lighter steel, CO2 emissions are
also less thus mitigating global
warming.

Source : Arcelor Mittal (2010) Strategic Direction (2011)

Table 3 : Nucor Corporation : Saga of Phenomenal Growth
Focus Areas

Change Strategies

Results

Avoid
formalization of
planning process

§ The company does not have a formal mission statement
– as management believes that most mission statements
are developed in isolation, never seen or conveyed to
employees. Nonetheless all employees know what
their job entails and what the objective of the
organization is – the production of high volumes of
quality, low cost steel.
§ As with mission, goals are equally streamlined. Short
term plans focus on budget and production for the
current and next fiscal year.Long range plans are a
combination of the plans of different divisions and
plants – a bottom-up approach to planning. The plans
incorporate relative goals instead of specific milestones
which the firm expects managers to achieve.
§ The company does not create finely detailed
construction plans for new plants. Instead they use
their experience as a guide for starting construction.
They fill in the details as the construction proceeds.

§ Plans are based on actual needs
and estimates.
§ Faster and cheaper construction
of plants than competitor’s

Technological
innovation

§ Nucor carefully researched emerging technology for
producing sheet steel. Instead of developing a
proprietary system, they licensed and modified a new
German caster and began a $270 million experiment at
their Crawfordsville Indiana plant.
§ Nucor ’s system involved the highly controlled
continuous pouring of molten steel into a narrow
mould and onto a conveyor belt to form a continuous
two inch thick slab of semi solid steel. The slabs are

§ Much smaller and less
expensive plant than a
traditional mill for production
of sheet steel.
§ Productivity per tonne of sheet
steel improved from 4-5 manhours to 45 man- minutes.
§ Saving of nearly 25% compared
to the competitors.
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further rolled to specific thickness, using few, smaller
sized rolling machines.
§ In 1995, Nucor entered special steel segment, by
modifying the Crawfordsville plant to produce thin
slab stainless steel - another “impossible” feat for a mini
mill.
§ In 1994, Nucor opened an iron carbide plant at Trinidad
at a cost of $100 million. This step was aimed at reducing
its dependence on highly volatile steel scrap market.

§ Made a significant presence in
the highly profitable stainless
steel segment.
§ Steel making Cost reduction by
$50 per ton.

Nurturing
creativity

§ Equipment operators and line supervisors are
authorized to innovate and implement processes which
improve production.
§ Bonus system, of the company ensures that any
substantial improvements to efficiency will contribute
both to plant’s performance and individual paychecks.
§ Company ’s corporate culture emphasizes how
experiments – even failed ones – keep Nucor as the
perennial benchmark for industrial productivity.
§ Company encourages employees to take risk. It
rewards success but does not punish for failures.

§ Employees discovered that
with slight adjustment of air
pressure surface characteristics
of galvanized steel can be fine
tuned (a benefit valued by
many customers)
§ The breakouts in the production
line have seen a constant
decline.
§ Motivated employees from top
mangers to hourly personnel
are willing to take risk to
achieve innovation and take
ownership of their jobs.

Employee
motivation

For effective employee motivation, the company clearly
ensures :
Everyone must know what is expected of them and
goals are not too low.
Everyone must understand the rewards.
Everyone must know where to go to get help.
Employees must have real choices. They are made to
participate in defining the goals, determining the
working conditions and establishing production
processes.
A feedback system, so that employees always know
how they, their group and the company is doing.
Employees are inculcated with ‘can do’ attitude with
focus on constant improvement.

The overall result is a strong and
motivated workforce.

§ At Nucor, ‘us versus them’ clearly implies management
and workers united against competitors.
§ In the entrepreneurial environment created at
Nucor,employees takes decision with a sense of
individual responsibility.
§ Setting high standards of employee productivity.
§ A steelworker late by fifteen minutes loses his
production bonus of the day. Thirty minutes late and
the bonus of the entire week is forfeited.
§ Nucor has no workers union and the maximum
resistance for formation of a union comes from workers
themselves.

When things go wrong, instead
of blaming others, employees
take responsibility and energy is
directed in finding solutions.

There is no distinction between employees with respect
to parking space, vacation time, and health
insurance.Austerity is practiced in the following ways
–There is no corporate jet or executive retreat, officers
travel in coach class on business trips.

Good labour relations, stability
in its workforce. Bringing down
the cost of steel production.

§
§
§
§

§
§

Corporate culture

Elimination of
‘classes’ of
employee
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commodity product, retaining customer’s loyalty was
a challenge. Threat from minimills became more
pronounced as their market share increased.

visit to some of the best steel companies in the
world. A first hand experience is always a
humbling one and reduces much of the resistance
towards change.

Suggested Measures towards Road to Excellence

§ Authorize equipment operators and line
supervisors to innovate and implement processes
which improve production. Encourage
employees to think like owners of their processes.

Different steel companies face different challenges,
and therefore embark on different change strategies to
chart their survival and growth stories. However, a
few of the winning strategies worth emulating in the
Indian context can be summarized below :

§ Develop a feedback system, so that employees
always know how they, their group and the
company is doing.

§ Investment in modernization will lead towards
continuous casting, CA strip process increases
yield, reduces specific energy consumption,
reduces pollution and has a significant
contribution in the reduction of global warming.

§ Motivate employees by promoting merit and
presenting them with various awards as well as
rewards.

§ Focus on research and development will create
product differentiation, market niche and high
returns on investment.

§ Involvement external consultants for leadership
capability development, competence and
commitment building, culture and system
development.

§ Use of e-business platforms for maximizing online
sales and revenue generation.

§ Device a training and development programme
for each employee in a year so as to improve their
on job working efficiency.

§ Escape the commodity trap, by focusing on
developing entire steel solutions for key
customers with a view to establish long term
business relations.

§ Be fair and transparent in decision making to
minimize resentment among employees and
preempt IR problems.

§ Strategic partnership with other companies and
use their expertise to gain new markets.

§ To gain support of neighboring society, undertake
sincere CSR activities, both to improve the living
conditions as well as to build a positive image. This
will go a long way in overcoming resistance to
land acquisition. Also undertake massive
afforestation drives to reduce pollution in the
company’s surroundings.

§ Integrating information technology with the
various processes, so as to speed up information
access. Together with technological innovation,
this helps in rightsizing of manpower and
improvement in labour productivity.
§ De-layering is suggested for those companies
which has a number of hierarchical levels to
improve upon the pace and quality of decision
making.

§ Putting health and safety
everything, impart proper
that employees with right
create and maintain a
conscious workplace.

§ Encouragement for the involvement of employees
towards realization of the company’s goal of
maximizing face to face communication between
employees and top management. This can be
done via mass contact programmes conducted at
regular intervals. Make such exercises a forum for
encouraging suggestions as well as grievance
redressal.

of human life above
training to people so
skills and experience
healthy and safety

Conclusions
It can thus be concluded that the steel industry faces
severe challenges in the form of overcapacity,
technological obsolescence, high capital investment,
uncertain market conditions, abnormal increase in
prices of raw material, steep increase in power tariffs,
emergence of China as a major consumer and supplier
of steel, etc. Also, the difficulty in attracting a good
talent pool and retention of skilled manpower are

§ Expose senior as well as junior employees and also
union leaders to the best practices and
benchmarks in steel industry by organizing their
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other challenges which recruiters face in steel
industry. Tightening of environmental laws, increased
awareness and expectation from society about the
corporate social responsibility, the violent resistance
being faced in many of the places against land
acquisition for setting up new plants and/or
expanding the existing plants, pose another challenge
for the steel industry.

of lighter and stronger steel has enlarged the scope of
steel use for various applications. Technological
breakthroughs and people centric initiatives has
resulted in higher productivity, decrease in pollution,
lower energy consumption, increase in yield etc. The
aforesaid recommendations with an eye on peoplecentric approaches are, therefore, the practical tools
HR professionals can utilize to create a vibrant
organizational culture which facilitates free flow of
ideas and taps the energy, commitment and
imagination of the employees which would then be
vehicles to increase productivity, profitability and
performance of the organization building a living and
thriving organization.

Behind all this picture of gloom, the world also offers
abundant opportunities for growth. The consumption
of steel has shown an increasing trend. Huge
investment in infrastructure in the developing
economies, technological innovations leading to us
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Appendix 1 : Abbreviations Used
JIT
Tpd
PEP
GPS

:
:
:
:

Just in Time
Tons per day
Performance Ethics Programme
Global Positioning System

RVM
CVM
CRM
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Retail Value Management
Customer Value Management
Cold Rolling Mill
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Evaluating a Project-Based Organisation from the
Perspective of a Living Organisation
- A Comparative Approach
Susmit Roy*

When one talk of
living organisation
one can’t move
ahead without
explaining the term
“life” which moves
on despite the
natural calamities
and not only that, it
flourishes and
continues to
increase its
presence.

ABSTRACT
The Project-based Organisation (PBO), is an organisation whose main business activity
revolves around creation of new assets and facilities in the form of projects. As found by
researchers in different literatures, it does exhibit certain characteristics which are in line with
the characteristics of a Living Organisation,. A comparison of the characteristics leads to the
fact that though the PBO in the present form is away from it yet in its ideal form has
substantial similarities with the Living Organisation. In order to become a Living
Organisation or to reach its ideal form, the PBO faces several challenges and it requires a new
form of leadership that will generate the necessary energy to make the PBO of the present to
move to the PBO of the future or the Living Organisation.
Introduction

A

living organism in biology is defined as any contiguous living system that can
respond, grow and maintain stability in its environment. The organisations,
today are working in an environment that is marked by continuous change and
uncertain future conditions. In order to survive and build a competitive edge these
organisations continuously learn, adapt and change themselves much like a living
organism. The organisations, exhibiting these innate abilities are – Living
Organisations. Living Organisation, therefore is one “that continuously adapts and
responds to the changes in the environment- in much the same way as that a living
organism” (Chorn, 2011). Some of the researchers used the metaphoric reference of
“machines” to explain the working of an organisation – the way it responds to the
external change or shifts. Researchers like Chorn went a step further to use the
biological metaphor of living organism to explain the Living Organisation. Looking
at the organisation like a human body composed of huge number of cells some
researchers have expressed the feeling that it is necessary for the proper functioning
of the body or the organisation that the cells or the employees and the organs or the
department they form are in alignment with each other (Wolfe, 2012).

A project can be defined as a set of activities which consumes resources and are
performed within a specified time to achieve a certain goal. For many organisations,
doing business by managing through projects have become integral parts of their
business strategy (Bjõrkegren,1999, Prencipe and Tell 2001, Korppi-Tommola, 2003).
A Project – Based Organisation (PBO), is where project is the primary mechanism
through which all the business functions of the organisation are coordinated and
integrated (Hobday, 2000).
* Dy General Manager (Academic) & Sr Faculty Member, MTI, SAIL, Ranchi
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This paper is an attempt to compare the characteristics
of a Project-based Organisation (PBO) with that of a
Living Organisation based on the available literatures.
Alongside the apparent likeness of these two types of
organisation, it is found that attaining a status of a
Living Organisation will require considerable amount
of shift in thoughts and actions by the Project-based
Organisation. This shift in thoughts and actions
become significant when the organisation faces the
challenges in the way. Apart from the comparative
study of these two types of organisation this paper
also analyses the different challenges that the PBO
encounters in its way to becoming a Living
Organisation.

characteristics of its own. Based on his research, Chorn
(2011) has identified the following characteristics for
the Living Organisation.
Maintain a meaningful
customers

When one talk of Living Organisation one can’t move
ahead without explaining the term “life” which moves
on despite the natural calamities and not only that, it
flourishes and continues to increase its presence. In
doing so, they follow certain principles and the Living
Organisation does follow the same in order to survive
in a continuously changing market environment. Be it
reproducing and adding value, adapting to the
environment, finding out conducive area for their
survival to creating a favourable condition for their
operation, life moves on a typical path and so does the
Living Organisation. Identification of any entity is
always based on the characteristics that the entity
exhibits and the Living Organisation also has some

l

Configure and design their organisation with a
clear and obvious logic

l

Promote change as a means of staying relevant to
the market

l

Approach the future with purpose

l

Build a growth and learning culture

Senior Management

F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 F6

dialogue with their

While it is obvious that in order to be a living
organisation it has to be aware of the needs and
behaviours of its customers, but to design and
configure it based on a clear logic is a difficult thing.
Particularly it is challenging to fit into an organisation
which has a portfolio of businesses with differing
requirements. The criteria of changing itself to the
change in market with a speed more than the speed at
which the market changes marks this type of
organisation. Planning and strategy is the essence of a
living organisation as it moves forward towards future
and embrace the uncertainties. Planning gives the
outline about how the objectives and strategies
develop to achieve organisational goals. In order to
achieve this, the Living Organisation encourages
creation, exchange and use of information as a
learning to improve their operations.

Living Organisation – its characteristics

Senior Management

l

Senior Management

F1 F2 F3 F4 F5

P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6
P1
P2
P3

Functional Organisation form

Balanced Matrix form

Project-Based Organisation

Notes : F1, F2 ……… are the Functions
P1, P2 ……..are the Projects.
Fig. 1 : Different Organisational Forms
Source : Adapted from Hobday M, Research Policy 29 (2000), pp 871-893)
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the value the project delivers and the duration of the
implementation of projects i.e when the value is
delivered. Higher customer satisfaction results in
higher reputation which in turn creates new project
demand (Stamboulis Yeoryios, Kalaouzis George,
2008).

Project-Based Organisation (PBO) – what it is?
In a Project-Based Organisation (PBO), the
mechanism of the business process is projects, which
consists of a set of activities with set time frames,
involves consumption of resources and directed
towards the coordination and integration of the main
functions of the firm. Because of the temporary nature
of organisation in projects, the PBO also has a flexible
and configurable form that does not require a
functional coordination unlike the functional and
hierarchy based large organisation as given in Fig 1.
Balanced Matrix form has some stronger project
management authority but the functional authority
remains. According to Hobday (2000), the project in
PBO is normally aimed at “creating, responding to,
and executing new business opportunities.”

The Project-Based Organisation (PBO), depending on
the changing environment and requirement of the
customers, take up projects of differing duration and
size like construction firms can take up large projects
over which they have a little control but that gives
their major earnings. The organisation in such cases
organise their structures, capabilities and their
strategies around the need of these projects which
often extends beyond the conventional boundaries.
The characteristics of the PBO in terms of their
flexibility, creation, response and execution of the new
business opportunity which has developed due to the
customer requirement or the market demand is
similar in nature to that of the Living Organisation.
The emerging approaches in PBO focuses more on an
integrated approach deviating from the earlier
mechanistic approach with a top down focus (See
Figure 2). The integrated approach is more interested
in achieving the long term goal than the short term
results. Better integration in the organisation is

Current trend in organisational management is
mechanistic in nature so the Project-Based
Organisation also exhibit the “machine” form which is
developed for single projects. This sort of mechanistic
control is good when the goals are clear and
uncertainty is minimum. But control of more “organic”
form marks the new PBOs which have to move
through more uncertainties and more turbulent times
and has to face the challenges of technology change as
a regular feature. Under such a “changing” scenario,
the customer satisfaction in PBO takes place through

Top Management

Sr Management

Sr Management

Sr Management

Program Office
Program Mgr

Program Mgr

Sr Management

Program Steering Committee

Program Mgr

Program Mgr
Project Office

Project

Support

Project

Project

Project

Project

Project

Project

Support

Fig. 2 : Mechanistic Approach in PBO (Top Down Approach)
(Source: Thiry M, PM World Today, March 2008, Vol.X, Issue III)
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the organisation structure, lot of research has taken
place on the learning potential of PBO. The most
evident advantage of a PBO is its potential for crossdisciplinary problem solving and learning across
various functional disciplines (Söderlund 2008). Due
to its existence in a continuously changing situation
and environment, the PBO is always in need of
improving its knowledge and skills to face the
challenges of the changing environment (Koskinen&
Pihlanto, 2008; Love, Fong and Irani, 2005). The
individuals working in projects learn about how work
is performed, though the learning of individuals
varies based on the events, problems and solutions
faced by them. Organisational Learning in such cases
occurs when sharing of these individual learning
takes place. This learning, in turn, changes the way the
company handles the future projects and stay
relevant in the market (Koskinen 2012).

Program Mgmt Tools
Resource Coordination

Corporate Strategy

Portfolio Management
Vertical Integration

B
U
S
I
N
E
S
S

S
T
R
A
T
E
G
Y

Program
Horizontal Integration

Program Formulation Initation

Project

Operations

Project Management

Value Creation

Product Delivery

Value Realization

Fig. 3 : Integrated Approach with horizontal and vertical
integration
(Source: Thiry M, PM World Today, March 2008, Vol.X, Issue III)

Living Organisation & Project-based Organisation –
a comparison

achieved through project governance approach by
addressing vertical integration of projects in line with
corporate strategy and horizontal integration in each
of the project along its life cycle according to the
business strategy and integrative project governance
structure to create and deliver value (See Figure 3)
(Thiry 2008).

In view of the available research findings as
mentioned earlier, it is found that the PBO has a
considerable potential of becoming a Living
O rga n i s a t i on . A c om p a ri s on b e t w e e n t h e
characteristics of a Living Organisation as given by
Chorn (2011) and that of a PBO gives us some insight
about PBO as it stands now and the potential for its
movement towards a Living Organisation (Table -1).

Apart from the studies on change in the approach of

Table-1 : Comparison of characteristics of a Living Organisation and a Project-based Organisation
Charactristics

Project-Based Organisation (PBO)

Living Organisation(Chorn 2011)

Customer
Interaction

Maintain a meaningful dialogue with customer
- to develop a value proposition to solve
customer problems and add real value.

In the present form the projects and their
completion is the main focus. However, the recent
trend is that they are more focussed on
Stakeholders and Value Creation.

Organisational
Design

Configure and design their organisation with a
clear and obvious logic – usually managed as a
portfolio of businesses

The present form is more of “mechanistic” type
with a top- down approach. Research studies show
that there is a drift towards integrated approach,
which suggests that the organisation is composed
of a portfolio of projects with strong vertical and
horizontal integration in line with corporate and
business strategy respectively.

Change
Management

Promote change as a means of staying relevant
to the market- which means changes in market
should never outpace the change in the
organisation. To that end it develops diverse
p r o j e c t s t o ex p l o r e f u t u r e b u s i n e s s
opportunities.

The change from the mechanistic form with clear
job responsibilities, defined operational
boundaries to an “organic” form with open and
flexible styles to suit the rapidly changing
technological and market conditions signifies the
preparedness for change.
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Futuristic
Approach

Growth and
learning

Approach the future with purpose –
considering the uncertainty, the living
organisation envisages a range of alternative
futures and strategy considers the ways in
which the future can unfold and the
organisation has to be prepared for all of these.
Build a growth and learning culture – living
organisation accommodates experimentation
and failure in its culture and performance
management system. Leaders in these
organisations are to understand that the
learning from failure is vital for growth and
innovation.

The Project-based Organisation, as the above
comparison shows, needs a considerable amount of
shift to become a Living Organisation. The
comparison also states that the PBO is at present in a
state, which is quite far from even its ultimate ideal
form. In the ideal form the PBO resembles very closely
with the Living Organisation as far as the
characteristics described by Chorn is concerned.
However, in moving towards this goal the PBO
encounters several challenges ranging from the
challenges of managing the human resources and
leadership to the challenges of knowledge transfer
and learning. Meeting these challenges successfully
can lead the PBO towards reaching the standards of a
Living Organisation.

The learning process while implementing the
projects is what constitutes the PBO. It is this
experience that changes the way the company
handles its future projects.

Cross Disciplinary learning and problem solving is
an evident advantage.
Development of
competency on a continuous basis is a requirement
for those working in a PBO.

environment the PBO requires knowledge and as a
result puts a lot of emphasis on developing
competencies needed for both its current and future
projects. It has been found by researchers like Hobday,
that project members are always running from one
project to the other and also after the deadlines of the
project work which leaves hardly any time for them to
follow any developmental plan in between the
projects.
Another challenge that the PBO faces with respect to
the human resources is the career structures. A project
member draws his competence through working in
different projects. However, his employment is
through the permanent organisation which is beyond
the project. His career path along the lines of the
permanent organisation is always challenged because
of the very nature of temporality and cross
functionality of the PBO.

Challenges of a Project-Based Organisation
In various research carried out on PBO, the studies
suggest of the several challenges that PBO faces and
provide some understanding of the patterns of these
challenges and how they affect the salient
characteristics of the organisation. Of the many
challenges the following major ones are discussed:

The time related and cross functional nature of
projects often put project members, who have not
worked together before, to be in the team. This
requires mutual trust and respect among the project
team members. In PBO, the fact remains that the
project team members may work together in some
future projects which need reputation to be built apart
from building trust of the project workers. This puts a
typical challenge for the organisation to build
reputation in view of the temporary nature of
employment relationship of the project workers.

a) Human Resource Management (HRM) Challenge
b) Knowledge Transfer Challenges
c) Leadership Challenges
In a PBO the focus on HRM challenges cover the
following areas (Bredin, 2008) –Competency,
Performance and Individual. Enhancement of
competency, as a general trend, has been the focus of
any organisation and PBO is no exception. Due to its
inherent nature of operating in a changing

Due to the cross functional nature of the projects and
the expertise of project members in their competence
area it is possible for each member of the project team
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to influence the project. This type of work requires
high level of commitment and motivation and also
creates opportunities to project members to broaden
their competencies and take up new challenges.

this in a PBO, when we consider it to be a living
organisation, the leaders have to come out of their set
paradigm of plan , organise, lead and control to a
framework where they have to restore the life and soul
of the organisation and support the human dignity
and spirit. They can achieve this when they set a
context –they give voice to the deeper purpose and
meaning of the organisation, they develop the people
– enhance the competence of the individuals in such a
way that they can contribute effectively both at the
individual and collective level to the fulfilment of the
organisational objectives, they build a community –
both internal to the organisation and external to the
organisation through a community of relationship
within the organisation, and to be in service- they
generate the thinking that whatever is performed as a
project or produced as a product is for the service of
the greater community (Wolfe, 2012).

In PBO, the knowledge transfer or the learning occurs
in two ways – documentation of learning from the
completed projects and through the process of
dialogue (Newell, 2004) The challenges experienced in
these areas are firstly, the documentation of learning
experiences are mostly unavailable and in case they
are made available as document or in some other form
they remain largely unutilised. In some cases it so
happens that the document cannot be located and
people felt that the document is not useful. Moreover,
the project teams are often found reluctant to apply
the knowledge from other projects in their own
project.
Inadequate learning – which makes a project member
looking for more understanding in the midst of
project execution or the tendency to learn only when
there is an obvious need of problem solving in a
project or the project members exhibiting no interest
in learning due to sequential disparity of level of
execution of their respective projects due to the
underlying logic that the learning from other project
may not be of use to them, puts a formidable challenge
in front of a PBO. But at the same time, it is also seen
the knowledge transfer occurs in the cross functional
groups that have a common understanding of the
abilities and skills of the project team members.

Conclusion
A PBO, by its very nature of formation is more flexible,
nor mally aimed at creating new business
opportunities through the performance of projects.
This flexibility of structure, time related and cross
functional nature of jobs can also create opportunities
for the organisation to shift towards the Living
Organisation inspite of the challenges these same
factors can produce. But this requires new approaches
to human resource management, knowledge transfer
mechanism and a new form of leadership in the
organisation. As Senge (1999) has pointed out, that for
the living organisation the definition of leadership has
to come out of the conventional form of “driving
change” emanating from the mechanistic view of
organisation to a new form as “ the capacity of a
human community – people living and working
together- to bring forth new realities.”. The leaders
energise the people through the generation of creative
tension in them. As the creation of potential difference
is necessary for the current to flow towards higher
potential, this tension creates the urge to overcome the
challenge of competence development or the
challenge of knowledge transfer in a Project-Based
Organisation in order to make it a Living
Organisation.

Learning to some extent also depends on the
organisational culture as it facilitates learning as a
natural process in the organisation. Organisation
culture has the potential to facilitate or constrain
knowledge creation and transfer within the
organisation. The flexibility or control in the
organisation culture together with its internal and
external orientation contributes towards the
efficiency, innovativeness and collaboration in the
organisational activities. (Ajmal & Koskinen, 2008).
The leadership challenge originates from the need to
manage the above requirements of developing
competencies, managing performance in the
organisation and individuals participation. To achieve
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Building a Living Organization through Social
Infrastructure- Lessons from the Honeybee Network
Sanjay Dhar*

ABSTRACT
The honeybee
network was
developed as a
model for creating a
market for the
innovations that
emerge from the
grassroots.

The article uses the Honey Bee Network, a non-profit organization working for developing
markets for grassroot levelinnovations as a case to highlight the elements of a living
organization. The author shows how the organization has evolved by leveraging the design
elements of living systems like sensitivity to environment, sense of identity, coherence
without excessive centralisation and focus on evolving in an interdependent eco-system. The
honey-bee network provides an alternative approach to the design of organizations from the
traditional mechanistic model to an evolutionary model which depends upon growth and
sustainability by virtue of creating value for the ecosystem and drawing upon the social
support and wisdom embedded in it.
Introduction

T

he honeybee network was established by Prof. Anil Gupta, a professor in the
Centre for Management in Agriculture at IIM Ahmedabad when he reflected
upon his experience as a well paid consultant for many developmental projects
involving economically poor people and came to the realisation that people may be
economically poor, but they were not poor in the mind. He also came to the
realisation that people could benefit more from their own ingenuity than from
government schemes because the solutions that the poor developed for their
problems were much more appropriate and cost effective than any government
schemes.

The honeybee network was started in 1988-89 as an initiative towards a different
and sustainable approach to improving the quality of life of the people at the bottom
of the pyramid, not by pumping in more resources spent through government
agencies but tapping the creativity and innovations of these people and helping
them to benefit from the own knowledge. It was an attempt at knowledge
management and market creation for sustainable development.
It was realized that while there were numerous public/ private channels for
diffusing innovations produced in formal sector, similar channels for diffusion and
value addition of informal innovations were not available. The honeybee network
was developed as a model for creating a market for the innovations that emerge
from the grassroots. It aimed at actively seeking out innovations at the grassroots,
documenting them and acknowledging the innovators, and then finding markets
for their innovations so that the poor could benefit from their ingenuity. The
network has evolved as a collaborative effort between many organizations having
* Asstt. General Manager (Acad.) & Sr. Faculty Member, MTI, SAIL, Ranchi
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the same purpose. The major ones are listed below :
l

l

l

l

SRISTI (Society for Research and Initiatives for
Sustainable Technologies and Institution) http://www.sristi.org/cms/en which maintains the
network’s database of innovations, and offers
logistical assistance in protecting Intellectual
Property Rights for grassroots innovators and
drumming up venture funding for their
inventions.
National Innovation Foundation (NIF)http://www.nif.org.in/India’s national initiative to
strengthen the grassroots technological
innovations and outstanding traditional
knowledge. Its mission is to help India become a
creative and knowledge based society by
expanding policy and institutional space for
grassroots technological innovators
Grassroots Innovation Augmentation Network
(GIAN) - http://www.gian.org/ - An incubator of
grassroots innovations and traditional knowledge
GIANs have been setup at Ahmedabad & Jaipur
for providing incubation support to grassrots
innovators from the regions of West and North
India, respectively. In addition, GIAN Cells are
present at SSIT, Tumkur, TCE, Madurai in South
India, Kashmir University in J&K, Sikkim Manipal
Institute of Technology in Sikkim.

Promotion of farmers experimentation to test
watering schedule and tree seedlings
methods in drylands

o

Exploration of new plant species and
underutilized plants for deriving economic
benefits to small holders

o

Preser vation and dissemination of
community conservation traditions such as
sacred groves wasteland afforestation
through women groups

Organization of Biodiversity contest for
school children for transfer of knowledge
from one generation to another

o

Pu b l i s h i n g o f Ta m i l n e w s l e t t e r f o r
communication of indigenous agricultural
technologies / farmers innovations, ethnoveterinary practices in collaboration with
Honey bee Network

l

PEDES (Peermade Development Society) KerelaAn NGO for empower ment of village
communities especially tribal, women and the
marginal farmers towards sustainable
development by conserving and enhancing local
resources in order to have fullness of life

l

Network of Gram Vidyapeethas in GujaratThere are several Gram Vidyapeeths in Gujarat
which are set up and run on Gandhian
Philosophy. These institutes basically run the
Bachelors of Rural Studies course and provide
fundamental education to the students, chiefly
form the rural background, who are willing to go
back to their community and work for them

The journey of promoting grass root innovation
With the mission of making more grassroots
innovations sustainable by providing the support of
knowledge and finding markets for the innovative
products, the honey bee network started exploring
options for capturing and disseminating knowledge
about the grassroots innovations.

SEVA, Madurai - which initiated its work with the
specific focus on researching rural peoples
knowledge systems concer ning plants,
environmental values and diverse bio-diversity
conservation traditions.
While emphasising
preservation of indigenous agricultural practices
SEVA initiated developmental efforts such as :
o

o

Scouting and documenting grass root knowledge
Scouting was done to discover and recognize
grassroots innovations and traditional knowledge
practices among various rural or urban communities
with special effort look for creative knowledge among
communities alienated from the mainstream. A
number of initiatives were started for scouting and
documentation of grassroots knowledge which
included traditional knowledge that was under the
risk of being lost or appropriated by corporates using
modern intellectual property rights laws by claiming it
to be theirs. Scouting or looking for such
knowledge/innovations was the first step towards
attaining this goal.
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Shodhyatras (Journeys of exploration) :

making them aware of their ecological
surroundings. The competitions initiated a
process of knowledge churning within the village
where the inter-generational dialogue on
biodiversity took place. The knowledge transfer
from grandparents to grandchildren during the
process not only made the children aware about
their environment but also ensured a sustainable
transfer of ecological knowledge and values of
preservation. In the competitions, the participants
were asked to identify and stick the samples of
vegetation found in their village on a
cardboard/old used pages of notebooks or just
bring these in hand and list down or narrate orally
their various usages. Each participant was orally
tested about the samples they brought. The
students with best performance were given
prizes, whereas all the participants were given
certificates.

Shodhyatras or ‘journeys of explorations’ were
organized twice every year, where people would walk
through villages around a distance of 100 to 200 kms in
a span of seven to ten days. Innovative farmers,
artisans, students and scientists would join the
Shodhyatra and walk with the objective of
participatory learning, dissemination of information,
as well as spreading experimental and inventive ethics
among communities.TheShodhyatraswere aimed at
unearthing and honoring traditional knowledge and
grassroots innovations that have not only enriched
the lives of men, women and farm labourers but have
significantly contributed towards the conservation of
biodiversity. Honey Bee database was shared with
farmers in their local language through laptop
computers and print publications, posters and some
time through street plays. Mobile exhibitions on
medicinal plants, posters, artifacts, working models of
innovations, etc.,were used for making the
presentation more relevant to the local context.
During the Shodhyatra, following major activities
were generally taken up:
l

l

l

Walking through the villages : By walking
through and setting up conversations the
Shodhyatris met many people on the way and
very often the casual interactions turned out to be
interesting sources of information about some
creative experiments. During the walks, the
mutual knowledge sharing among the
Shodhyatrisled to the discovery of new
knowledge and consolidation of existing
knowledge.
Village meetings: The objective of the meetings
during the Shodhyatrawas to initiate a dialogue
on innovations, traditional knowledge and
creativity, so that people with outstanding
creative potential could come forward to share
their innovations and knowledge. Mutual
exchange of knowledge not only encouraged the
innovator and the traditional knowledge holder
to think more creatively and critically but also
helped him/her to know about other
experimenters in different parts of the country.

l

Recipe Competitions : The recipe competitions
were organized for the women in the villages. The
women who prepared the most interesting
recipes using the minor millets, lesser known
crops or crops with medicinal values were given
awards and participants were given certificates.
The objective was to make the people aware about
the unique nutritional value of the indigenous
crops and their importance in maintaining the
ecological diversity.

l

Felicitation of Creative Problem Solvers: During
the Shodhyatras, the farmers active in organic
farming, those who had developed new methods
through their creative abilities and ingenuity, the
villagers who had helped in publicity of the aims
and objectives of the Shodhyatra and the
centenarian men and women are felicitated. The
felicitation by some people outside the village not
only created curiosity among the villagers but also
in few cases helped them to widely share their
innovations/ traditional knowledge.

Shodhyatra turned out to be one of the major
movements across the country that took the spirit of
innovation to the doorstep of common man. Till 2012
twenty nineShodhyatrashave been organized in
different parts of country covering more than four
thousand five hundred kilometres. The shodhyatras

Bio-diversity Competitions : The biodiversity
competitions among the children were aimed at
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were a simple but effective method to tap the power of
appreciative enquiry and social learning. The process
of actively looking for innovations made them visible
and conversations supported by appreciative
processes used regular dialog to find extract tacit
knowledge and make it shareable as explicit
knowledge.

consciously or unconsciously relate the relevance and
utility of any knowledge primarily on the basis of its
presence in a formal curriculum. Such people would
consider technical know-how as valid only if it was
taught in a college. By providing formal legitimacy to
traditional knowledge, the network tried to work
around the bias against valuing informally gathered
knowledge.

Scanning of old Literature

Through publications and events of the honey bee
network

This was an attempt to transcend the language barrier
and explore the wealth of knowledge available with
the non-english speaking people. One of the purposes
of scanning the old (and contemporary), vernacular
literature was to bring these unaccredited knowledge
systems and the wisdom contained in them to light.
Many experts at the regional level, who did not get
due credit and recognition for their work just because
they did not publish their English, were thus provided
a platform to get seen and heard by communicating
about their innovations to a larger English reading
public.

Several methods to scout and document grassroots
innovations and Tacit Knowledge from various parts
of the country including publication of local language
versions of the Honey Bee newsletter, organizing
workshops of innovators and volunteers, network
members, local press conferences, arranging the visit
of volunteers in villages in search of innovators and
knowledge holders etc. were harnessed to spread the
impact of the traditional knowledge and grassroots
innovations. There are six regional publications of
Honey Bee magazine for networking and reaching out
to people.

Involving the media
Interested journalists were identified and persuaded
to publish articles on grassroots innovations and
innovators. News items on stories of people who had
done something ‘different’, innovations and
traditional knowledge scouted and recognized by NIF
& the Honey Bee network, were published in national
and regional newspapers to provide higher visibility
and create markets for grassroot innovations. The
network worked on these interesting leads and tried
to get the information though local scouts, resource
persons, volunteers or collaborators and fed it to the
media in a win-win collaborative process which
provided visibility to the innovators and interesting
stories to the media.

Uttarayan, the kite flying festival in Ahmedabad,
which is attended by many international participants
from across the globe was used as a means of
spreading awareness about grassroots innovations.
Kites were flown with messages written on them
asking people to contact the network if they knew of
any innovations. Over 5000 such kites were
distributed. The passion for kite flying was harnessed
for creating a vehicle to create a buzz around
traditional knowledge and grassroots innovations
through the festival.
The network collaborators and coordinators help to
reach interiors regions which might have been
bypassed by the state as well as markets.

Including scouting in course curricula

Through social networks of artisans

In 2006, a college in Tamil Nadu, Lady Doak, started a
course on “importance of traditional knowledge and
grassroots innovation”. This induction of traditional
knowledge in a formal course provided it with not just
a means of perpetuation, but also a platform to study it
in a structured manner. This process also helped in
increasing the perceived value of the traditional
knowledge by providing it a social and formal
credibility in the eyes of many people who would

Unlike the agricultural practices, the search for
artisanal and farm machinery innovations is far more
complex. One village may have several hundred
farmers but only one or two artisans. To meet 100
artisans, one might have to survey 50-100 villages.
However, over a period of time it was discovered that
social network of artisans were reasonably strong and
once the network scouts identified an innovative
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Agricultural, cultural fairs and exhibitions

artisan or mechanic, they would ask him to look for
others of his kind. This process helped in discovering
many innovators. Also, many of the innovators
themselves started looking for other people like them
and encourage them to submit their
innovations/traditional knowledge practices. This in
turn contributed to the growth and strengthening of
the network. It also helped in spreading the message
through word of mouth.

Fairs are vibrant traditional institutions, where people
assemble in large numbers, either for religious or
cultural celebrations. This platform was used for
scouting and disseminating. Many farmers, artisans,
community leaders and professionals would visit the
stalls and get information about the innovations
developed by other farmers. While accessing this
knowledge base, they also shared their own
innovations with network members. Some of the
common platforms of such kind have been the organic
haats (open markets akin to weekly rural markets)
organized as part of the traditional food festival.
Farmers from different parts of the country would
display/ sell and share with people their knowledge
about ‘not so popular’ food grains and millets.

Through surveys in villages by students
Students from different universities and colleges were
sensitized about the need to scout and document
grassroots innovations, knowledge and explore their
potential for development of a community. The
possible benefits are also shared such as
award/recognition at national level, business
development, ability to learn from each other,
generating low cost solutions to persistent problems
etc . They are encouraged to appreciate the
innovations created by their family members and
neighbors in the village to begin with. They are also
asked to narrate some of their own experiences, which
are interesting, intriguing and/or inspiring . These
students are then motivated to scout such
innovations/TK from their respective regions. By
underlining what is relevant for the search, students
are given examples based on their own experience.
When outsiders (some times more educated and
expert in specific field of knowledge) share in a
humble and honest manner that some of the insights
shared by students were not known to them, it
reinforces the self confidence of the young explorers.

Scouting fellowships
Fellowships schemes were started for innovators,
scouts, and research students to enable them to go to
their field and collect traditional knowledge practices
and innovations. This fellowship covers their travel
expenses, stationary and packaging and forwarding
of the data collected. These fellowships have been
given to different individuals in Jammu and Kashmir,
Uttarakhand, West Bengal and Chattisgarh. They are
provided all the necessary guidance from NIF.
Electronic submission
Understanding the tremendous potential of
information and communication technology in
furthering the cause of grassroots innovators, NIF has
taken special efforts to use it for scouting purposes
also. The network websites viz. www.nif.org.in,
www.sristi.org, www.gian.org, www.honeybee.org,
and www.indiainnovates.com were used to
popularize the missions of Honey Bee and other
collaborating institutions and received quite a few
entries through these websites as well along with
emails addressed to campaign@nifindia.org and
info@nifindia.org. The innovations were classified
and potential users can search through the database
for innovations related to their problem by typing in a
key word. The innovation database has been highly
IT enabled and provides global access to the ideas for
future use. The honey been network has over 100,000
inventions and discoveries on its website.

One of the most successful results of documentation
has been achieved by the network of students from
Gram Vidyapeeths (rural colleges based on Gandhian
philosophy of education). A large number of students,
mobilized every year from 15-20 vidyapeeths , worked
for two months during their summer vacation at
SRISTI. They were given orientation about the
richness of local knowledge/innovation domains, and
trained in scouting and documenting innovations. In
the whole process, while listening to their experiences,
efforts were made to convey to them precisely what
kind of practices they should look for and how to
identify traditional knowledge/grassroots
innovations.
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revolution and it was also a sign that people’s
knowledge matters. The start was with a single PIC
form, which evolved over the years, changing shape
and content many times, based on the learnings on the
way. Now there are discussions to have three separate
PICs for different stages in the journey of
knowledge/innovation, from initial documentation to
value addition to possible business development and
benefit sharing mechanism.

Protecting the rights of the grassroots innovators
A challenge that grassroot innovators face is that due
to lack of resources and awareness about intellectual
property rights they are never able to demonstrate
ownership of their innovations and subsequently
cannot benefit from any commercialisation of their
technology. The honey bee network along with the
national innovation foundation developed a
mechanism for collecting information in a manner
that gave confidence to the grassroots innovators to
share their knowledge and explore how it could be
further enhanced. They developed a mechanism
called PRIOR INFORMED CONSENT (PIC) to do so.

Developing a market for grassroots innovation
Solutions developed in one specific context could
have applications in many different contexts at
locations far removed from the original. An example
of this is a tree climbing apparatus invented by
Appachan a coconut collecter from Kerela has
applications for biologists trying to study tree tops in
rainforests who want to save the time in climbing trees
and focus on their research.

The purpose of obtaining the Prior Informed Consent
(PIC) from the traditional knowledge holders was to
get the proper authorization from them to enable NIF
or any other agency pursuing documentation, to work
for, and on behalf of them. The larger purpose of the
PIC was to create trust and reciprocity between the
knolwedge holder and NIF, member institutions or
agencies responsible for building value chain around
green grassroots innovations and traditional
knowledge. Once an entry was accepted, NIF would
send a PIC form in local language to all the
innovators/Tacit Knowledge holders to seek their
written consent and choice of conditions for
dissemination and value addition of their
products/process/idea. Innovators/Tacit Knowledge
holders would decide among various options for
scaling up their technology through commercial or
non-commercial means or any other preference they
might have. It was realized that many of the grassroots
innovators and traditional knowledge holders could
not read the PIC. In such cases, video PIC had to be
taken. When an entry was short listed for any
particular purpose, say value addition or research and
development or business development, the PIC
provided the framework of disclosure of the
technology to the third party or taking up any further
work.

All innovations and tacit knowledge collected by the
network was stored in a database by SRISTI which
created a unified market for them and included
facilitation of technology transfers to corporates who
could scale them up for commercialisation. Grassroots
innovation require financial assistance at different
stages of product cycle. Financial support is
mandatory for improving the attributes of the
products or prototypes through extensive R&D.
Providing licence to various entrepreneurs, industry
associations and institutions for using the
technologies enabled raising resources for further
developing the value and effectiveness of the
products. A sample of the technologies and products
that have been marketed by the network are given in
Exhibit I
Through GIAN (Grassroots Innovations
Augmentation Network) many technologies and
products were systematically developed to be
marketable as brands providing the innovator the
necessary marketing muscle to see his inventions
scaled up and also protect his intellectual property
rights. (Process of incubation given in Exhibit II).
GIAN also provides support for filing patents etc. to
protect the IPR of the innovators, and also provides
funding and capital support for innovators who want
to commercialise their inventions.

In addition, PIC helped in enforcing the accountability
of formal institutions towards the knowledge
providers (individuals and community) and
grassroots innovators. It must be remembered that
never in the history, had the people been asked to give
their consent for such a purpose. PIC was a cultural
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Celebrating the innovations

generations. Arie de Geus (1997), cites some key traits
of living organizations

The network made heroes of its grassroots innovators
by making them visible across the globe and
highlighting their achievements across media
including the web and TV channels. Some of the
inventions discovered by the network became the
focus of a documentary on Discovery channel.
Innovations were uploaded on youtube and
exhibitions were hosted in national and international
fairs, including an exhibition in Rashtrapati Bhawan.
Different awards were constituted along with the
national innovation foundation. These grassroots
innovations became the topic of a TED talk by
Professor Gupta which had over 3 lakh views. The
details of the inventions and the people behind them
were published in books which can also be
downloaded from the web site of the national
innovation foundation, ( Six such award books have
been published till 2012) which not only impress with
the brilliance of the innovations but also inspire with
the stories of perseverance and determination of the
people involved. By making such grassroots
innovators heroes, the initiative gave strength to the
trend of open innovation, where organizations looked
beyond their formal boundaries for innovative
solutions to their problems. This idea that innovation
can come from anywhere, opened doors for new
products and solutions to many organizations and
avenues for getting the benefit of their native
intelligence to many people who would otherwise
have limited opportunities of benefiting from their
ingenuity and hard work. Workshops with grassroots
innovators were organised at elite institutions like IIM
Ahmedabad.

1. Sensitive to their environment, in harmony with
the world around them and managing to react in
timely fashion to the conditions of society around
them.
2. Cohesive, with a strong sense of identity, no
matter how widely diversified they were, with
cohesion being built around around the idea of
“community”
3. Tolerant, generally avoiding exercising any
centralized control, particularly tolerant of
activities on the margin: outliers, experiments,
and eccentricities within the boundaries of the
cohesive firm, which kept stretching their
understanding of possibilities.
4. Conservative in financing and frugal.
Similarly, Normal Wolf(2012) argues that living
organizations, sense, learn, and adapt to their
environment, are in relationship with all elements of
their environment and are an interdependent and
integral part of an ecosystem. Where machines are
focused on producing, living systems are focused on
creating.
When the honeybee network is studied as an
organization the design of the organization and its
internal processes show a very strong bias towards the
organization as a living system rather than a
mechanistic structure. The glue that binds the people
at honey bee network is not one of command and
control but of social bonding, strengthening by a sense
of common purpose. The processes of collecting and
disseminating know-how relies more on social
interactions and being open to possibilities and
continually “sensing” the environment for new ideas
and new markets for existing ideas. Diversity is
celebrated in the network and it runs with a federal
work ethic with the various collaboration units being
practically independent, but staying together due to a
shared vision of helping the people at the bottom of
the pyramid benefit from their own ingenuity. It does
so by tapping existing social structures and connecting
them together. Respect for each individual and his/her
uniqueness is embedded in the organizational
processes, like seeking consent from grassroots

Reflections on the honey-bee network as a living
organization
A living organization is very good at managing
change, ensuring internal coherence and responding
to the environment as one entity even as it leverages
diversity within itself. It derives its strength from the
loose coupling of its various components that provide
it agility and resilience. A common purpose and
culture are the glue that holds it together as an entity.
It is capable of learning fast and passing on the lessons
to the subsequent generations making them even
stronger with the collective wisdom of the past
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innovators to further refine market their innovations.

all practicing managers have much to learn and
managers need reflect if they are able to see their
organizations through the same lens as the honey bee
network and making their organizations come alive.

The honey bee network provides a glimpse of the
collaborative future of the organization, from which
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Exhibit I
Some examples of technologies successfully transferred to corporates through the honey Bee Network and its collaborator
SRISTI foundation are given below. The details of each product and technology can be obtained from the web site
http://www.sristiinnovation.com/technologies-available-for-licensing.html
Sl.
No.

Name of
Product

Formulation
form

Effectiveness

Technology Transfer

1

For crop
growth

Decoction

Growth Promoter

Technology transfered to Matrix
BiosciensesPvt. Ltd., Hyderabad

2

To inhibit
flower sheding

Decoction

Growth Promoter, Effective against
Sheding of flower

Technology transfered to Matrix
BiosciensesPvt. Ltd., Hyderabad

3

For Cotton
Pest

Decoction

Growth Promoter, Effective against Technology transfered to Matrix
Pests of Cotton
BiosciensesPvt. Ltd., Hyderabad

4

For Leaf
curl control

Decoction

Growth Promoter, Effective against Technology transfered to Matrix
leaf-curl disease
BiosciensesPvt. Ltd., Hyderabad

5

For Termite

Decoction

Growth Promoter, Effective against Technology transfered to Matrix
termite
BiosciensesPvt. Ltd., Hyderabad

6

Coccicure

Powder

E f f e c t v e a g a i s t E i m a r i y a s p p , Technology transfered to Matrix
Protozoan diseases
BiosciensesPvt. Ltd., Hyderabad

7

PoultMax

Powder

Against marek’s disease virus & Technology transfered to Matrix
promotes general health in poultry BiosciensesPvt. Ltd., Hyderabad
birds.

8

Herbavate

Cream

Eczema and psoriasis
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Some of the technologies that are available for licensing are :
l Agriculture
o

Growth Promotion & Protection for Aphid,
White Fly, Sucking Pest, Termite, Nematode,
Root Rot, Smut, (each one is a separate
technology)

o

Growth Promotion & Seed Germination
Enhancer

SRISTI Product
Through Shristi a number of products have been
made commercially available through marketing
channels and are satisfying customer needs .( The list
below is just categories, for more details about the
products and brands in each category, the details can
be obtained from the SRISTI web site
http://www.sristiinnovation.com/

l For Animal- formulations / technologies to cure
different types of diseases of animals. The
different types of technologies that are offered
include herbal medicines to cure mastitis,
diarrhoea, intestinal worm etc., in animals. The
technologies available for licensing are
transferred under the local and international
legislative policies.
o

Herbal Cure for Mastitis

o

Herbal Lactation Enhancer

o

Herbal Wound Healer

o

Herbal Cure for Intestinal Worm

o

Herbal Cure for Diarrhoea

o

Herbal Liver Tonic

l Herbal Extracts

l For Humans- The technology developed for
benefiting humans includes different types of
research based innovative formulations that
cure eczema, wound etc. We also have herbal
technology for mosquito repellent, pain relief
products, skin care products etc. We licence these
technologies to further develop the value and
effectiveness of the products.
o

Herbal Mosquito Repellant

o

Herbal Crack Cure

o

Herbal Pain Relief (Muscular)

o

Herbal Skin Care

o

Herbal Wound Care

o

Herbal Cure for Eczema

o

Herbal Mouth Freshner

o

Soap Nut Extract

o

Ipomoea Fistulosa Extract

o

Lantana Camara Extract

o

Sea Algae Extract

o

VitexNegundo Extract

o

AnnonaSquamosa Extract

o

ClerodendrumPhlomides Extract

o

ButeaMonosperma Extract

o

VernoniaAnthelmintica Extract

o

Acacia Catechu Extract

o

BambusaArundineae Extract

o

BoerhaaviaDiffusa Extract

o

Acacia Nilotica Extract

o

Occimum Sanctum Extract

o

AzadirachtaIndica Extract

o

NicotianaTabacum Extract

o

AegleMarmelos Extract

o

HolarrhenaAntidysenterica Extract

o

HolopteleaIntegrifolia Extract

o

GuzotiaAbbysinica Extract

o

CentellaAsiatica Extract

l Herbal Agro Products
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o

Pests of Cotton

o

Arthritis Cure

o

Leaf Curl Disease

o

Intestinal Worms Control

o

Termite

o

Milk Enhancer in Animals

o

Aphids, White Fly &Heliothis

o

Mealy Bug

o

Mosquito Repellent Cream

o

Sucking Pest

o

Wound Healing Ointment

o

Ointment to Cure Crack

l Human Products

l Veterinary Products
o

Herbal Appetizer

o

Antiseptic Skin Nourishment Cream

o

Diarrhoea Control

o

Natural Pain Reliever

o

Cough & Cold Cure

o

Eczema and Psoriasis

Exhibit II
The technology incubation process of GIAN

NIF

HB
Network
SRISTI

ü
ï
ý
ï
þ

H B Network /

NIF / GIAN /

GIAN / Summer
Interms / Volunteers

Project
Closed
No

Grassroots
Innovations

PIC & Technical
Documentation

Technology & Innovation
Assessment / PAS

Competitive
Benchmarking

Micro Venture Innovation Fund

Direct

Mass Marketing

Entrepreneur / Innovator /
NGOs / GLAN Brand

Go/No Go
Decision

Yes
Commercial
Production

Pilot Scale
Production

Testing and Prototype
Development

Incubation &
Business Plan

Entrepreneur /
Entrepreneur /
Entrepreneur / Innovator GLAN / SOMA /
Innovator / Partner Innovator /Partner / Consultants / NID etc. Summer Interms
Incubators
Incubators
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Journey towards Sustainability : Imperatives for Mines

Awadhesh Kumar*

Mining industries
through sustainable
development helps
in growth of
financial, technical
and capacity
building support of
developing
countries.

ABSTRACT
Mining as one of the activity in utilizing natural resources play crucial role in the economy as
well as social development in many countries. Mining industries through sustainable
development helps in growth of financial, technical and capacity building support of
developing countries. The time has come to change the scenario and make it an eco-friendly
mining industries through the implementation of Environment Management plan and
compliance of Environmental standards for survival of the ecological integrity along with
economic growth and social equity for the Nation. MIOM of RMD, SAIL has taken number of
steps to make the mining ecofriendly and sustainable.
Introduction

S

teel Authority of India Limited (SAIL) is the leading steel making company in
India. It is fully integrated Iron and Steel maker producing basic and special
steel for domestic construction, engineering, power, railway, automotive and
defense industries and for sale in export market. SAIL is also among the six
Maharantnas of the country’s Central Public Sector Enterprises under the
administrative control of the Ministry of Steel, Government of India. The present
capacity of about 14.6 million tons of steel per annum.

Raw Materials Division (RMD) is the second largest mining outfit in the country. The
mines of SAIL started their operations as captive sources of raw materials for its
integrated steel plants. Major portion of its mining activities is managed by Raw
Materials Division (RMD). Other mines are the Bhilai group of mines, the mines of
VISL and the coal mines of IISCO.
The Raw Materials Division was formed in 1989 with the avowed purpose of
creating synergy of all the SAIL mines in the eastern sector, to rationalize supply of
basic raw materials to the our steel plants so as to achieve self sufficiency in quality
production of iron ore.
Presently RMD, with its headquarters at Kolkata, manages 7 Iron Ore Mines and 3
operating flux mines, salient features of which are given at Table 1.
In tune with the corporate plan 2012 of SAIL, various capacity expansion projects
have been taken up at the RMD mines so as to cope up with the enhanced
requirement of iron ore and limes stone of desired quality. The major projects cover
the Expansion of capacity of Bolani Ore Mines, Development of Central Block at
Meghahatuburu Iron Ore Mine, Development of South Block at Kiriburu Iron Ore
Mine, Mechanization and development of Chiria Mines, Development of Taldih
* Jr. Manager (Survey), SAIL-RMD
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Table 1 : Various Mines of RMD
Sl.No.
1.

Mines

State

Kiriburu

Jharkhand

Year of commissioning

Rated Capacity ( in MT)

1964

4.25

2.

Meghahatuburu

Jharkhand

1985

4.30

3.

Bolani

Odisha

1960

4.20

4.

Barsua

Odisha

1960

2.01

5.

Kalta

Odisha

1966

1.10

6.

Gua

Jharkhand

1919

2.4

7.

Manoharpur (Chiria)

Jharkhand

1907

0.7

8.

Kuteshwar (L/Stone)

M.P.

1974

1.10

9.

Bhawnathpur (Limestone)

Jharkhand

1979

0.80

10.

Tulsidamar (Dolomite)

Jharkhand

1970

0.34

Block, and Opening a new mine at Thakurani. RMD
also has a centralized workshop at Bolani for
repair/overhauling of engines & transmission of
heavy earthmoving machinery operating at the
mines. Besides the above, RMD has three Customer
Services Offices (CSO) at Rourkela, Durgapur &
Bokaro and three Liaison offices at New Delhi,
Bhubaneswar, and Ranchi for liaison and better
coordination with various government agencies as
well as different statutory agencies.

It’s salient features are :
· It is the only first mine of ISO-14001 certified unit
of RMD Mines since 25 May 2002.
· It is the third mine of ISO-9001 certified unit of
RMD Mines since 09 January 2008.
· It is the only first mine in India where started
Seven days’ operation is in practice.
Sustainable and Scientific Mining
Meghahatuburu Iron Ore Mine (MIOM) is located in
West Singhbhum District of Jharkhand state with a
present total excavation capacity of 7.00 MTPA. It
initially started with target excavation capacity of
5.00MTPA with adequate infrastructure facilities and
mining equipments. However, due to favorable
market scenario and to meet the internal demand of
our steel plant, MIOM proposed to 8.5MTPA ROM
production with 2.00MTPA waste removal.

MIOM at a Glance
Meghahatuburu Iron Ore Mine (MIOM) is a part of
the Bonai Iron Ore Range, located immediately to the
North of Kiriburu Mine of SAIL. The deposit is within
the lease hold area of Kiriburu Iron Ore Mine covered
in survey of India Toposheet No.73 F/8 and lies
between the latitude 22 º 05’ 46" to 22º 05’ 59" and
longitude 85º 16’ 30" to 85º 17’ 59". The word
“Meghahatuburu” is comprised of Megha = Megh,
Hatu = Gaon & Buru = Jungle, it means “Forest of
Megha”. MIOM is located at a distance of about 172
Km from Tatanagar and 110 Km. from Rourkela. The
nearest rail head is Barajamda and Barbil on
Chakradharpur (South-East Railways Divisional
Headquarter) and is at a distance of 22Km from
MIOM. Geologically, the deposit is associated with
typical metamorphosed iron bearing sedimentary
rocks of protorozoic (Upper Pre-Cambrian) age which
from part of the Bonai Iron Ore Series of Jones (1934)
and Dunn (1940).

Mining Method
Mining is done by open cast mechanized method.
Both ore and waste are worked systematically by
forming benches of 10m height and width not less
than 35m. The mining is done in scientific manner.
Drilling is done by 150mm diameter blast holes drills
in staggered pattern with 4.5-5.0m burden & 5.5-6.0m
spacing. Blasted materials loaded into 100t dumpers
by hydraulic shovels having 9.5 m3 bucket capacity.
Wherever the ore is friable and soft in nature and the
intrusion being very soft in lower benches, it is
excavated directly by hydraulic excavator methods.
Drilling and blasting operations are undertaken only
where hard laminated, BHQ/BHJ and any thick

The fully mechanized mine of RMD, SAIL and it is
producing Iron Ore in lowest cost in the area.
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Dump Area

Back Filling Area

Mining Benches

Fig. 1 : Showing The Miming Benches and Waste Dump Backfilling Area
laminated portion of ore body at the contracts
including area of hard laminated ore are encountered.

delay is below 1000kg, therefore, it may be concluded
that there is no danger to any structures due to ground
vibration from present blasting practice.

Waste Dump Management

Top Soil

Over burden of deposit mainly comprises of laterite
with practically no soil cover. The OB/waste dumped
into the lower most benches of exhausted area of 4.02
hect. of existing mining pit and it is proposed to
backfill the area in 14 hect. up to 2015. To prevent
wash offs the top surface of the dump should have an
in-ward slope. Plantation has been done on the
stabilized dumps in 12Hect. Retaining wall has been
constructed at a length of 1500m around the waste
dump yards followed by garland drain and settling
pits for arresting the wash-offs. It has been proposed
that Geo textile Coir Matting will be done along the
slope of external waste dump to avoid wash –off ’s and
landslide during incessant rain.

The top soil was mostly consisting of laterites and
lateritic ore capping over the ore deposits. The soil
cover had little thickness and the quantity of topsoil
collected from the topmost bench of the mine is very
less and has already consumed in the process of
afforestation over the waste dumps to raise the
plantation over them.
Environment Protection Measures
MIOM as a part of RMD, SAIL is committed to take
care of its employees and people of neighboring
villages with respect to health safety and generation of
self employment. For protection of environment, due
care is taken to suppress the dust, control the noise
levels etc. by adopting wet drilling, water sprinkling
on haul roads and civil route and covering of
conveyors. MIOM planted more than 01lakh trees in
colony, side of roads and on waste dump and
constructed 07 Nos. Check dams in natural streams for
arresting the wash offs during rainy season. Retaining
walls shall be constructed around the waste dump
yards slope followed by garland drains and settling pit
for arresting the wash-offs. MIOM commitment
towards environment protection and its concern
towards the health, safety and employment
generation of its people and surroundings.

Handling of sub-grade mineral
The sub-grade mineral encountered during mining
operation blended with high-grade mineral for
optimum utilization before dispatch to the consumer
steel plants. It has been a standard practice at MIOM.
Hence, separate arrangement in handling of subgrade mineral is not envisaged.
Vibration Level
A detailed vibration study was conducted by Indian
Bureau of Mines in the mine. As per DGMS standard
safe vibration limit for canteen and mine office is
10mm/sec. and for hopper it is 15mm/sec. at a
frequency of less than 8Hz., it is calculated value of
PPV is below 10mm/sec. for a change weight of 100kg
per delay, which is within the safe limit for both type
structures. In present blasting practice change per

Surface Run-off During monsoon
Surface Run-off from the mining areas has been
drained to flow towards the centre of the pit, where it
is allowed to settle the solids and seeps into the
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ground. Therefore, the water from the mining areas is
not expected to flow down to any surface water
courses and thus there is no danger of contamination
of any perennial nallahs. However, care shall be taken
to check the surface run-off from the other areas by
providing 07 nos. of check dam to restrict the silt in the
source of water and recharge the ground water.

distance of 02 km from the township to the oxidation
ponds for treatment and disposal of sewage and to
avoid possible nuisance of mosquitoes and are
occasional foul smell. The oxidation ponds were
designed on the basis of 0.40Hect. Per 1000 persons.
The depth of water in the oxidation pond is
maintained at 120cm to facilitate penetration of sun
light and enrichment of algae growth and proper
photosynthesis for adequate supply of oxygen for
biological activity, which is essential for effective
functioning of the ponds.

Treatment of Ore Washing Effluent
The effluent is taken to centre of the thickener, where
solids gets settled, After settling of the micro-fine at
the bottom of the thickener, classified water is
collected in a sump and pumped to re-circulating
overhead water reservoir. The sludge from bottom of
the thickener is discharged through a pipe line into
Rangring Tailing Pond. Hence, there is no direct
overflow from pond, but seepage from the earthen
dam exists. The seepage are also collected in a
reservoir at Kumdi near Koina River and recycled back
to the system along with make-up water. There is no
discharge of process effluent from MIOM. Hence,
Zero Discharge Concept has been achieved at MIOM.

Noise Level
It can be seen from the result of monitoring that the
there is no impact of noise level as it is well within the
permissible level. In the opencast mining the various
source of noise are attributed mainly to drilling,
blasting, loading, haulage roads, processing of ores
and vehicular traffic etc. The noise from all these
sources is periodical and limited to a fix period of
operation only. The ambient of noise monitored at
regular interval indicates that the noise level due to
the existing mining operations, do not cause any
serious concern as the existing noise level are well
below the permissible level at all the locations. The
new equipments(Dumper, excavator, Dozer, Grader
etc) procured these days are fitted with sound proof
cabin, AC etc and is egronomically good for Mining
activity. Noise monitoring of different HEMM’s, Plant
and different locations in the mine and township are
carried out every alternate months by our
occupational health center. The Instrument used are
BRUEL & KJAER. Noise pollution is controlled by
proper maintenance of silencers of all the heavy earth
moving equipment. The plant is also given due
importance for our activities for control of Noise
pollution. In blasting, the same has been controlled by

Domestic effluents from township
The sewage and sullage water from the bath and
kitchen of the residential buildings of mine is collected
through a network of sewage pipe lines and main
holes, which leads to a convenient open area at a

Effluent from
vehicle washing

Primary
Settling
Tank

Secondary
Settling
Tank

ž

The effluent generated from the HEMM workshop
and Auto-garage mainly consists of Grease, Oil and
Solids. These effluents are treated in series of tanks for
separation of solids and oil. Separated effluent
treatment plants have been provided, each at HEMM
workshop and Auto-garage. The reclaimed oil from
the treatment plant is stored and sold. The clarified
water is being discharge to evaporation pond and
hence no discharge of effluents from the shops.

Tertiary
Settling
Tank

Treated Effluents

Recovered Oil
Settled Solids
removal
Fig. 2 : ETP for Workshop and Garages Effluents
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placing detonating fuse with Nonel initiating
technology.

have also been built for the region by the mine
management.

Air Quality

The opening of the MIOM has brought substantial
benefits for local population in terms of job
opportunities, higher income level, better living
standards, better infrastructure for education, medical
care, transport & communication etc. In addition to
these, mines constitute a significant source of revenue
to the state by way of royalty of Iron Ore dispatched to
the Steel Plants. Good health care and sanitation
facilities are provided with free medical aid to
workmen and tribal population of peripheral villages
with good education facilities.

The ambient air quality monitored in and around the
work-zone of the mining area on regular basis at a
distance of 50-300 meters away from the dust emission
sources i.e. mining, drilling, blasting, haul roads,
dumping, crushing, screening, stockpile and loading
point etc., the Suspended Particular Matter (SPM) and
Respirable Particular Matter (RPM) are below the
permissible limits, which are likely to be effected by
the mining operations only.
Climatology of The Area

At present MIOM offered employment to the persons
mostly belonging to Scheduled Tribe (ST), Scheduled
Caste (SC) and Backward Communities (BC) from
nearby villages out of total manpower, about 54% are
from ST and SC. In addition to this an average about
250 persons per day are being hired by the mines from
the local labour society. In addition to that mines also
generated indirect employment on different
associated activities like local trading, house
construction, supplies of different materials to the
mines office etc. There is no any displacement of
population or loss of agriculture revenue etc. except
forest land.

The MIOM Township is situated at the top of the hills
at an average elevation of 900m above the MSL and
has salubrious climate. The climatic condition of the
area has a hot dry summer and a goes rainy season
followed by cool winter seasons. However, the
township being situated at the top of the hills. Which
are spread over lower regions around the hills, the
climatic condition is totally different from the rest of
the areas. Therefore, MIOM always receive much
higher and extended rainfall nearing 200cm annually.
The climate is blessed with heavy rainy seasons, a cold
winter season a reasonably cool summer. However,
the rainy season is extremely damp without much of
sunshine as the cloud most of the time covering on
and intersecting the township resembling foggy
weather. But at the lower level where the villages
situated at the time of summer heat and humidity
during rainy season can become unbearable and with
progressive denudation of forest the general climate
and rainfall of the total area has been changing unfavorably. Thus the area receives nearly 80% of its
rainfall during the rainy season July, August and
September. It is both mentioning that the depression
from the Bay of Bengal invariably afford this area in
the monsoon and post monsoon months with cyclone
weather.

Corporate Social Responsibilities
SAIL-RMD being a Public Sector Enterprises has
additional responsibility of the society in addition to
production and sales. MIOM provides direct and
indirect employment opportunities to the people of
surrounding villages like Baraiburu, Kalaita, Kimdih,
Karampada and Meghahatuburu etc. In other CSR
activities, MIOM supports and nurtures the local
talent by providing Industrial training at ITI Rourkela
for job oriented professional education.
Multi
purposes community helps, construction of dwelling
houses, toilets, water storage tank and approach roads
distribution of utensils, blankets and installation of
leaf plate making machine, construction of boundary
wall near Jaiyra (Puja) Asthal, Installation of
computers in self employment centre. Extending
Medical treatment facilities, organizing family welfare
camps, malaria control programmes, programmes on
eye care and dental care and immunization, and AIDS
awareness programme etc. Commissioning of DG set
and submersible pump with all accessories and

Socio Economics
It is worthwhile to mention that the MIOM are one of
the largest Public Sector Mechanized Mines in the
area. No infrastructure facilities were available in the
area before opening of the mine. Access roads,
Township, Hospital and Schools are built by mine
authorities. The complete infrastructure like water
supply, power supply and communication facilities
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Fig. 3: Under CSR Schemes New Handpumps, Houses Under Indira Awas Yojna Has Been Provided to The Near by Villagers

construction of pump house and laying pipe line at
dwelling house.

million ton per annum in coming year and committed
to continuously promote sustainable development
encompassing environmental, societal and
economical aspects related to its business activities. To
emerge as a global steel company with international
standard of excellence, rendering optimum
satisfaction to all its’ stakeholder.

In order to increase the cleanliness of surrounding
health of the people providing stipend to health work
towards a bright future of India. MIOM has been
provided schoolbags, school bus and books to the
students. Constructing class rooms, construction of
school boundary wall, benches etc. In order to
improve the quality of education. Moreover to
support the traditional culture and to support the
cultural heritage, MIOM is contributing in best
possible ways, in the form of financial and moral
support in conducting “Maghe-Parab”.

Conclusion
Mining as one of the activity in utilizing natural
resources play crucial role in the economy as well as
social development in many countries. Mining
industries through sustainable development helps in
growth of financial, technical and capacity building
support of developing countries. The time has come to
change the scenario and make it an eco-friendly
mining industries through the implementation of
Environment Management plan and compliance of
Environmental standards for survival of the ecological
integrity along with economic growth and social
equity for the Nation.

Vision
MIOM as a part of Steel Authority of India Limited has
been contributing to the development of nation with
the organizational goals and policies and “to be a
respected world class corporation and leader in Indian
Steel Business in quality, productivity, profitability
and customers’ satisfaction”. MIOM is going to be
enhanced the capacity of finished product to 6.5
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Breathing Life into Organisations through Organisation
Innovation on the Fulcrum of Knowledge Management
B Sunil Kartha* and Sreekumar**

...Knowledge
Management is an
ongoing process
with the common
belief that KM is
expected to
enhance
organisational
performance and
Organisational
Innovation by
systematically
identifying,
selecting, capturing,
storing, retrieving
and disseminating
knowledge within
the organisation.

ABSTRACT
Organisations of today operate in a turbulent business environment with fast and multidirectional winds of change, where their sustainability depends on how fast the organisations
shift and stabilise from “machine” organisation-model to “living” organisation-model built
on the foundations of dynamic organisational innovative capacity. Among all the possible
predictors of Organisational Innovation, Knowledge Management has emerged as an
important predictor .This paper is based on an array of studies and content analysis of
research papers, thesis reports and handbooks in the area of Living Organisation , Knowledge
Management and Organisational Innovation and contributes to the stream of research on
building Living Organisations through Knowledge Management and Organisational
Innovation .This paper reviews the importance of organisational elements in the
organisational Knowledge Management process leading to Organisational Innovation and
highlights the need for organisations to effectively create, manage and leverage organisational
knowledge to leapfrog the Organisational Innovation processes for creating and sustaining
healthy Living Organisations.
Introduction

O

rganisations of today operate in a turbulent business environment with fast
and multi-directional winds of unprecedented change and uncertainty. To
thrive, or even survive, organisations need to be alive and responsive to the business
environment and their sustainability depends on how fast the organisations shift
from “machine” organisation - an organisation of independent components linked
together by a connecting control system to a “living” organisation - an organisation
based on biology and designed on intent on enhancing value to stakeholders and
customers on a sustained continual basis. Living Organisations display vital
physiological signs, including market thirst and exhaustion, which indicate their
health and absence / presence of these vital signs can produce dangerous symptoms
that, if left unchecked and untreated , can make the organisations gradually diabetic,
consequently affecting all their vital organs leading to organisational demise.

Therefore, it is essential to periodically check the healthiness of live network of
relationships among different organisational elements and breathe life into
organisations for their endurance and sustenance. The sustainability of
organisations will depend on their innovative capacity (Sveiby, 2001) and given the
importance of innovation to an organisation’s competitive position, an array of
studies (mostly western-based such as from the United States of America and
* Asstt. General Manager (SMS-II), Rourkela Steel Plant, Rourkela.
** Associate Professor, Rourkela Institute of Management Studies, Rourkela
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Europe) were conducted to identify the possible
antecedents of Organisational Innovation. Among all
the possible predictors of Organisational Innovation,
Knowledge Management emerged as an important
predictor of Organisational Innovation and
Organisational Performance (Chang & Lee, 2008;
Darroch & McNaughton, 2002; Gloet & Terziovski,
2004).

manage the creation, sharing, harvesting and leverage
of knowledge as an organisational asset, to enhance a
company ’s ability, speed and effectiveness in
delivering products or services for the benefit of
clients. In addition, it is referred to “a systematic effort
for sharing and using the organisational knowledge
within the firm in order to increase organisational
performance” (Shahrokhi , 2010). Daud et al. (2011).
says “it is a conscious strategy of getting the right
knowledge to the right people at the right time by
putting information into action that strives to improve
performance”

Also, past research studies have indicated that
resilient Living Organisations appear to have higher
levels of energy in different forms viz. Emotional ,
Intellectual , Physical , Spiritual etc, which are
deliberately developed through a series of specific
planned organisational processes including
Knowledge Management processes .

To sum up, Knowledge Management is an ongoing
process with the common belief that KM is expected to
enhance organisational performance and
Organisational Innovation by systematically
identifying, selecting, capturing, storing, retrieving
and disseminating knowledge within the
organisation.

The field of Knowledge Management has, therefore,
generated excitement and achieved increased
visibility for its potential to leverage the newly
recognized asset - knowledge (precisely
organisational knowledge) and by doing so, leapfrog
Organisational Innovation.

Need for Knowledge Management
The review of literature has helped in identifying the
following different factors that have helped in
establishing Knowledge Management as the
management discipline of the decade.

Knowledge Management
Wiig (2002) provided a thorough review of the field
when he formally introduced the subject to the public
through his books. Wiig emphasised fundamental
concepts and laid a Knowledge Management
foundation built on three pillars: Pillar I - Exploring
Knowledge, Pillar II - Finding the Value of Knowledge
and Pillar III - Actively Managing Knowledge.

a) KM has a coordinating mechanism, puts
technology into perspective and promotes
innovations (Karthikeyan and Rengaraj, 2010).
b) KM captures and retains the employees’
experience and expertise during the downsizing
and restructuring .(Chong et. al. ,2000)

Davenport and Prusak (1998) defined Knowledge
Management as the management of a corporation’s
knowledge through a systematic and organisational
specified process for acquiring, organising, sustaining,
applying, sharing, and renewing both tacit and
explicit knowledge from employees to improve
organisational performance and to create value.
Darroch (2003) defined Knowledge Management as
“the process that creates or locates knowledge and
manages the sharing, dissemination, and use of
knowledge within the organisation”

c) KM improves organisational and managerial as
well as the financial aspects of an organisation.
(Goel et. al., 2010).
d) The KM helps the organisation to manage and
institutionalise Knowledge Management
processes and to create organisational culture for
managing and motivating knowledge workers
(Goel et. al., 2010)
e) Effective KM is one method for improving
innovation and performance. (Wang and Ahmed,
2003)

As per Singh et.al (2006), Knowledge Management
involves strategies and processes of identifying,
capturing, and leveraging knowledge to enhance
competitiveness. Du Plessis (2007) defines Knowledge
Management as a planned, structured approach to

f)
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g) KM can be leveraged as a strategic tool for
innovation . (Kamath et.al., 2011) .

It is, therefore, very important that each of the
organisational elements is designed and managed in
alliance with the others for successful Knowledge
Management activities leading to effective
Knowledge Management processes for
Organisational Innovation. A Living Organisation is
one which has different organisational elements
harnessing the ever increasing creative energy created
through Knowledge Management processes to turbopower higher order Organisational Innovation on a
continual basis.

h) The shift in the economy from information toward
knowledge, organisations to embark on KM
initiatives in order to adapt and seize the
opportunities available to expand within a niche
market (Mahapatra & Sarkar , 2000) .
i)

Other benefits obtained from Knowledge
Management practices include gaining new
business, improved customer service and
reduction of risk (Skyrme, 1999).

j)

According to Yip, et al.( 2010), KM can help the
organisation to achieve the best quality of
products and services by providing greater
responsiveness to customers.

Knowledge Management Process
Knowledge Management process is the heart of
Knowledge Management. According to Johannssen
(2000), knowledge processes refer to an
interconnected and intertwined set of activities that
can be done with the knowledge in the organisation
and thus are used to facilitate the knowledge flows.

Literatures related to KM commonly highlight the
benefits of KM in terms of abridging the loss of
intellectual capital from retiring, downsizing, attrition
etc. , reducing duplication of efforts of the employees,
enhancing individuals’ and organisational ability to
think, to learn faster from innovations and
experiences and to implement decisions, accessing
and managing knowledge repositories , assisting in
developing the systems to share information quickly
across geographically dispersed units to compete
global business etc.

A number of studies have addressed Knowledge
Management processes; they divide Knowledge
Management into several processes (Bhat, 2002; Gold
et al., 2001; Lee & Choi, 2003; Lee &Yang, 2000; Nonaka
& Takeuchi, 1995; Spender, 1996; Teece, 1998).
Researchers have identified many aspects to the
Knowledge Management process: capture, transfer,
and use; create, transfer, assemble, and exploit (Teece,
2000); create, transfer, use (Spender, 1996); acquisition,
creation, saving, disseminating and use (O’Sullivan,
2008). Gold et.al. (2001) mentions that Knowledge
Management capabilities consist of three interrelated
processes: knowledge acquisition, knowledge
conversion, and knowledge application.

Organisational Elements and Knowledge
Management Activities
In studies done in various organisations, Dixon (2000)
found that the two main knowledge activities that
need to be balanced are the creation of knowledge and
transferring of knowledge. The study by Syedlkhsan and
Rowland (2004) highlighted the
importance of these two key factors which influenced
Knowledge Management activities. Syed-Ikhsan and
Rowland (2004) observed that “effective Knowledge
Management requires a combination of many
organisational elements – technology, human
resources practices, organisational structure and
culture – in order to ensure that the right knowledge is
brought to bear at the same time”. This is in line with
the approach suggested by Rubenstein-Montano et. al
( 2001) who stressed that a Knowledge Management
strategy should include the entire knowledge
management activities based on people, technology,
infrastructure and culture of sharing knowledge .

Nevis et al (1995) split knowledge management
processes into acquisition, sharing, and utilisation.
Knowledge acquisition is the development or creation
of skills, insights, and relationships. Knowledge
sharing is the dissemination of what has been learned.
Knowledge utilisation is the integration of learning so
it is broadly available and can be generalised to new
situations.
Several researchers (e.g. Nayir & Uzunçarsili 2008;
King 2008a; Beesley & Cooper 2008) have built
different kinds of models about the Knowledge
Management process and defined the different stages
of that process.
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It is therefore essential for an organisation to realise
the importance of Knowledge Management processes
– knowledge acquisition, knowledge sharing and
knowledge application for an effective Knowledge
Management system in an organisation.

Raghunath and Joseph (2008) provided significant
insights about the importance of internalisation of
knowledge, skills and competencies and the
application and recombination of internalised
knowledge for the firm’s innovativeness. Dasgupta
et.al. (2009) provided insights into how acquisition,
sharing and application of knowledge by an
organisation by managing knowledge through
culture, structure, technology and leadership lead to
organisational innovation.

Organisational Innovation
Weerawardena et.al. (2006) defines Organisational
innovation as the application of ideas that are new to
the firm, whether the newness is embodied in
products, processes, and management or marketing
systems. Organisational innovation, entailing the
development of new products or services as well as
new administrative systems, is emerging as an
important source of sustainable competitive
advantage (Damanpour, 1991; Hurley and Hult, 1998).
Based on Goffin & Szwejczewski (2001), Armbruster et
al. (2006) define organisational innovation as “the
development and implementation of new
organisational structures and processes to offer
customers more flexibility and efficiency ”.
Armbruster et al. (2006) discuss organisational
innovation in details, noting that organisational
innovation is indeed true innovation, as it may
increase productivity and profits and thereby improve
the competitiveness of the firm.

Liao and Wu (2010) discussed that there will be no
innovation in firms which cannot learn from their
individual and group knowledge. Darroch (2005) in
her empirical study of the relationships between
Knowledge Management and innovation found that
effective Knowledge Management is able to
contribute to innovation.
Ogiwara (2011) highlighted the role of Knowledge
Management
processes in accelerating
Organisational Innovation. Lin and Lee (2005) also
stated that efficient Knowledge Management process
such as knowledge acquisition, application and
sharing are vital for the adoption of new technology
leading to Organisational Innovation. Du Plessis
(2007) highlighted the main drivers of the application
of Knowledge Management in innovation.

Literatures on innovation indicate a variety of types of
innovation (Damanpour et al., 2009), and some
researchers group the types of innovation into
administrative and technical. Given the importance of
technical innovation consisting of process, product
and market and administrative innovation in
enhancing manufacturing organisations’
performance, the organisational innovation is
operationalised to be multidimensional comprising of
these two types of organisational innovation technical and administrative innovations.

Numerous studies have shown that KM processes are
the best way to improve organisation’s ability in
various aspects of innovation (Brachos et al., 2007;
Chen & Huang, 2009; Chang & Lee, 2008; Jiang & Li,
2009; Liao & Wu, 2010; Sáenz et al., 2009) and OP (Asoh
et al., 2007; Bierly & Daly, 2007; Choi et al., 2008; Ho,
2008; Kim & Gong, 2009; Liao & Wu, 2009; Yang et al.,
2009b; Zack et al., 2009). Also , the findings of Chopani
(2011), Chang et al., Jimenez & Jimenez , and Lin (2007)
supported the findings of Neyestani et al. (2012) that
there are significant positive relationships among
Knowledge Management processes and
Organisational Innovation.

Knowledge Management Processes for
Organisational Innovation
Knowledge Management processes have become
crucial issues for organisational innovation (Liao, Fei,
and Liu, 2008). The link between KM processes and
innovation has been investigated by many authors
(Cavusgil, Calantone & Zhao, 2003; Chen & Huang,
2007; Leonard & Sensiper, 1998; Popadiuk & Choo,
2006; Ruggles & Little, 1997).

Therefore, Knowledge Management processes of
knowledge acquisition, knowledge sharing and
knowledge application play a pivotal role in fostering
and leapfrogging Organisational Innovation.
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leadership, organisational culture, knowledge
management strategy, technology, human resource
and organisational structure. Each of these
organisational elements have determining affect on
the key Knowledge Management activities which
influence the Knowledge Management processes of
knowledge acquisition, knowledge sharing and
knowledge application in an organisation. KM
processes in terms of acquisition, sharing, and
application is the fulcrum for leapfrogging
Organisational Innovation in terms of technical and
administrative innovations for creating and
sustaining healthy Living Organisations and for
breathing life into organisations.

Conclusion
A Living Organisation can be defined as an alive
organisation that continuously adapts, responds and
innovates itself to the changes in its business
environment - in much the same way that a living
organism seeks to do. A Living Organisation, like an
organism in nature, is resilient, sustainable, fast
learning and able to exploit the opportunities for real
growth. The real growth and resilience starts from the
stem of Organisational Innovation built on the strong
roots of organisational knowledge built through
effective Knowledge Management processes.
Effective Knowledge Management processes require
a combination of many organisational elements viz.
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Effective Mantras for Creating a Vibrant Organisation
Dilip Kumar Nayak*

ABSTRACT
Building a organisation from sleeping to living in present global competitiveness basically,
depends on its effective people. Management techniques are simple to understand but difficult
to practice in consistence. Few simple but effective mantras, based on principles & correct
values in harmony with natural law which are time free and independent of conditions and
conditioning, can cure chronic management problems from root and can build a living
organisation. Organisations are tension city, memo heaven. Challenges never been taken as
opportunities by reactive managers. Most of the organisations are headed by mangers but not
the leaders. They climb the ladder efficiently following procedures, logic, left brain but they
normally don’t check whether ladder is leaned against right wall. Managers generally busy for
example arranging chairs in most disciplined way on Titanic without going into fate of ship.
The leaders only check right wall or ship from right brain and in harmony with few universal
management mantras .Such leaders build organisations living by creating effective people and
takes organisation on right track with growth and prosperity.
Introduction

S

ow a thought, reap an action; sow an action, reap a habit; sow a habit, reap a
character; sow a character, reap a destiny.” as maxim goes.

Transformation of any organisation is basically lies in the hand of its people.
Marching into or out of fortune 500 companylist primarily depends on human asset
of any Organisation . Human asset can only deal with physical assets and financial
assets of company. Organisations are fighting with challenges like shortages of
inputs, volatile market for output, fierce competition, struggling hard for survival
and sustaining profit. Chronic diseases are like break downs, accidents, rejections,
low yield, high inventory, delays, lack of P & PC balance, more control, more
procedures, high overhead expenses are making industries sick. Reactive people
live more on bad mouthing, back biting, accusation, manipulation, more show up,
more faults finding with others etc. These challenges are in circle of influence of any
organisation which can be cured by consistent chanting of simple but effective
mantras. People must re-educate and reinvest themselves. They must develop their
minds and continually sharpen and invest in development of their competencies to
avoid becoming obsolete. A healthy organisation can ignite fire in its people heart
and mind who in turn create miracle by outperforming in sales and profit.
* Dy General Manager, BF-SGP, SAIL, Rourkela Steel Plant,Rourkela.
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3. Lack of purpose

organisations. People lack goals and roles. They
unaware of mission and vision of the organisation.
People lack creation from right brain. The lack of
purpose or choice takes organisation to wrong
destination. Building a house without proper blue
print will cost higher but will not meet the purpose
.People leave by scripts handed over by associates.
This disease inhibits long term diversification and
takes organisation out off global competitiveness.

4. Never keep promises

Diseases No. 4 (Never Keep Promises)

5. Never trust other

Never keep promises is deadly disease that affects the
integrity. Time overrun projects, high downtime, not
meeting commitment to buyers etc cripples a
organisation. People work without time schedule
.They love to live with crisis and urgency. They mostly
concentrate on least priority jobs. They act to be very
busy without result. They procrastinate. They live
with stress and less time for every thing. This disease
requires immediate attention as organisation can lose
reputation, as late supplier, employees with no
integrity etc.

Chronic Issues :
Chronic issues are like diseases that makes the
organisation ineffective and dead. We have
enumerated some of these common diseases that
afflict organisations.
1. Lack of P & PC Balance
2. Conditional living

6. Never listen to others
7. Lack of creative cooperation
8. Never consistent
Disease No. 1 (Lack of P & PC Balance)
Lack of P & PC balance is deadly disease that effect
physical asset, financial asset and human asset. The
symptoms from such infection are untimely
equipments failure, depleting bank balance and
broken relation in professional and personal life.

Diseases No. 5 (Never Trust Other)

Organisation gets sick by untimely breakdown,
higher down time, less production, stress, low morale,
and crisis. Profits nosedive . Lack of effectiveness or P
& PC balance needs to identified and treated in time
save the organisation from bankruptcy and closure or
dead.

This disease effects interpersonal relationship. People
generally live with low trust. They are win/ loose
mentality. They lack maturity. They are poor in
strength and empathy. They live with scarcity
mentality and think that there is little for them. They
lack trust and relationship with associates, internal
and external customers.

Disease No. 2 (Conditional Living)
Living with condition and conditioning is disease that
results from reactive people. The people, lacking with
initiative that create a negative forces, are responsible
for problems. They believe in shifting responsibility
and finding problems with others. Their outputs are
function of physical environment and conditioning
.They live with have’s. They see thing through wrong
perception, wrong paradigm or wrong map. People
don’t acknowledge mistake, don’t learn from it, and
don’t correct it. They are part of problem but not the
part of solution. Lack of proactive people makes
organisation sick and unproductive. Timely curing of
such disease is very important for growth and
sustainability.

Disease No. 6 (Never Listen to Others)
This disease effects empathic listening. They never
indent to listen to others. They listen not to
understand but to only reply. They always prescribe
before diagnosis. They love protective and defensive
communication. They don’t like to open up with
others. Every communication, they normally listen to
know what is in it for him. Openness is missing
among people. This disease makes organisation sick
due to lack of cooperation and team work.
Disease No. 7 (Lack of Creative Cooperation)
This disease effects creative cooperation. Mixed Virus
leads to this kind of disease of Organisation. People
lack balance in all other habits. They lack synergy.
They truly lead a hostile life. This disease make

Disease No. 3 (Lack of Purpose)
This disease is very common in many sick
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organisation without creativity and problem solving
attitude.

7. Work without selfish motive.
8. Master on your time equity but not the servant.

Disease No. 8 (Never Consistent)

9. What you are today because what choice you
made yesterday.

This disease make organisation terribly sick as people
are not consistent in result. They always blame others.
They don’t learn from mistake. They never work for
growth and prosperity. They believe that consistence
in result is management talk and it is only depend on
fate which synchronises the 3 M by hit and miss. They
only think volume and miss quality. Skills are god
gifted and training does not play any role. Training
are only for records sake and people take this as to
relax & time pass but not to read & learn . This disease
makes a organisation with fate of patient in ICU.

10. Successful Leaders don’t do different things but
they do it differently.
11. Acknowledge others weakness with compassion.
12. Enrich your emotional bank account.
13. Be genuinely happy for other people successes.
14. We will always reap what we sow-no more, no
less.
15. Never guard the gate of change.

Approaches

Mantra No. 1

Few effective mantras are required to be chanted and
to be practiced consistently to cure such chronic
diseases permanently. Only weapon to solve the
pressing problem in industries is to look into its
human assets because the problems are conscious
choice of mangers or workers only. Human factors are
more important than the technical factors. Human
assets can only understand from core of heart and
mind and adopt for self development and for
converting a sleeping organisation into living
organisation. Mantras are in harmony with principles
and correct values. These mantras are fundamental
thumb rules and are very powerful doses to cure any
chronic diseases from roots with the insides out
technique.

This mantra is very effective because proactive people
only convert problems into opportunities. It is basic
mantras which are nothing but freedom to choose
with self awareness, imagination, conscience and
independent will. People basically lack initiative and
responsibility. They are reactive. They believe in
shifting responsibility, they find problem with others,
their output are function of physical environment and
conditioning . They live with have’s. They generally
focus on circle of concern where they cannot
contribute anything. People don’t acknowledge
mistake, don’t learn from it, don’t correct it. They use
to be part of problem. They least bother about
consequences. They always love to be acted upon.
They never keep commitment. They normally
procrastinate. They live on other weakness. It is true
with mangers. It is true with workers. The people
lacking with initiative create a negative force and
responsible for sinking of any organisation. This
mantra helps in developing proactive people. The
effective people always cash problems into
opportunities that ultimately make organisation
vibrant with growth and profits.

Simple but very powerful mantras are only to be kept
in heart & mind and are to be practiced day in and day
out. It involves a process and a tremendous
commitment. The wonderful approaches for solving
any challenges in any organisation are explained in
brief as follows :
1. The greatest problems are always golden
opportunities.

Mantra No. 2

2. You can choose your action but you cannot choose
the consequence of those actions.

Second mantra tells us every action has natural
consequences which are generally not known to
people. The consequences are independent of our
actions. We can choose to get rich by without work by
adopting a method of manipulations, cheating,
stealing etc. but natural consequences of such action

3. Always defend other in absence.
4. Diagnose before prescribe.
5. Attend to the little things.
6. Always keep promises.
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is natural i.e. behind bars if caught . People live with
sword hanging on head all the time when they choose
such actions with conscious mind. Many corporate
scams like Satyam, 2G auctions etc. were conscious
choice of most dynamic people but consequences of
such choices are known to everybody. Many choices
of manipulation in business, personal life or social life
make industry sick, personal life with tension and
social life with mistrust and hate respectively. They
buy thing more than their capacity as credit card has
made it easy i.e. buy today and pay later. But burden of
high interest takes away their peace and ultimate
result is bankruptcy or may be on road without roof or
suicide.

other people will also equally genuine in extending
their support and cooperation. Author would like to
mention here about one of his interactions with GM
(Marketing) over mobile with at 8.30 P.M. He started
with said “Sorry, I disturb you at this hour ”.
Immediately he heard reply of GM in his ear that “No,
No, I find pleasure in hearing your voice, Please go
ahead”. It was a great feeling in his life to find success
in building relationship with others and this
motivated him to a great extent. This mantra is very
effective in professional and personal life.
Mantra No. 5
Fifth mantra is “Attend to the little things” in dealing
with others. In building relationship, little things are
big things . Little discourtesies, little unkindness, little
forms of disrespect make very large withdrawal in
relationship. So little courtesies and kindness very
important in trust. In big organisation, managers or
workers generally live with Win/lose concept .i.e. I win
and you lose. Win/Lose people are prone to use
position, power, credentials, possessions or
personality to get their way. They lack integrity,
maturity, abundance mentality. This mantra builds
relationship and mutual confidence. They involve
other in problem solving and work out solutions
together which are mutually beneficial and mutually
satisfying. Team work with win/win concept is true
necessity in today’s operation to make a vibrant
organisation .

Mantra No. 3
Third mantra teaches us to defend always others in
absence. Reactive people always criticise others in
absence. They always think problems are result of
others mistake. They make promises and never keep
them. It is because that they act in circle of concern
where they cannot contribute. They always
procrastinate. This mantra makes people proactive.
They are successful in gaining others trust. They get
private victory that helps to work out solution with
others. This mantra is very effective in building team
and interpersonal relationship.
Mantra No. 4
Fourth mantra is Diagnose before prescribe. This is
basically empathic listening and is important in
interdependent situation for us to be understood.
Emphatic listening means listening with intent to
understand, Seek to first understand is diagnosing
before you prescribe. Most people do not listen with
intent to understand. They listen with intent to reply.
They are either speaking or preparing to reply. They
figure out others motive, behaviour base on their own
motives and behaviour. This mantra is very powerful
in understanding others in heart and mind. They
work with their circle of influences. Being Influence
able is key to influence other. Their circle of influence
begins to expand. Spending time one on one, listening
to them, understanding them and giving them air are
helpful in building trust or Emotional Bank Account.
Listening make people so open that potential problem
can be nipped at bud. He can learn one thing that
more genuine people are in there vision and mission,

Mantra No. 6
Sixth mantras is always keep promises. This mantra
show the integrity of a person. Higher is the integrity,
the greater is the private victory. Making promises
primarily deals with making a choice with initiative
and responsibility. Keeping promises is action or
principle of personal management . More success you
are in keeping promises, your integrity will be very
high in personal as well as professional life. This is
very common denominator to all great and successful
leaders. Always make small promises and keep it both
in family and in organisation. People in any
organisation day in and day out fail to keep promises
in completing assigned task in assigned time. This is
true for a production man, maintenance man, project
man, internal agencies and external agencies in any
organisation . Time is money . Failing to keep promises
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means fail to tap money at right time. This in turn
make a meaningful difference in balance sheet of the
organisation. A man with high integrity can make
miracle in shaping a vibrant organisation.

keeping commitments. This mantra inoculate time
management concept into people heart and mind.
Proper planning, correct priority, timely preventive
maintenance, stewardship delegation are essence of
putting first thing first or Time Management. Working
with important but not with urgent, planning,
prevention, P/PC balance, relation building,
recognising opportunities, recreation etc are true
habit quadrant II mangers or worker that are possible
with this mantra.

Mantra No. 7
Seventh mantra is work without selfish motive. In
Gita, Lord Krishna has explained Arjuna that always
work but never bother for the price. Heaven knows
how to price the one’s hard work. In any organisation,
people always evaluate job with personal motive and
always think” what is in it for him “. Owning any job
from heart & mind and act without selfish motive
generates unimaginable dedication in people .They in
turn completes job right first time and before the
schedule. The failure rate comes down and profit of
the organization zooms up. This mantra creates a
culture that is important for effective people and
living organisation.

Mantra No. 9
Ninth mantra is “what you are today because what
choice you made yesterday”. This mantra reminds
them ultimate destiny or goal in their life. It is the self
choice of people to update the knowledge, acquiring
skill to handle the technology and with desire to do it
continuously, today, tomorrow, every day to have
ultimate goal of growth in mind. This tells them to
perform every roles keeping ultimate goal in mind.
Work like a leader or manager are only self choice. Left
or right brain takes them to sky or keep them in
crowds. This mantrais very powerful in creating
effective people. People in any organisation live by
script handed over by others. What they do or see
thinking a reality. They never check the map for its
correctness. They work with attitude and behaviour
with wrong map and reach a wrong place faster . They
least care about ultimate destiny but strongly believe
in short term gain. As people recognise ineffective
script, incorrect & incomplete paradigm within them
and they begin to re script based on this mantra. This
mantra makes them effective managers who
ultimately remembered by others as man of dignity,
integrity, calibre , compassion and sacrifice.

Mantra No. 8
Eighth mantras is master on your time equity but not
become its servant. Time equity is unique gift by god
and it is given equal to everybody irrespective of poor
or rich and caste or creed. Success of people depends
on how they invest their time equity. People in any
organisation normally feel short of time and live in
acute stress with dead line assignments. They always
say that 24X7 hours in a week is too less and never
checked ledger of their time investment. If they make
simple calculation taking 6hrs per day on sleeping, 11
hours for work, walk, waitor eat per day, still they are
left with 7 hours per day for effective use. They lack
initiative and responsibility to priorities their time.
They live with urgent and live out important. Most of
precious time of managers or workers are wasted in
canteen, repetition of job, gossiping on global issue,
gossiping about associate, about friend, try to present
everywhere, never delegate, handling breakdown,
searching spares, procrastinating searching papers, on
e-mail, on internet, work for self gain, work for boss
gain, in least priority jobs. They live in paradigms of,
short of time, less time given for job, acting busy. They
generally lead a stressful life, a life with pressing
problem, a dead line projects. They pay more for
delayed decision . Keep commitment or put first thing
first, is very effective mantra based on personal
management. It is self discipline in making and

Mantra No. 10
This mantra tells us that successful leaders don’t do
different things but they do it differently in synergy
with other mantras. Synergy is principle of creative
cooperation. Synergy is highest activity in all life –a
true test and manifestation of all of the other mantra
put together. The highest form of synergy is focused
on four unique human endowments, motives of
win/win and skill of emphatic listening. Success lies
with delight product. It is something more than the
expectation of customer along with normal
requirement. Most of the people in big industries
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normally do not work with creative cooperation.
People are basically Win /lose with ego battles. They do
not much care about creativity. There are social,
mental and emotional differences. They are not
geared to service or contribution. They lead a selfish,
less open, less giving , more defensive , protective and
political life. They are more possessive and
judgmental . They only think about past failures , bad
experiences. They do not want go beyond comfort
zone. People love protective and defensive
communication. They firmly believe that other people
cannot be trusted. They never believe in hit or miss
,trail or error .They always work with high tolerance .
People are not effective. Synergy is essence of
principle centred leadership. This mantra is very
effective in cooperative creations that bring unique
solutions by creativity.

every time you interact negatively in your official
dealing without your knowledge. Any amount of
training in communication skill will not help in
relation building if deposit of trust is not there. People
will perceive the excellent communication from a
reactive boss as manipulation and relationship will
further deteriorate. Building and repairing
relationship is long term investment and fat deposit in
emotional bank account.
Mantra No. 13
This mantra tells us to be genuinely happy over others
success. Normally people bite their heart seeing others
success but they always show their happiness
externally. They also want such success first and look
for quick fixes, training from solution providers. We
always try to solve acute problem by temporary
solution, which ultimately appear as more uglier way.
This mantra helps in developing proactive people
who appreciate others success and learn from it . More
genuine you are in appreciating other people success,
more fortunate you are in getting genuine support
from others. This mantra works wonderful in
interdependent arena and builds organisation more
vibrant.

Mantra No. 11
Acknowledge others weakness with compassion is
eleventh mantra. People generally live on others
weakness, accusation, backbiting, finding problem in
others. They do it to cover up their personal
stagnation. This mantra helps in developing team.
Working out solution together is essence of this
mantra. This creates relationship & trust that helps in
working together. This mantra gives true public
victory or interdependence.

Mantra No. 14
This mantra is “what you reap as you sow – no more,
no less” .It is inside out approach. Growth and change
are natural process .A thousand mile journey starts
with first step and one step in one time. There is no
short cut in growth and change. This mantra tells us
get victory over independence and interdependence
.Managing self and right living give excellence in the
personal and professional life. People live in harmony
with correct principles and values. This mantra
develops effective people and makes a vibrant
organisation.

Mantra No. 12
Enrich your emotional bank account is twelfth mantra
.This mantra is metaphor that describes the amount of
trust that has been built in the relationship with
others. Like in financial bank account, higher is
balance, safer you are. Similarly emotional bank
account if higher, you are safer with another human
being. This mantra builds your emotional bank
account with others by deposits from courtesy,
honesty, kindness and keeping promises. This reserve
helps in rescue when you make mistake in dealing
with others Withdrawal from this account takes care of
trust and maintain safe in business dealing. When
trust account is high, communication is easy, instant
and effective. Organisation is tension city, memo
heaven. ‘Fight or flight’ attitude creates verbal battle,
slammed door, strained relation, emotional
withdrawal in offices and work places. The
withdrawal from emotional bank account takes place

Mantra No. 15
“No one can persuade another to change. Each of us
guards a gate of change that can only be opened from
the inside. We cannot open the gate of another, either
by argument or by emotional appeal”. - MARILYN
FERGUSON
Never guard the gate of change is very effective
mantra. People generally guard their gate forself
change. Self change is mastery in independent habits
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and interdependent habits which people only can
make by self choice. Inside out starts with self more
fundamentally, to start with the most inside part of self
with your paradigm, character and motives. Making
and keeping promises to self precedes making and
keeping promises to others. It is upward spiral of
growth that leads to progressively higher form of
responsible independence and effective
interdependence. People always adopt outside in
approach where they focus on other weakness and the
circumstances responsible for their stagnant situation.
No amount of argument or emotional appeal can
create change in people. This mantra time and again
remind them for self change. People are to be
proactive enough to live in harmony with
fundamental natural laws. We must understand the
very basic but important thing that if we change, globe
will change.

fundamental character ethic instead personality ethic
or outside in. If you want to achieve our highest
inspiration and overcome your greatest challenges,
identify and apply the principle or natural law that
governs the result you seek. How we apply a principle
will vary greatly and will be determined by our unique
strengths, talents and creativity, but, ultimately,
success in any endeavour is always derived from
acting in harmony with principles to which success is
tied. In word of Sri C S Verma , Chairman, SAIL in his
new year greeting 2013 ,” Trust yourself you can do
more than you think you can. Each one of us has
higher potential and greater opportunity to deliver
than we realize and make use of. Let us strive to
surpass ourselves every day, making each day count”.
This article enumerates few simple unique
management mantras or thumb rules and no doubt
these mantras will be highly effective in working out
principled solutions to acute challenges in any
organisation. Day in and day out chanting of these
mantras by effective people of any organisation will
cure its chronic diseases from roots and make it
healthy, living and vibrant.

Conclusion
People are basically spiritual being with human
experiences. Challenges offer opportunities for
creativities. Approaches must be inside out based on
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Case Study

People Development : Nurturing Young
Employees at BHEL
G. Prakash* and Hariom Piple**

Unlike a drop of water which loses its identity when it joins the ocean, man does not lose his
being in the society/organization in which he lives. Man’s life is independent. He is born not
for the development of the society/organization alone, but for the development of his self.
- Dr. B. R. Ambedkar
Three key factors, pertaining to employees that drive company performance are:
§ Attracting and developing talented employees.
§ Creating a performance-oriented workforce.
§ Having a flexible workforce that quickly adapts to changing market conditions.
A sustainable organization always has competent employees as its biggest strength.
BHEL has nos. of superannuating employees hand in hand new recruitmentgeneration‘Y’. The biggest challenge is to tune in these young employees toward the
organization’s culture, belongingness and its sustainability. Corporate management
envisioned the need to groom Gen-Y by sensitizing their seniors at E4-E7 level towards
their role in developing their subordinate. HRDI, Noida itself designed a TOT module
and through unit HRDCs conducted “People Development Programmes.”
Introduction

B

HEL has inducted a large number of fresh graduates in the last few years. These
executives will form the backbone of the company workforce in the years to
come. If company’s growth is concerned then it is important that they are nurtured
and groomed to handle responsible positions in the near future. A graphical
representation from 1993 to 2012 is shown below :

No. of ET Recruited at Bhopal Unit
600
500
400
300
200
100
0
1993 to 1997

* AGM (HRD), BHEL, Bhopal
** Engr. (HRD), BHEL, Bhopal
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It is very clear from above graph that recruitment of
new Engineer/Executive trainees has got enhanced
during 2007-2012.

understand and harness the young minds better. Now
things were becoming clear about their views on their
responsibilities & systems. When both surveys were
studied together, findings were very obvious. It was
found that they are less engaged as compared to their
seniors.

Needless to say that the expectations and aspirations
of this generation are different from the current lot
and BHEL need to take into account these while
handling young employees Gen Y. Nurturing and
grooming Gen Y has been a matter of concern for the
organization. Now the question is how the young
brigade can be nurtured and developed to derive best
out of them to perform better by getting engaged in to
their job?

Inception of ”People Development Programme”
(PDP)
Further, focused group discussions conducted in
various units. It has emerged that one of the reasons
for low engagement was the reporting officers are not
adequately focusing on developing their young
subordinates. It was therefore felt, that reporting
officers should be trained on how to develop, coach,
and manage the performance of the young executives
working with them. But issue was that how this big
group of reporting officers (E-4 to E-7) should be
addressed for developing their subordinate. Even if
they were addressed and message of developing their
subordinate is communicated then what would be the
tools? And how those tools would be utilized? An
expert committee of senior executives at HRDI, Noida
suggested that training is a strong medium to answer
the questions. Moreover a module with teaching
material for training programme was finalized and
named as “People Development : Nurturing Young
Employee.”No doubt the focused audience was
senior executives (E4-E7) but the agenda has to
nurture and develop young employees.

BHEL already have a training module of 1 year
durationat induction level for newly recruited
Engineer Trainees (ETs). It comprises of various
modules focusing on how Engineer Trainees. :
l

understand the Company’s Vision and Mission,
Corporate Expectations, Reinforce BHEL Values
and share cultural norms and expectations.

l

settle into the organization and the job, speedily to
become a performing member of the organization.

l

have a reasonably good understanding of the
Task, Organizational Structure, Policy System,
Technology and Human Resources of the
Organization.

l

have a feel of the internal and external business
and economic environment.

l

find opportunities for using their knowledge,
skills and other competencies meaningfully in the
organization and accelerate their learning in the
relevant areas.

Scheme of PDP
There was a huge no. of employees at E4 to E7 level,
say 600 plus at BHEL, Bhopal unit itself. HRDI, Noida
has training facilities for limited nos. of employees.
Training would go on for months if the PDP was
conducted at HRDI, Noida. Best alternative was to
choose senior level (E6-E7) officer and develop them
as faculty who would further train reporting officers
of young executive at respective unit. This was most
effective scheme which worked and gained large
appreciation. Interaction with the employees of own
organization gives a comfort feeling to ask questions
without any hesitation and the next most important
thing was that examples/case studies during lecture
topics were well received by participants as they
might be aware of the same kind of scenario in day to
day working. Training duration of programme was

But still something is missing and that is the area of our
concern’ Engagement of employee and lack of
belongingness.’
Need Identification
Corporate Office thought of conducting a survey
which may enable to know how the newly recruited
employees were contributing to vision and mission of
company. Consequently, an online survey was
conducted at corporate level to assess engagement of
employee. In this survey employees were asked to
mention their position and responsibilities. Prior to
this a Youth survey has been conducted in order to
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fixed for 2 days as relieving of senior officers from
work place for more than 2 days is not viable.

but presented in a way that resulted live and practical
interactive participants rather than typical bored
learner.

First PDP training started from 29/10/12 to 30/10/12
and gradually organized one by one to achieve 13 nos.
of such programme within two months. The entire
programmes were organized successfully and
received accolades from participants& management
as well.

Major topics covered were :
-

Motivational Need Theory

-

Blocks to Excellence

-

Strategies for Unblocking

Methodology

-

Pygmalion Effect

HRDC has used questionnaires which were basic
requirement of the content of programme. These were
designed to give a deep and practical understanding
of the topics covered during programme. These
questionnaire are enclosed as Annexure 1 to 4.
Participants were asked to get these annexure filled up
and bring them at programme on very first day. Two
sets of these questionnaire were filled by their
subordinate (E1-E3) and one by participant himself.
The responses were discussed, analyzed in classroom
and participants were asked to share the outcome
with their subordinates at their workplace.
Theprogramme begun with inauguration by top
management representative followed by Director
HR’s address projecting management vision, strategy
upto 2012-17. Input of PDP were given to participants
by lectures, role play, management games, group
exercises, sharing experiences and learning, video
recording and replay. Major topics were presented by
educative thought provoking video clips.

-

Pygmalion in Management

-

Situational Leadership

-

The Power of Listening

-

Building Open and Trusting Relationship

-

Giving and Receiving Feedback

-

Golden Rules of Goal Setting

-

The Power of Words.

Recognition
This programme was largely appreciated by
participants. A time came when no. participants
exceeded to 50 nos. apart from expectation of 30 nos.
per batch. HRDC Bhopal has successfully covered 303
nos of employees out of 598. That is More than half
within 2 months training period. HRDI, Noida
felicitated ShriG. Prakash, AGM (HRD), HOD HRDC
and team of faculty members for efforts in conducting
PDP and achieving of target of training 300 and above
reporting officers. The programme has not only added
behavioral competence to participants but also to the
faculty members who were rewarded to become an
excellent faculty.

Contents of PDP
Topics to be covered in programme were very
appropriately chosen by drafting committee. The
lecture topics were however familiar to participants
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ANNEXURE - 1

Leader Effectiveness and Adaptability Description
(LEAD)
Paul Hersey and Kenneth H Blanchard
Directions : Assume you are involved in each of the following twelve situations. Read each item carefully and Think about
what you would do in each circumstance. Then CIRCLE the letter of the alternative that you think would most closely
describe your behavior in the situation presented. Circle only one choice. For each situation, interpret key concepts in terms of
the environment or situation in which you most often think of yourself as assuming a leadership role. Say, for example, an
item mentions subordinates. If you think that you engage in leadership behavior most often as an industrial manager, then
thinks about your staff as subordinates. If, however, you think of yourself as assuming a leadership role primarily as a parent,
think about your children as your subordinates. As a teacher, think about your students as subordinates.
Do not change your situational frame of reference from one item to another. Separate LEAD instruments may be used to
examine your leadership behavior in as many different settings as you think helpful.
1.

2.

3.

4.

Your subordinates have not been responding to your
friendly conversation and obvious concern for their
welfare. Their performance is in a tailspin.
A. Emphasize the use of uniform procedures and
the necessity for task accomplishment.
B. Make yourself available for discussion but do not
push.
C. Talk with subordinates and then set goals.
D. Be careful not to intervene.
The observable performance of your group is
increasing. You have been making sure that all
members are aware of their roles and standards.
A. Engage in friendly interaction, but continue to
make sure that all members are aware of their
roles and standards.
B. Take no definite action
C. Do what you can do make the group feel
important and involved
D. Emphasize the importance of deadlines and
tasks.
Members of your group are unable to solve a problem
themselves. You have normally left them alone.
Group performance and interpersonal relations have
been good.
A. Involve the group and together engage in
problem-solving
B. Let the group work it out
C. Act quickly and firmly to correct and redirect
D. Encourage the group to work on the problem
and be available for discussion.
You are considering a major change. Your
subordinates have a fine record of accomplishment.
They respect the need for change.
A. Allow group involvement in developing the
change, but do not push.
B. Announce changes and then implement them
with close supervision
C. Allow the group to formulate its own direction.
D. Incorporate group recommendations, but direct
the change.

5.

6.

7.

8.
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The performance of your group has been dropping
during, the last few months. Members have been
unconcerned with meeting objectives. They have
continually needed reminding to do their tasks on
time. Redefining roles has helped in the past.
A. Allow the group to formulate its own direction
B. Incorporate group recommendations, but see
that objectives are met.
C. Redefine goals and supervise carefully.
D. Allow group involvement in setting goals, but do
not push.
You stepped into an efficiently run situation. The
previous administrator ran a tight ship. You want to
maintain a productive situation, but would like to
begin humanizing the environment.
A. Do what you can do to make the group feel
important and involved.
B. Emphasize the importance of deadlines and
tasks
C. Be careful not to intervene
D. Get the group involved in decision-making, but
see that objectives are met.
You are considering major changes in your
organizational structure. Members of the group have
made suggestions about needed change. The group
has demonstrated flexibility in its day-to-day
operations.
A. Define the change and supervise carefully.
B. Acquire the group’s approval on the change and
allow members to organize the implementation.
C. Be willing to make changes as recommended, but
maintain control of implementation.
D. Avoid confrontation, leave things alone.
Group performance and interpersonal relations are
good. You feel somewhat unsure about your lack of
direction of the group.
A. Leave the group alone.
B. Discuss the situation with the group and then
initiate necessary changes.
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C. Take steps to direct your subordinates toward
working in a well-defined manner.
D. Be careful of hurting boss-subordinate relations
by being too directive.
9. Your supervisor has appointed you to head a taskforce that is far overdue in making requested
recommendations for change. The group is not clear
about its goals. Attendance at sessions has been poor.
The meetings have turned into social gatherings.
Potentially, the group has the talent necessary to help.
A. Let the group work it out.
B. Incorporate group recommendations, but see
that objectives are met.
C. Redefine goals and supervise carefully.
D. Allow group involvement in setting goals, but do
not push.
10. Your subordinates, usually able to take responsibility,
are not responding to your recent redefining of
standards.
A. Allow group involvement in redefining
standards, but do not push.
B. Redefine standards and supervise carefully.
C. Avoid confrontation by not applying pressure.
D. Incorporate group recommendations, but see
that new standards are met.

11. You have been promoted to a new position. The
previous supervisor was uninvolved in the affairs of
the group. The group has adequately handled its
tasks and direction. Group interrelations are good.
A. Take steps to direct subordinates toward working
in a well-defined manner.
B. Involve subordinates in decision-making and
reinforce good contributions.
C. Discuss past performance with the group and
then examine the need for new practices.
D. Continue to leave the group alone.
12. Recent information indicates some internal
difficulties among subordinates. The group has a
remarkable record of accomplishment. Members
have effectively maintained long-range goals and
have worked in harmony for the past year. All are
well qualified for the task.
A. Try out your solution with subordinates and
examine the need for new practices.
B. Allow group members to work it out themselves.
C. Act quickly and firmly to correct and redirect.
D. Make yourself available for discussions, but be
careful of hurting boss-subordinate relations.

Processing Data from Column II (style Adaptability)
Multiply the totals entered in sub-columns (a) (b) (c)
and (d) under column II by the positive and negative
factors in the same sub-columns. Enter the product
in the space provided directly below (Be sure to
include pluses and minuses). Then add all four

figures and record the sum in the box designated
TOTAL.
Then place an arrow (
) at the corresponding
number along the ineffective or effective dimension
of the leadership model below :
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Leader Effectiveness and Adaptability Description (LEAD)
Scoring Sheet
Column I

Column II

(Style Range)
Alternative Actions
(1)

(2)

(3)

(Style Adaptability)
Alternative Actions
(4)

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

1

A

C

B

D

D

B

C

A

2

D

A

C

B

B

D

C

A

3

C

A

D

B

C

B

A

D

4

B

D

A

C

B

D

A

C

5

C

B

D

A

A

D

B

C

6

B

D

A

C

C

A

B

D

7

A

C

B

D

A

C

D

B

8

C

B

D

A

C

B

D

A

9

C

B

D

A

A

D

B

C

10

B

D

A

C

B

C

A

D

11

A

C

B

D

A

C

D

B

12
Sub-Columns

C

A

D

B

C

A

D

B

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Multiply by
(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

-2

-1

+1

+2

+

+

+

+

=

TOTAL

ANNEXURE - 2

Motivational Profile Questionnaire
Different persons like doing different things. Further
“Liking may very strong or weak. Pl. read the statements
listed below and indicate the extent of your linking by
circling the appropriate number mentioned on the right
hand side of each statement. The number between 1 to 5
describes the extent of liking as follows:

‘1’ indicates ‘No Interest’
‘2’ indicates ‘only a little interest’
‘3’ indicates ‘you like the activity somewhat’
‘4’ indicates ‘you like the activity quite a bit’
‘5’ indicates ‘you like the activity very much’

Qi

Getting people accept my ideas / points of view

1

2

3

4

5

Qii

Having a lot of friends

1

2

3

4

5

Qiii

Selecting task that are a bit difficult to achieve

1

2

3

4

5

Qiv

Demonstrating my knowledge and ensuring that people accept it

1

2

3

4

5

Qv

Inviting people at my place for parties & functions

1

2

3

4

5

Qvi

Initiating even such activities for which there may be some chance for failure

1

2

3

4

5

Qvii

Getting what I desire even if I have to fight for it

1

2

3

4

5

Qviii

Greeting others on their birth day and other personal or family occasions

1

2

3

4

5
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Qix

Doing things that would stand out uniquely

1

2

3

4

5

Qx

Checking things with superior before taking action

1

2

3

4

5

Qxi

Dressing appropriately as per the rituals/occasions

1

2

3

4

5

Qxii

Competing with others in my area of work for better and higher performance

1

2

3

4

5

Qxiii

Observing strictly the rules & regulations outlined for any work or duty

1

2

3

4

5

Qxiv

Taking decision through conscientious

1

2

3

4

5

Qxv

Doing things that are necessary to build my career

1

2

3

4

5

Qxvi

Controlling the workers with various techniques

1

2

3

4

5

Qxvii

Caring for others feelings, more than their work

1

2

3

4

5

Qxviii

Starting even such activities about which things may not be very clear

1

2

3

4

5

Qxix

Framing rules and regulations that other should follow

1

2

3

4

5

Qxx

Avoiding conflicts as far as possible

1

2

3

4

5

Qxxi

Initiating something new or different

1

2

3

4

5

Qxxii

Punishing people who are conceited

1

2

3

4

5

Qxxiii

Giving others credits for their contribution

1

2

3

4

5

Qxxiv

Planning before taking any action

1

2

3

4

5

Qxxv

Directing others towards what I feel is right

1

2

3

4

5

Qxxvi

Organizing social gathering or functions

1

2

3

4

5

Qxxvii

Doing something important to prove that I can do it

1

2

3

4

5

Qxxviii

Doing things that I consider necessary to raise /maintaining my status

1

2

3

4

5

Qxxix

Getting personal with every one irrespective of status, superior or subordinate

1

2

3

4

5

Qxxx

Taking pleasure in solving problems that come on theway

1

2

3

4

5

Qxxxi

Initiating work with intention that other should follow

1

2

3

4

5

Qxxxii

Allowing others to decide the work that they like to do

1

2

3

4

5

Qxxxiii

Initiating activities with determination to complete

1

2

3

4

5

Qxxxiv

Doing tasks that my superior asks me to do.

1

2

3

4

5

Qxxxv

Delegating work to subordinate / colleagues

1

2

3

4

5

Qxxxvi

Making fresh efforts with due modification for achieving goal which
could not be achieved with past efforts

1

2

3

4

5

SCORING
n POW
Motivation
Qno.
Score
i
iv
vii
X
XIII
XVI
XIX
XXII
XXV
XXVIII
XXXI
XXXIV
Total=
Total/12=

n AFF
Motivation
Qno.
Score
ii
v
viii
xi
xiv
Xvii
xx
xxiii
xxvi
xxix
xxxii
xxxv
Total=
Total/12=

PROFILE
n ACH.
Motivation
Qno.
Score
iii
vi
ix
xii
xv
xviii
xxi
xxiv
xxvii
xxx
xxxiii
xxxvi
Total=
Total/12=

5

----------------------------------------------------------------------

4

----------------------------------------------------------------------

3

----------------------------------------------------------------------

2

----------------------------------------------------------------------

1

----------------------------------------------------------------------

0

-------------I------------------I-----------------1------------------N.POW
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ANNEXURE - 3

BLOCKS to Excellence (Innovations)
Given below are the statements indicating your behavioral
disposition to innovation?
Pl read each statement
independently and indicate your stand by marking
4
for ‘strong agreement’
3
for ‘agreement’
2
for ‘disagreement’ and
1
for ‘strong disagreement’.

There is nothing like right and wrong marking. The
instrument will provide as accurate feedback as accurately
you assess your stand in respect to each statement :
There is nothing like making right or wrong marking. the
instrument will provide as accurate feedback as accurate
feedback as accurately you assess your stand in respect to
each statement:”

S.N. Marking Statements.

S.N. Marking Statements.

1)

18)
19)

2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)
11)
12)
13)
14)
15)
16)
17)

It’s better to give up in the beginning, if task appears too
difficult.
I don’t like to act in any unfamiliar situation.
I prefer making friendship with those who appreciate
me.
I see great danger in giving up our old customs.
I don’t think I have any other very distinctive skill
outside my area of specialization.
Behavioral response of a person can be predicted if we
know his social background.
One can’t be really called mature unless one can really
control one’s emotions.
I don’t prefer competing where I perceive very strong
competitors.
If I don’t plan my holiday meticulously, I just end up
wasting my time & money.
Really, I don’t like any criticism leveled against me.
Parents know best what occupations their children
should pursue.
Either at work or in study generally I don’t share
problems or seek guidance with colleagues.
I can make out what people are like by noticing the way
they dress.
Generally I resist expressing my tenderness &
weaknesses to others.
I dislike being compared to others.
I prefer a boss who tells precisely what I am supposed to
do.
I don’t like junior trying to be very familiar with me

20)
21)

22)
23)
24)
25)
26)
27)
28)
29)
30)
31)
32)
33)
34)
35)

Women should not dress like men and vice versa.
I don’t think India has the resources to catch up with the
West.
I don’t change my opinion about a person too often.
I don’t entertain the imaginative questions such as
“what would happen if birds had brains like humans
and humans had wings like birds”.
I hate to lose at games.
I don’t feel like attending any meeting without
receiving prior clear agenda.
I feel tense communicating with persons who have
greater authority than myself.
Premarital sex is wrong because it is considered
immoral in our society
I don’t think I can do well in a job or occupation very
different from my present one.
Necessities must always receive priority over artistic
matters.
I don’t like to go serious movies.
In a meeting I don’t speak unless I am very sure to win
my point.
I don’t initiate or act unless all confusion is cleared.
I don’t like being contradicted in the presence of others.
One must fulfill one’s social obligations at any cost.
One can accomplish very little without the support of
the authorities.
People in the same profession have similar
personalities.
No matter what choices of food I have in the restaurant,
I tend to order the same old favorite

BLOCKS to Excellence (Innovations) – SCORING
Transfer ‘markings’ given by you under the corresponding Sl. Nos. and compute the column totals
NRP
1…
8…
15…
22…
29…
a)
b)
c)
d)

AA
2…
9…
16…
23…
30…

AC
3…
10…
17…
24…
31…

Total
Divide ‘a’ by 5.
Subtract 1 from ‘b’
Multiply ‘c’ by 100/3 to Obtain the
Average Strength of each ‘Block’
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CC
4…
11…
18…
25…
32…

RM
5…
12…
19…
26…
33…

RR
6…
13…
20…
27…
34…

TC
7…
14…
21…
28…
35…
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ANNEXURE - 4

Learning Style Inventory
This inventory is designed to assess your method of learning. Its aim is to describe how you learn, not to evaluate your
learning ability.
There are 12 sentences listed below each with 4 endings. Rank order the endings for each sentence assigning ‘4’ to the
ending which best characterizes your learning style, a ‘3’ to the ending which next best characterizes your learning style,
a ‘2’ to the next most characteristic one, a ‘1’ to the ending which is least characterizes you as a learner. Be sure to assign a
different number 4, 3, 2 or 1 to each of the four endings in each sentence. Do not make tie:
1

When I learn

I like to deal with
my feelings

I like to watch
and listen

I like to think
about ideas

I like to be
doing things

2

I learn best
when

I trust my
hunches and

I listen and
watch
carefully

I rely on
logical
thinking

I work hard
to get thing
done

3

When I am
learning

I have strong
feelings and
reactions

I am quiet
and reserved

I tend to
reason
things out

I am
responsible
about things

4

I learn by

feelings

watching

Thinking

doing

5

When I learn

I am open to
new experiences

I look at all
sides of the
issues

I like to analyze
things, break
them down
into their parts

I like to try
things out

6

When I am
learning

I am an intuitive
person

I am an
observing
person

I am a logical
person

I am an
active person

7

I learn best
when

personal
relationship

observation

rational
theories

a chance to
try out and
practice

8

When I learn

I feel personally
involved
in things

I take my time
before acting

I like ideas
and theories

I like to see
results from
my work

9

I learn best
when

I rely on my
feelings

I rely on my
observations

I rely on
my ideas

I can try
things out
for myself

10

When I am
learning

I am an
accepting person

I am a reserved
person

I am a rational
person

I am a
responsible
person

11

When I learn

I get involved
things

I like to observe

I evaluate

I like to be
active

12

I learn
best when

I am receptive
and open
minded

I am careful

I analyses
ideas

I am practical

Total the
score from
each column

Column 1

Column 2

Column .3

Column 4

CE

RO

AC

AE

Please compute your combination scores as follow, preserve negative signs if they appears :
(A) AC – CE = _ _ _
(B) AE – RO = _ _ _
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Book Review

Creativity : Unconventional Wisdom
from 20 Accomplished Minds
Herb Meyers and Richard Gertsman

Main Focus and Approach by The Author
This book looks at the creativity from a different angle. Authors have interviewed 20
creative people from different areas like book writer, play writer, artist, architect,
software industry, business, films, painter, designer, music composer, sculpture
artist and photography. The interviewees range widely in age and countries of
origin. The views of these creative people about creativity, their thought process,
dreaming of different ideas and thoughts that others have never before envisaged,
their motivators, steps they take to create things that delight their audiences have
been described.
The book also tries to find the answers to the questions like Can one learn to be
creative? Can one make people creative who are not initially creative? What’s the
impetus to be creative? Is money an important motivation to creativity? Or is it
fame? If neither, what drives creative people to do what they do? Certain
characteristics that were shared by these accomplished creative people are sharing
the creative experience with others; breaking the rules; personal satisfaction;
discovery and individualism.
Chapter Wise / Content Wise Summary
David Halberstam
He is distinguished social and political writer in America. His writing carrier started
as news paper reporter which culminated with reporting of Vietnam War for which
he won Pulitzer Prize. He thinks creative person is someone who is uncomfortable
in the conventional setting and cannot really function well there. This is someone
who cannot go to office from nine to five. There are lot of people who are creative,
but are not seeking creative work because they have made more conventional
choices and they are going to unhappy about it.
According to him money does not stir creativity. If someone thinks he wants to be
famous or make lot of money he doesn’t go in to most creative jobs. When he started
his career as journalist it was a poorly paid and not so glamorous career. But he went
for it because he was not good at other subjects as compared with English and
history. When he saw normal career options are blocked and door is open at some
other option he worked harder than anyone else in that field and was ahead of the
rest.
Edward Elbee
He is American playwright known for works and themes that have changed the
landscape of American drama. He thinks the only thing that separated the creative
from the non-creative is the fact that creative people are not content merely to have
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the experience, but insist on commenting on it. Some
people translate these experiences into something
such as painting, plays or classical music. Art is the
comment they make on the experience that
everybody else has had. The very best do it because
they are incomplete without doing it.

outspoken on women sexuality as she thinks nobody
is indifferent for her writing work.
She thinks the process of creating the work is a process
of discovery, both inner and outer discovery. It cannot
be forced and you don’t know where it comes from,
but in surrounding yourself to the process- you make
discoveries. Working on the similar lines she writes on
what she feels rather than thinking about what is
wrong and what is right? So, the outcome is real
creative work which nowadays people appreciate and
she also received the United Nations National Award
for Excellence in literature.

According to him too many schools and families
discourage creativity. In schools today, the only goal is
getting a good job and making a lot of money. It’s
destructive and there cannot be a great society or
civilization without a descent educational system. He
admires most creative people as long as they are
serious about their art and are not in to it just for
money or fame. Money and fame are two highly
destructive things to creative artists.

Karim Rashid
A leading designer thinks that we are all born creative.
What kind of behavioral or educational conditioning
we have at young age determines whether or not we
continue to be a creative human being. His father was
a painter and a television set designer. His father used
to paint until four in the morning and as a child he has
seen his paintings and television designs. So he really
grew up in a creative world all the time. Therefore in a
sense he thinks creativity can be learned and a person
can be encouraged to be creative. To explain a different
case compared to his own i.e. a person not getting
creative environment but still successful at creative
work; he says that one of his friend who was a brilliant
violinist even though his parents were both doctors,
happened because his parents saw the world in a
different way than other people, so they could shape
their child to be what he was.

Nandan Nilekani
CEO of Infosys thinks there are different kinds of
creativity. Classically we have thought of creativity in
artistic sense, in terms of art, music and literature. But
there is lot of creativity in business today and it is
about visualizing the future that others don’t see. He
visualized that with new technology it is possible to
work at some other place for a company which
actually is stationed somewhere else. Along with this
he thought the foreign companies would outsource
their jobs to such companies that have stature and
presence, that have a campus where people are able to
work, and that have investment in technology. So, he
first build a campus; that was a big idea in 1991.When
there was outsourcing boom Infosys was ready with
the infrastructure to capitalize on the opportunity
while others were still building the infrastructure. So
thinking about the future development that nobody
has laid out before is creativity for a business.

Unfortunately, today’s society tends to suppress
creativity. Society teaches us to conform in school, at
home, at a restaurant, at a ball game-in short
everywhere. So even though as a child you are
creative you have to grow up in a conforming society.
This conforming at a young age prevents the majority
of people, who may be basically creative, from
pursuing a creative career. One more thing which
suppresses the creativity is laziness. The majority of us
are lazy especially as we get older, we focus more on
making a living and on such activities that seem to be
most important to us, and being creative takes a
backseat.

Erica Jong
The author who created sensation with its frank
treatment of a woman’s sexual desires; thinks real
creativity consists of seeing the world differently from
the way other people see it, and being compelled to
share that with others. People criticize and protest
against her writings because they think women
should not write about the things she write about,
because the things she writes about breaks their
notion of what a women should be like. Her work has
always created controversy because she is being

Outcomes / Overall Summary of The Book
Creativity is not only about looking at the existing
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things and making subtle changes in it but dreaming
things that never were and making it in reality to
happen. Every creation has to the original work of the
creator who treats it as a new birth thereby giving his
everything in to it. The creations have be your own
signature to distinguish it from the rest. An idea
behind creation comes from your learning of whole
life and carefully watching the surrounding things
and activities. Experimenting is also good for making
an idea to convert in to success. For all these you need
to have energy to work all the time, which all the
artists have.

people could become creative and one can bring a lot
of change in human psyche through creativity which
can change not only our everyday life but our whole
surrounding environment and shape a new culture.
Learning Points
1. To be creative you should not be lazy and have
excess of energy.
2. To be creative one needs to dream and visualize
the things that never were there.
3. Money and fame cannot be motivators for
creativity.

Money and fame cannot be motivators for creativity
.The motivator for being creative is finding out in life,
you love the most to do and putting all your energy in
to it. Not treating it as a job but thinking about it even
when you are not at your workplace and keenly
watching the things and activities around you and
thinking about ways you can use these learning in the
work you do.

4. Creativity can be learned and encouraged.
5. In business creativity is visualizing the future
which others don’t see.
6. Our educational system and society needs to
change which tends to suppress the creativity.

Published by :
Palgrave Macmillan
Year of Publication : 2009,

Creativity can be learned and encouraged. It is the
need of the hour to modify our educational system
which teaches us that you are at the school for getting
a degree and the job out of it. If the educational system
encourage us to nurture our ideas and be a guiding
support for our creativity rather than be just
conforming to a set pattern, then more and more

Book Reviewed by :
Ajay Kumar Yadav
Manager, Bhilai Steel Plant
SAIL, Bhilai
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Article Digest

In the Company of Givers and Takers

Grant Adam

Every organization has two kinds of people, givers, who are more concerned about
their contribution and takers who are very assertive about what they want. People
can demonstrate these opposing traits across a whole range of behaviors ranging
from outright selfishness to selfless sacrifice, with most people ranging in-between.
Organizations work most effectively when people behave generously toward their
colleagues.
Every day, employees make decisions about whether to act like givers or like takers.
When they act like givers, they contribute to others without seeking anything in
return. They might offer assistance, share knowledge, or make valuable
introductions. When they act like takers, they try to get other people to serve their
ends while carefully guarding their own expertise and time.
Organizations have a strong interest in fostering giving behavior. A willingness to
help others achieve their goals lies at the heart of effective collaboration, innovation,
quality improvement, and service excellence. In workplaces where such behavior
becomes the norm, the benefits multiply quickly. When employees act like givers,
they facilitate efficient problem solving and coordination and build cohesive,
supportive cultures that appeal to customers, suppliers, and top talent alike.
But even as leaders recognize the importance of generous behavior and call for more
of it, workers receive mixed messages about the advisability of acting in the interests
of others. Forced-ranking performance evaluations, and competitive bonus pools,
pit employees against one another, encouraging them to undercut rather than
support their colleagues’ efforts. Even without a dog-eat-dog scoring system, strict
delineation of responsibilities and a focus on individual performance metrics can
cause a “not my job” mentality to take hold.
Studies have thrown up interesting findings about the success of givers in
organizations. They are either the most productive or the least, with the takers being
mostly the median performers. Generosity appeared to sink some employees to the
bottom while propelling others to the top. This creates a challenge for managers.
Can they promote generosity without cutting into productivity and undermining
fairness? How can they avoid creating situations where already-generous people
give away too much of their attention while selfish coworkers feel they have even
more license to take? How, in short, can they protect good people from being treated
like doormats?
Part of the solution must involve targeting the takers in the organization—providing
incentives for them to collaborate and establishing repercussions for refusing
reasonable requests. But even more important, is helping the givers act on their
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generous impulses more productively. The key is for
employees to gain a more nuanced understanding of
what generosity is and is not. Givers are better
positioned to succeed when they distinguish
generosity from three other attributes—timidity,
availability, and empathy—that tend to travel with it.
•

Timidity - Generous people tend not to ask for
help, but they will do so if they are acting as agents
on behalf of others. Timidity needn’t have
anything to do with generosity, but it often
plagues givers Encourage the givers to be more
assertive by making them see that their
assertiveness is required for the benefits of many
other people also, not just them. They can teach
employees who are uncomfortable with selfadvocacy to shift their frames of reference and
advocate for others using relational accounts. The
first step is to ask employees to think of others who
share their interests. A colleague, perhaps, or a
customer, supplier, direct report, friend, or family
member? Having identified a beneficiary, the
employee might make a verbal commitment to
help that person. Then it’s time to target the right
audience and begin to advocate, making all due
reference to those relational accounts.

•

Availability - If givers drop everything when
anyone asks for a favor, their own productivity
suffers. The key is to carve out time and space for
uninterrupted work. Instead of accommodating
every request for help, givers need to set
boundaries like quiet hours, and redirecting
people to others who can help them. It takes some
time and energy to stick to these guidelines but
ends up in retaining the essential giving character
without losing personal productivity. One of the
critical distinctions between self-sacrificing givers
and successful ones is the willingness to seek
support. Although many givers are
uncomfortable seeking help for themselves,
asking on behalf of others is easier to them, so they
end up developing a network of givers and their
credibility also ensures that more people responds
to their requests. It also makes sense for givers to
be selective as to whom they help. It’s probably
unrealistic to expect that they will outright refuse
to help others, even inveterate takers. But leaders
can point out a middle ground: When dealing

with takers, givers can be matchers. Instead of
helping with no strings attached, matchers hold
takers accountable for their behavior, helping
them only if they will reciprocate by helping the
matcher—or others—in return. As for how to
help, leaders can prompt reflection on the types of
giving that are best aligned with employees’ skills,
interests, and values. The more an employee
becomes known for offering specific kinds of help,
the less likely people are to pile on miscellaneous
requests. Over time the questions directed toward
that employee will become more aligned with his
or her expertise and enjoyment, making giving
more sustainable. Studies by the psychologists
Netta Weinstein and Richard Ryan show that
when helping is based on a sense of mastery and
personal choice rather than duty and obligation,
it’s more likely to be energizing than exhausting.
Building a network of givers, will enable
employees to fulfill requests without accepting the
entire burden themselves. Asking recipients to
pay it forward also serves as a mechanism for
sincerity screening, letting employees see who’s
willing to help and who isn’t. They can then
dedicate their time and energy to other givers,
where the return on investment is greatest.
•
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Empathy - Givers can be easily swayed by
emotional appeals for their assistance, but they
can make better choices about helping when they
are taught to consider others’ perspectives in
addition to their feelings. If a busy person is easily
moved by empathy to spend time doing favors he
or she cannot afford, that person runs a serious
risk of being manipulated by shrewd takers. By
teaching people to be perspective takers – not just
empathizers – when they are called on for favors,
managers can help givers provide moreproductive allocations of time that will benefit the
enterprise as a whole. Leaders and managers can
ask employees to gather information about a
counterpart’s interests and to make a list of their
own interests as well. From there, employees can
examine the overlap to generate ideas for what
negotiation experts call compatible issues and
logrolling. Compatible issues are points at which
interests align, and logrolling means that
employees will let a counterpart win on issues that
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matter less to them so that they can win on the
issues they value most. Givers excel at
understanding other people’s thoughts as well as
their feelings, because concern for others involves
getting to know their backgrounds and values.
Givers allow themselves to become pushovers
when they fail to gather and use knowledge about
others’ interests. By putting this skill into action,
it’s possible to transform win/lose scenarios into
win/ win gains.

Developing a refined view of generosity will help
resolve a fundamental dilemma that ambitious
professionals face today: Although giving behavior is
beneficial to organizations and ardently praised in the
abstract by leaders, it often comes at the expense of
those who engage in it. As Bill Gates said at the World
Economic Forum’s 2008 meeting in Davos, “There are
two great forces of human nature—self-interest, and
caring for others.” In many organizations, those forces
come together with damaging effect. With thoughtful
management, however, they can be yoked in such a
way that caring for others becomes the best strategy
for the most ambitious.

There are three payoffs associated with teaching
employees about the power of agency, boundaries on
availability, and perspective taking. The first is saving
your best employees—those who exemplify collegial
generosity—from being taken advantage of and
helping them to gain stature as successful givers
instead. The second is enabling employees who fear
the risks of giving to contribute more to others and to
the success of the enterprise. The third is creating a
culture of and reputation for generosity that attracts
more givers to your organization and appeals less to
takers.

Article Digest Prepared by
Sanjay Dhar
Asstt. General Manager (Acad.) & Sr. Faculty Member
MTI, SAIL, Ranchi.
Source
Harvard Business Review;
Apr. 2013, Vol. 91 Issue 4, p90-97
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fgUnh ys[k

thoar laxBu & pqukSfr;k¡,oa volj
bUnj dqekj vpIykuh·

dqN yksx ftEesnkjh ls
fliQZ blhfy, Hkkxrs
gSa fd ;g vius lkFk
tokcnsgh Hkh ykrh gSA
tc ge tokcnsgh ls
drjkrs gSa rks vius
fy, ,d cspkjxh iSnk
djrs gSaA vr% vius
vki dks eqDr dhft;s
vkSj ftEesnkjh mBkb;sA
rc vkidks vglkl
gksxk fd vki dqN Hkh
dj ldrs gSaA

l

xBu vFkok dEiuh dksbZ bekjrksa dk lewg ugha gS oju~ lksp le>dj cukbZ x;h ,d
lkekftd bdkbZ gS ftlds eq[; vax mlesa dk;Zjr dehZ gSa] tks vis{kkd`r lrr~ vk/kj ij
dk;Z djrh gS ,oa ftldk mís'; r;'kqnk y{; ;k y{;ksa dh izkfIr gksrk gSA okrkoj.k esa cnyko ds
lkFk dEiuh dks Hkh vius vki dks okrkoj.k ds vuqlkj <+kyus dh vko';drk gksrh gS vkSj ;g
dEiuh ds thfor jgus ds fy, furkar vko';d gSA dEiuh dk dksbZ vax vxj vis{kkuqlkj dke
ugha dj ikrk rks dEiuh ^chekj* gks tkrh gS vkSj vxj dEiuh ds eq[; vax (;Fkk foÙk ,oa
foi.ku bR;kfn) viuk dke djus esa foiQy gks tk;sa rks dEiuh vUrr% ^e`r* gks tkrh gSA
vxj ge mijksDr dh rqyuk thou ls djsa rks ik;saxs fd ftUnk jgus ds fy, gj thfor izk.kh dks
vius vki dks okrkoj.k ds vuqdwy <+kyuk gksrk gS] vxj 'kjhj dks dksbZ jksx idM+ ys rks O;fDr
chekj gks tkrk gS vkSj vxj 'kjhj ds egRoiw.kZ vax tSls g`n; ;k iQsiQM+s vkfn dke djuk can dj
nsa rks O;fDr dh e`R;q rd gks tkrh gS vFkkZr~ ge ;g fu"d"kZ fudky ldrs gSa fd laxBu esa Hkh
thou gksrk gSA
dksbZ Hkh laxBu mlesa dk;Zjr dfeZ;ksa dk dqy ;ksx gS vkSj O;fDr;ksa dk ;g lewg gh ml laxBu
dh vkRek (laLd`fr) gksrh gSA laxBuksa ds ckjs esa bruk fy[kk tk pqdk gS fd vxj ge 10 tUe Hkh
lc dke dkt NksM+dj] laxBuksa ls lacaf/r fdrkcsa vFkok ys[k i<+rs jgsa rks Hkh 'kk;n le; de
iM+sxkA vr% ge laxBu ds ckjs esa ckr ugha djsaxs oju~ ge laxBu dh thoarrk ds ckjs eas ppkZ
djsaxsA vc tc vki eku gh pqds gSa fd laxBu esa Hkh thou gksrk gS rks thou esa vkus okyh gj
pqukSrh dk lkeuk laxBu dks gh djuk iM+rk gSA blfy, ;g vko';d gks tkrk gS fd ge tkusa fd
21oha 'krkCnh dh oks dkSu&dkSu lh pqukSfr;k¡gSa tks laxBu dks vius thoudky esa >syuh iM+sxh
vkSj D;k bu pqukSfr;ksa dks volj esa cnyk tk ldrk gS \
vkt dh xykdkV izfr;ksfxrk ds ;qx esa fdlh Hkh laxBu vFkok ;w¡dfg;s fd muesa dk;Zjr
dfeZ;ksa ds lkeus igkM+ cu ds [kM+h nl izeq[k pqukSfr;ksa ds ckjs esa ppkZ djrs gSa vkSj lkFk gh lkFk
;g tkuus dh dksf'k'k Hkh djrs gSa fd bu pqukSfr;ksa dks dSls volj esa cnyk tk ldrk gSA
1- vfuf'prrk (vuljVsfuVh)
vkt fdlh Hkh O;olk; dh lcls cM+h pqukSrh gS & vfuf'prrk dk ekgkSyA ;wa rks O;fDr rks
LoHkko ls gh vfuf'prrk ilan ugha ijUrq O;olk; esa ;g lcls T;knk vlqfo/ktud gSA laxBu
ds mPpkf/dkfj;ksa ds fy;s ftUgsa u fliQZ lhfer le; ds fy, ;kstuk,a cukuh gksrh gS oju~ yEcs
le; ds fy, fofuos'k ds fu.kZ; Hkh ysus gksrs gSa rkfd laxBu dh fLFkjrk dk;e jgsA bl
vfuf'prrk Hkjs ekgkSy esa laxBu ds izeq[k vf/'kklh yEcs le; ds fy, fu.kZ; ysus ls drjkus
yxs gSa vkSj viuk lkjk è;ku os fliQZ lhfer le; dh ;kstuk,a cukus esa yxk jgs gSaA bldk lcls
· mi egkizca/d ('kS{kf.kd) ,oa ojh; ladk; lnL;] ,eú Vhú vkbZú] lsy] jk¡ph
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cqjk izHkko laxBu dh fLFkjrk ij iM+sxk tks fd vUrr% laxBu
ds fy, ?kkrd gh fl¼ gksxhA nqfu;k dh loZJs"B dSejs cukus
okyh dEiuh vkxiQk vUrr% cUn gks x;h D;ksafd mUgksaus vius
O;olk; ds f'k[kj ij cSB dj Hkh vkus okys dy ds fy,
;kstuk ugha cuk;h vkSj dy dh vk;h dEifu;k¡muls vkxs
fudy x;haA

gksaxs fd eSa bUiQksfll] foijks] Vh-lh-,l- tSls laxBuksa dh ckr
dj jgk gw¡ftudh vkenuh dk cM+k fgLlk nwljs ns'kksa dks viuh
lsok,a cspdj gh vkrk gSA vko';drk fliQZ bl ckr dh gS fd
laxBu nwljs ns'kksa dh laLd`fr dks igpkus vkSj O;kikj ls
lacaf/r ;kstuk,a cukus ds fy, t:jh lwpukvksa dks ,d=k dj
mUgsa fo'ysf"kr djus dh ;ksX;rk dk fodkl djsaA

volj % ge cpiu ls lqurs vk;s gSa fd ykHk tksf[ke mBkus
dk iqjLdkj gSA vc ;k rks ge vkus okys dy ls Mj tk;sa vkSj
vkt dh fpUrk djsa ;k fiQj ,slh ;kstuk,a cuk;sa tks gesa vkt rks
ykHk dh fLFkfr esa j[ksa gh ysfdu vkus okys dy dh pqukSfr;ksa
dk lkeuk djus ds fy, Hkh laxBu dks rS;kj j[ksaA rHkh ge
vius laxBu dh fLFkjrk yEcs le; rd dk;e j[k ik;saxsA gesa
;kn j[kuk gksxk fd vkt dh izfrLi/kZ Hkjs ;qx esa gels vkxs
fudyus ds fy, ,d ugha vusd yksx rS;kj cSBs gSaA

3- vfHkuork (buksos'ku)
vius dk;Zdykiksa] mRiknksa ,oa lsokvksa esa vfHkuork ykuk vkt
laxBuksa ds fy, cM+h pqukSrh gSA gky gh esa fd;s x;s ,d losZ ds
vuqlkj ;g ik;k x;k fd cM+h dEifu;ka vfHkuo laLd`fr dks
viukus ls drjk jgh gSA pwafd blesa mUgsa tksf[ke fn[kkbZ nsrk gSA
dbZ eq[; dk;Zdkjh bldh vko';drk dks ekurs gSa vkSj vius
mRikn vkSj lsokvksa esa vfHkuo izfØ;kvksa dks viukuk pkgrs gSaA
ijUrq ifj.kkeksa ls Mjrs gSaA pqukSrh ;g gS fd vfHkuork dks rks
viuk;k tk;s ijUrq laxBu ij fu;a=k.k cuk jgsA

2- oSf'odj.k (Xykscykbts'ku)

volj % vkt dh mUur izks|ksfxdh ds ;qx esa tgk¡vkt dk
mRikn dy vizpfyr gks tkrk gSA laxBuksa dks okrkoj.k ls
rkyesy fcBk;s j[kus ds fy, vius mRiknksa] lsokvksa vkSj
dk;Zdykiksa esa fujUrj vfHkuork ykus dk tksf[ke mBkuk gh
iM+sxkA bl pqukSrh dk lkeuk djus dk ,d gh rjhdk gS fd
vki vius mRiknksa ,oa lsokvksa esa uohurk ykrs jgsa rkfd vkidk
cktkj dk;e jgsA vfHkuork ds vusdksa mnkgj.k {k.k Hkj esa gh
vkidks ;kn vk tk;saxsA fiQj pkgs vki bysDVªkWfud mRiknksa ds
ckjs esa lkspsa ;k LVhy] IykfLVd ;k ,sls vU; gtkjksa mRikn
ftlesa vfHkuork us cktkj dk Lo:i gh cny fn;kA vr% bl
pqukSrh dks volj ekfu;s fd dSls vki vius mRikn dks vius
izfr}a}h ls csgrj cuk ldrs gSa vkSj bldk ,d gh mik; gS fd
vki vfHkuork ds egRo dks igpkusa vkSj vfHkuo laLd`fr dks
viuk;sa u fd bl pqukSrh ls ?kcjkdj vius laxBu dks
izfr}af};ksa ds gokys dj nsaA

laxBuksa ds lkeus vkt nwljh lcls cM+h pqukSrh oSf'odj.k dks
ysdj gSA nqfu;k dh loZJs"B dEifu;ksa ds 10 eq[; dk;Zdkjh
vf/dkfj;ksa esa ls lkr us ,d lk{kkRdkj ds nkSjku ekuk fd vkt
oSf'odj.k muds fy, lcls cM+h pqukSrh gSA vkt iwjk fo'o
,d cktkj ds :i esa mHkj jgk gS rHkh rks gekjs ns'k esa iwts tkus
tkus okys Hkxoku dh ewfrZ;ka gksa ;k fiQj gksyh dh fipdkjh ;k
nhokyh dh ykbVsa] lc gekjs ns'k esa phu ls vk jgk gSA vr%
laxBu dks izfrLi/kZ esa cus jgus ds fy, ;g t:jh gks x;k gS
fd os nwljs ns'kksa dh laLd`fr ,oa lH;rk dks le>sa] mudh
t:jrksa dks igpkus vkSj muds ikl miyC/ lk/uksa vkSj
lalk/uksa dk laKku ysa rkfd muds cktkjksa esa iSB cuk;h tk lds
vkSj miyC/ mRiknksa dks muds cktkjksa esa cspk tk lds vkSj lkFk
gh lkFk mudh vko';drkvksa ds vuqlkj u;s mRiknksa ds fy,
fMtk;u bR;kfn rS;kj fd;s tk ldsA
volj % ;|fi oSf'od Lrj ij [kqyk cktkj laxBu ds fy,
pqukSrh gS rks lkFk gh lkFk ;g volj Hkh rks gS vius mRiknksa ds
fy, u;s cktkj [kkstus dh vkt vko';drk gS rks fliQZ bl
ckr dh fd vki vius mRiknksa ;k lsokvksa dks fo'o Lrj dk
cuk;s vkSj viuh foi.ku xfrfof/;ksa dk nk;jk c<+k;saA rc ;g
pqukSrh vkidks ,d lq[kn latksx dh rjg fn[kkbZ nsxhA vkt
bUiQkWjes'ku VsDuksykWth esa ge fo'o esa vxz.kh gSa vkSj gekjh
lsok,a fo'o ds lcls mUur ns'k Hkh ys jgs gSaA vki tku gh x;s

4- fofu;eu (jsxqys'ku)
vkt laxBuksa ds lkeus ,d u;h pqukSrh gS fd fur u;s cnyrs
gq, fu;e ,oa dkuwu fiQj pkgs oks i;kZoj.k ls lacaf/r gksa
vFkok ljdkj dh foÙkh; ;k fofuos'k uhfr;ksa vkfn ds pyrs
gksaA vkt fo'o ds lkeus ^Xykscy okfe±x* ,d u;h pqukSrh ds
:i esa mHkjh gS vkSj laxBuksa dks gfjr mRiknu djus ds fy,
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xzkgdksa ,oa va'k/kjdksa dh vksj ls ncko Mkyk tk jgk gSA gekjs
ns'k esa fdlh Hkh cM+s dkj[kkus dks yxkus esa lcls cM+h pqukSrh
i;kZoj.k laca/h eatwjh izkIr djus ds :i esa laxBuksa ds lkeus
vkrh gSA cSadksa ls iSlk feyuk Hkh vc mruk vklku ugha gSA
ftruk dqN le; igys rd Fkk] vki ftl O;olk; esa gSa mlls
lacaf/r fu;eksa] vf/fu;eksa] dkuwuksa vkfn dh tkudkjh vki
dks gksuk vR;ar vko';d gS] fiQj vki bls pqukSrh ekus ;k
vM+puA bl rjg ds vkns'k vFkok vè;kns'k dksbZ Hkh ljdkj
xgu fopkj foe'kZ ds ckn ykrh gS vkSj blesa vke vkneh dk
fgr loksZifj gksrk gSA

vr% laxBu dh fdlh Hkh dk;Z iz.kkyh vFkok mRiknksa esa
cnyko dks tYnh ls Lohdkjk ugha tkrk vkSj blh vlgefr ds
Mj ls laxBu ds usr`RodrkZ fofo/rk ykus ls Mjrs gSa vkSj
laxBu iqjkuh yhd ij yEcs le; rd cus jgrs gSa fiQj pkgs
mudk vfLrRo gh [krjs esa iM+ tk;sA laxBuksa ds bfrgkl mBk
dj nsf[k;s] vki ik;saxs fd ,sls dbZ laxBu foyqIr gks x;s tks
,d le; vius O;olk; ds usrk gksrs Fks vkSj mldk ,dek=k
dkj.k vki ;gh ik;saxs fd og vius vki dks le;kuqlkj cny
ugha ik;s vkSj u;s mRiknksa vFkok uohu VsDuksykWth us mudk
vfLrRo gh feVk fn;kA

volj % eSa dksbZ i;kZfon ugha gw¡ij ;g tkurk gw¡fd ge vius
vki dks laokjus ds fy, vkus okyh ih<+h dk dy [kjkc ugha
dj ldrsA vr% geasa mUgsa gjk Hkjk okrkoj.k nsuk gh gksxkA tks
vkt vkidks pqukSrh yxrh gS mls volj ekfu;s fd vki ns'k
dk dy laokj jgs gSaA vkus okys le; esa oks gh laxBu fLFkj jg
ik;sxk tks gfjr fuekZ.k dks izksRlkfgr djsxkA vr% bls vius
izfr}af};ksa ls vkxs fudyus ds fy, feyk ,d volj ekfu;s tks
gks ldrk gS vius vkdkj vkSj rduhd dh otg ls bls ykxw
djus esa vki ls ihNs jg tk;saA

volj % vius laxBu dh thoarrk cuk;s j[kus ds fy, fujUrj
fofo/rk cuk;s j[kus ds ckjs esa lksfp;sA ;g ekudj pfy;s fd
bl fur cnyrh nqfu;k esa dqN Hkh LFk;h ugha gS] vxj vkt
vius O;olk; esa f'k[kj ij gSa rks dy dksbZ vkSj vkils vkxs
fudyus ds fy, rS;kjh dj jgk gSA vr% vko';d gS fd vki
cnyko ds ckjs esa lkspsaA ijUrq blds fy, vko';d gS fd vki
D;k fofo/rk pkgrs gSa ;k vius O;olk; esa yk ldrs gSaA blds
ckjs esa vius lkfFk;ksa ;k lgdfeZ;ksa ls lykg e'kfojk djsa vkSj
mUgsa fo'okl esa ysa rkfd vkids iz;klksa esa lkeatL; cuk jgs
vkSj laxBu mu cnykoksa dks Lohdkj djus ds fy, rS;kj jgsA

5- izks|ksfxdh (VsDuksykWth)

7- tfVyrk (dEiysfDlVh)

vkt fo'o esa ftl rsth ls u;h u;h rduhd dk fodkl gks
jgk gS] mlls fuiV ikuk laxBuksa ds fy, ,d cM+h pqukSrh gSA
vkt vki vPNk [kklk fuos'k djds dksbZ m|ksx yxkrs gSa vkSj
vxys gh o"kZ vkidk izfr}a}h mlh mRikn dks u;h rduhd }kjk
cuk dj vkids lkeus u;h pqukSrh izLrqr dj nsrk gSA iz'u ;g gS
fd D;k vki u;h rduhd dks vkus ls jksd ldrs gSa vkSj 'kk;n
mÙkj ,d gh gS & ughaA

blesa dksbZ lansg ugha fd vkt thou vkSj O;olk; nksuksa esa cgqr
tfVyrk vk x;h gS] ;|fi mUur rduhd ,oa izkS|ksfxdh dh
cnkSyr laxBu dh xfrfof/;k¡,oa dk;Ziz.kkyh dkiQh vklku
gks x;h gSA ijUrq ;g cgqr tYnh&tYnh cnyrh jgrh gS vkSj
buls rkyesy cuk;s j[kuk dkiQh tfVy gks x;k gSA oSf'od
vFkZO;oLFkk vkt ,d nwljs ls T;knk vPNh rjg tqM+h gqbZ gS
vkSj laxBuksa dk nqfu;k Hkj esa iQSys fofo/ xzkgdksa ,oa lIyk;jksa
ls tqM+s jgus dh ,d tfVy pqukSrh dk lkeuk djuk iM+ jgk gSA

volj % bl fur cnyrh rduhdh nqfu;k esa laxBuksa dks ,slh
;kstuk,¡cukuh pkfg, fd os bl volj dk ykHk mBk;sa vkSj
vius laxBu esa ,slh yphyh O;oLFkk dk;e djsa fd vkt ftl
rduhd ij vki mldk ykHk mBk ldsa] rkfd vki nwljksa ls
ges'kk vkxs jgsa rc vkidks ;g pqukSrh volj ds :i esa fn[kkbZ
nsxhA

volj % vxj bls volj dh rjg ns[ksa rks ge ik;saxs fd vkt
iwjk fo'o vkids mRiknksa ds fy, ,d cktkj gS vkSj mUur vkbZVh- dh cnkSyr vki fo'o ds fdlh dksus ls Hkh O;kikj dj
ldrs gSaA gesa vius vuqHko vkSj Kku dh cnkSyr irk gS fd
dksbZ Hkh u;h iz.kkyh 'kq:vkr esa cgqr tfVy izrhr gksrh gS
ijUrq lgh dk;kZUo;u ,oa fuxjkuh dh otg ls ckn esa vklku
yxus yxrh gSA ;g lqugjk volj gS vius O;olk; dks iQSykus
ds fy,] cl vkidks pkfg;s fd ;g lqfuf'pr djsa fd

6- fofo/rk (MkboflZVh)
O;olk; esa fofo/rk ykus dk iz;kl vkt ,d cM+h pqukSrh gS
D;ksafd dksbZ Hkh O;fDr vknru cnyko dks ilan ugha djrkA
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uohure dk;Ziz.kkfy;ksa dks dSls cuk;k vkSj fØ;kfUor fd;k
tk;s rkfd de ls de tfVyrk esa vius O;kikj ekWMy]
izfØ;kvksa] mRiknksa vkSj lsokvksa dks fMtkbu fd;k tk ldsA

volj % xgu izfr;ksfxrk ds bl ;qx esa bl pqukSrh ls ikB ikus
ds fy, ,slh vkiwfrZ J`a[kyk fodflr djus ds fy, dkjxj
;kstuk cukus dh vko';drk gS rkfd dPps eky dh vkiwfrZ u
fliQZ de ls de dherksa ij gks] oju~ ;g Hkh lqfuf'pr fd;k
tk lds fd eky vkids ikl r;'kqnk le; ij ges'kk igqaprk
jgsA ;kn jf[k;s fd tc vki t:jr ls T;knk eky dk vius
;gk¡ HkaMkju djrs gSa rks vki fliQZ vkSj fliQZ mu foÙkh;
laLFkkuksa dks vius ykHk dk fgLlk ns jgs gksrs gSa tks vkidks C;kt
ij iSlk nsrs gSaA vkt tc ykHk de gks jgk gS rks vkidks ;g
volj feyk gS fd vki Hkh tkikuh dEifu;ksa dh rjg viuh
vkiwfrZ J`a[kyk dks ^tLV&bu&Vkbe* rduhd ij fodflr djsa]
rkfd vkids }kjk dek;k iwjk ykHk vkidk viuk gksA

8- lwpukvksa dh Hkjekj (bUiQkWjes'ku vksojyksM)
cnyko izd`fr dk fu;e gS ijUrq vkt dksbZ Hkh vU; pht bruh
rsth ls u rks fodflr gks jgh gS u cny jgh gS ftruh fd
lwpuk vkSj bldk vknku&iznkuA bUVjusV dk iz;ksx 21 oha
'krkCnh esa lwpuk dk ,d u;k ;qx ysdj vk;k gSA tgk¡,d
cVu nckrs gh nqfu;k Hkj dh [kcjsa vkids lkeus gksrh gSa vkSj
;g O;kikj ds fy, vxj ojnku gS rks lkFk gh lkFk ,d cM+h
pqukSrh HkhA lwpukvksa ds bl vEckj esa ls vius dke dh lwpuk
<wa<uk@,df=kr djuk] mlls vius eryc dh tkudkjh
fudkyuk ,oa miyC/ lwpuk ds vk/kj ij fu.kZ; ysuk] fdlh
Hkh laxBu ds fy, csgn pqukSrhiw.kZ dk;Z gSA

10- leL;k fuokj.k (izkscye lkfYoax)
mijksDr ukS pqukSfr;k¡] ftudk geus vHkh rd ftØ fd;k] os
lc xgu 'kks/ dk ifj.kke gS] ijUrq vafre pqukSrh ftldk vc
ftØ gks jgk gS] og lacaf/r gS laxBu esa dk;Zjr dfeZ;ksa lsA
fdlh Hkh leL;k dks ;k rks vki pqukSrh eku ldrs gSa vFkok
volj vkSj ;g fuHkZj djrk gS vkids utfj;s ijA vDlj ,d
lq[kn] liQy ifj.kke vkSj ,d fujk'kktud foiQyrk ds chp
varj dsoy /kj.kk ;k utfj;s esa ekewyh cnyko dk ifj.kke gh
gksrk gS tks ge ml leL;k dks ysdj cukrs gSa tks gekjs lkeus
eqag ck;s [kM+h gksrh gSA

volj % vxj laxBu miyC/ lwpukvksa dks igkM+ esa ls vius
dke dh tkudkjh ,df=kr djus dh dksbZ iz.kkyh miyC/ vkbZVh- izkS|ksfxdh ;k vius dfeZ;ksa ds Kku dkS'ky dk bLrseky
djds fodflr dj ysrs gSa rks ;g tkudkjh muds laxBu dh
rjDdh ds u;s&u;s vk;ke fodflr djus esa csgn dkjxj
lkfcr gksxhA vr% bDdhloha 'krkCnh ds laxBuksa dks bls volj
ds :i esa gh ns[kuk gksxk vkSj ogh laxBu f'k[kj ij igqap
ik;sxk ;k fLFkj jgsxk] tks miyC/ lwpuk dk lcls csgrj
mi;ksx djus esa l{ke gksxkA

tSlk fd geus ys[k ds 'kq:vkr esa gh ftØ fd;k fd laxBu
mlesa dk;Zjr dfeZ;ksa dk lewg gS vkSj mruk gh thoar gS ftruk
mlesa dk;Zjr dehZA fur uohu leL;k,¡vkt ds O;olk; esa
vifjgk;Z gSA vc ;k rks leL;k vkus ij mlls tSls&rSls fuiVk
tk;s ;k fiQj leL;kvksa ls fuiVus ds fy, dq'ky izca/dksa dk
,d ,slk lewg cuk;k tk;s ftudk utfj;k ges'kk ldkjkRed
gks vkSj tks ;g ekurs gksa fd gj leL;k dk gy laHko gksrk gS
vkSj og leL;k lek/ku ds fy, dkjxj j.kuhfr cuk;sA
pqukSfr;ksa dks volj esa cnyus ds fy, rhu dkjxj rjhds fuEu
gks ldrs gSaA

9- vkiwfrZ J`a[kyk (lIykbZ psu)
ekax esa fur gksrs cnyko vkSj viuh ykxr dks de ls de j[kus
dh fu;r ls vkt dEifu;ka vius ikl dPps mRiknksa dks
fuEure LVkd j[kuk pkgrh gSA ijUrq bl iz;kl esa lcls cM+h
pqukSrh gS & le; ij dPps eky dh vkiwfrZ] fur cnyrh
dhersa] dPps mRiknksa dh ekax esa c<+ksÙkjh dh otg ls c<+rh
izfr;ksfxrk ,oa vU; ykftLVhd ck/k;asA bu lc dkj.kksa ls
laxBu ds fy, vius dPps eky dh vkiwfrZ dh ;kstuk cukuk
csgn pqukSrhiw.kZ dk;Z gks x;k gSA blds vfrfjDr ,sls NksVs
vkiwfrZdrkZ tks iwath dh deh ds dkj.k vius ikl dPps eky
dk HkaMkju ugha djuk pkgrs os viuk eky cM+s xzkgdksa dks
udn fcØh ds rgr csp nsrs gSa ftlls leL;k vkSj xaHkhj gks
tkrh gSA

(d) vius dks eqDr dfj;s vkSj ftEesnkjh laHkkfy;s %
blds fy, vko';d gS fd vki ekusa fd vki viuh Hkkoukvksa
ds o'k esa gSa & tSls dqN yksx dgrs ik;s tkrs gSa fd eSa ,slk gh
gw¡] eSa vius vki dks ugha cny ldrkA gesa viuh izfrfØ;kvksa
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dh ftEesnkjh mBkuh gh gksxh vkSj ;g ekuuk gksxk fd ge
viuh izfrfØ;k dks o'k esa dj ldrs gSaA

my>usa iSnk dj ysaxs vkSj lgh fn'kk esa okilh dfBu gksxhA
vxj vki ldkjkRed 'kq:vkr djrs gSa rks vkids iz;kl lgh
fn'kk esa gh gksaxs vkSj vki pqukSrh dk MVdj lkeuk dj ik;saxsA
;g leL;k ls ikj ikus dk T;knk ljy rjhdk gS cfuLir blds
fd vki gj leL;k ls fHkM+ tk;saA

ftEesnkjh Lohdkj djuk ,d 'kkunkj eqfDr dk vuqHko gSA ;g
gesa gekjs vius thou dks pkyd dh lhV esa cny nsrk gSA
bldk eryc gS fd ge fu;a=k.k esa gSa vkSj ge viuh izfrfØ;k
dks o'k esa dj ldrs gSaA

(x)

ftUnxh dk yqRiQ mBkb;s %

vxj vki gj leL;k dks cgqr xaHkhjrkiwoZd ysrs gSa rks gks
ldrk gS fd vki fdlh Hkh leL;k ij vupkgh izfrfØ;k ns
cSBsaA ;fn vki gj pqukSrh ds fy, udkjkRed izfrfØ;k djrs gSa
rks fdlh ,sls O;fDr dh udy djus dh dksf'k'k dhft;s tks
ges'kk ldkjkRed izfrfØ;k djrk gSA Hkys gh 'kq:vkr esa bls
vki [ksy dh rjg ysaA ijUrq bl [ksy dks rc rd tkjh jf[k;s
tc rd vki ldkjkRed ugha gks tkrsA fo'okl ekfu;s bls dksbZ
ugha tku ik;sxk flok; vkidsA nwljs fliQZ fo"ke ifjfLFkfr;ksa
esa Hkh vkidh ldkjkRed izfrfØ;k ns[kdj izHkkfor gh gksaxs
vkSj os Hkh vkidks ldkjkRed izfrfØ;k gh nsaxs vkSj blls ,d
[kq'kuqek ekgkSy cusxk vkSj laxBu dh thoarrk cuh jgsxhA

dqN yksx ftEesnkjh ls fliQZ blhfy, Hkkxrs gSa fd ;g vius
lkFk tokcnsgh Hkh ykrh gSA tc ge tokcnsgh ls drjkrs gSa rks
vius fy, ,d cspkjxh iSnk djrs gSaA vr% vius vki dks eqDr
dhft;s vkSj ftEesnkjh mBkb;sA rc vkidks vglkl gksxk fd
vki dqN Hkh dj ldrs gSaA
([k) lgh 'kq:vkr dhft;s %
fdlh Hkh u;h pqukSrh dk lkeuk djrs le; lgh 'kq:vkr
dhft;s vFkkZr~ vxj vki leL;k dks 'kq: esa gh ,slk eku ysaxs
fd ;g tfVy leL;k gS vkSj bldk gy ikuk eqf'dy gS rks
vkidk liQj dfBu gks tk;sxk D;ksafd vki vius fy, dbZ
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